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Brain plasticity can be defined as the capacity of cerebral neu-
rons and neural circuits to change, structurally and function-
ally, in response to experience. This fundamental property is
essential formaturation of sensory functions during develop-
ment, for the adaptability of our behaviour to the environ-
ment through learning and memory processes and for brain
repair in response to disease and trauma.

Given its relevance for primary brain processes, it is not
surprising that great effort is beingmade inmultiple laborato-
ries to elaborate intervention procedures aimed at enhancing
neural plasticity in the brain. In addition to their theoretical
relevance, these studiesmay pave theway for novel paradigms
or therapeutic agents for rehabilitation and recovery from
nervous system injury. Among the possible experimental
approaches that can be used to promote brain plasticity, of
great relevance are those based on noninvasive procedures
characterised by their capability to boost the potential for
plasticity retained by neural circuitries without being associ-
atedwith dangerous side effects. Some paradigms appear par-
ticularly worthy of interest, in light of their powerful impact
on brain health, and include exposure to enriched environ-
ments characterised by high levels of sensory, motor, and
cognitive stimulation, behavioural interventions based on the
enhancement of sensory stimuli (such as perceptual learn-
ing), and dietary manipulations aimed at the optimisation of
caloric intake and food balance.

One of the most exciting findings resulting from
the application of these procedures is the demonstration,
obtained primarily in the paradigmatic visual system but
extending to other systems and functions, that the adult brain

is not “hard-wired” with immutable neuronal circuits but can
be pushed to unfold a high degree of plasticity even well past
the end of the so-called “critical periods,” sensitive phases
during early development when plasticity levels are particu-
larly high. This special issue provides a collection of several
papers addressing the impact of a number of noninvasive
procedures on developmental and adult brain plasticity, with
a focus on both animal models and human research.

J. Bonaccorsi et al. concentrated on system consolidation,
a crucialmechanismmediated by the hippocampus and other
medial temporal lobe structures and underlying the precise
recall of already acquired memories.The authors contributed
a very innovative research paper providing the first evidence
that exposure of adult mice to environmental enrichment
affects the time-dependent process of spatial memory system
consolidation, inducing an earlier recruitment of the medial
prefrontal cortex and also the progressive activation of a dis-
tributed cortical network that is not activated in mice reared
in standard housing conditions.

Antidepressant drugs such as the selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) fluoxetine (Prozac) have been
recently shown to have a major impact on brain plasticity,
qualifying as powerful enviromimetics, substances that can
be used tomimic the beneficial effects induced by exposure to
environmental enrichment. In particular, a chronic treatment
with fluoxetine has been previously shown to reopen forms of
juvenile-like plasticity in the adult visual cortex of rodents.
In this special issue, E. Tiraboschi et al. continued in this
established research field by using fluoxetine-induced plas-
ticity in the adult rat visual cortex as an experimental model
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to investigate possible modulatory effects on gene expres-
sion by means of microarrays and RT-PCR. They provide
evidence that the combination of fluoxetine and monocular
deprivation (i.e., the closure of one eye) induces significant
changes in the expression of genes belonging to different
biological classes, such as chromatin structure remodelling,
transcription factors, extracellular matrix, and excitatory and
inhibitory neurotransmission.

Closely related to the paper by E. Tiraboschi et al., J. F.
Maya-Vetencourt provides a review article on the emerging
role in brain plasticity played by the recently discovered
neuronal-specific and activity-dependent transcription fac-
tor NPAS4, which has been proved to be involved in as
various processes as neural circuits’ reorganization after cere-
bral ischemia and brain injury, amygdala and hippocampal-
dependent memory, homeostatic plasticity, and neurogen-
esis. The author provides a useful discussion of the link
between NPAS4 expression and the regulation of GABA-
mediated inhibitory transmission and discusses how future
lines of research might concentrate on NPAS4 as a possible
mediator for the established effects of environmental enrich-
ment and fluoxetine administration on adult visual cortex
plasticity.

When looking at the effects of environmental and phar-
macological manipulations, one critical factor to be consid-
ered is the possibility that the selected intervention proce-
dures might also induce unpredictable amounts of undesired
stress, which can neutralise their impact on brain and
behaviour. While the literature on the impact of acute and
chronic stress is huge, one major challenge is to understand
the conditions under which the harmful effects of a stress-
ful situation can be converted into a potential benefit for
brain plasticity. S. Capoccia et al. provide a research paper
investigating the effects of stressors of different nature and
length on hippocampal plasticity, with the associated changes
in the immune and neuroendocrine activation. The authors
demonstrate that while prolonged stress in mice is associated
with immunosuppression and lowering of brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) levels, opposite changes are
elicited by brief exposure to stressful stimuli. The results are
discussed in terms of possible hormetic effects set in motion
bymild stress, resulting in the activation of a greater flexibility
for resourcemanagement inmoderately challenging environ-
mental conditions.

One fundamental source of modification of the extracel-
lular and intracellular milieu is food intake and the ensu-
ing modulation of energy metabolism. Dietary factors are
increasingly recognised as powerful regulators of neural plas-
ticity, exerting their effects on the brain by affecting molec-
ular events related to synaptic plasticity, neuronal signalling,
and, ultimately, mental health. M. Mainardi et al. contribute
with a timely review on this exciting matter, focusing on the
literature dealing with neural plasticity induced by environ-
mental stimulation (e.g., environmental enrichment, physical
exercise, dietary restriction, and high-fat diet) on the arcuate
nucleus of the hypothalamus, the primary sensor of plasmatic
leptin levels.

The special issue also contains significant contributions
centred on the effects of environment on brain plasticity in

humans. E. Inguaggiato et al. surveyed the literature on the
impact of noninvasive rehabilitation strategies in children
with unilateral cerebral palsy, providing the first review on
this subject. The selected literature discussed by the authors
employed totally nonpharmacological procedures such as
constraint-inducedmovement therapy, occupational therapy,
motor training, and virtual reality exposure.

One of the most common and severely disabling neural
diseases is stroke, a leading cause of permanent adult disabil-
ity. Enhancing neural plasticity in patients with stroke might
considerably affect their functional output, boosting the
recovery process by eliciting and facilitating the spontaneous
reparative potential of the brain. In their review, F. Faralli et al.
discuss how, and to what extent, noninvasive intervention
strategies such as mirror therapy, action observation, and
mental practice affect poststroke recovery. The review nicely
integrates preclinical studies with clinical evidence, bridging
the translational gap and providing a list of possible molec-
ular factors underlying the beneficial effects elicited by
environmental stimulation.

An emerging and very attractive area of research in
experience-dependent neuroplasticity is meditation, which
appears to elicit plasticity processes affecting higher cognitive
functions. The research paper by M. R. Hagerty et al. reports
an fMRI and EEG study of the brain of a trained meditator
in the course of ecstatic meditation during a Buddhist
concentration technique called jhana.The authors document
the areas activated during this practice and relate them to
the subjective reports of emotions and psychophysical states.
A striking finding is the activation of the dopamine/opioid
reward system during meditation stages corresponding to
subjective reports of joy, particularly relevant if one considers
that it is achieved through a totally self-stimulating procedure
based on internal mental processes.

Our hope is that this special issue will serve to emphasize
the relevance of environment-based intervention strategies
in eliciting brain plasticity under both physiological and
pathological conditions. This area of investigation will likely
emerge as one of the most successful in the fields of brain
repair, neurology, psychiatry, and mental health.

Alessandro Sale
Anthony J. Hannan

Lamberto Maffei
Andrea Guzzetta
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Noninvasive rehabilitation strategies for children with unilateral cerebral palsy are routinely used to improve handmotor function,
activity, and participation. Nevertheless, the studies exploring their effects on brain structure and function are very scarce. Recently,
structural neuroplasticity was demonstrated in adult poststroke patients, in response to neurorehabilitation. Our purpose is to
review current evidence on the effects of noninvasive intervention strategies on brain structure or function, in children with
unilateral cerebral palsy. The main literature databases were searched up to October 2013. We included studies where the effects
of upper limb training were evaluated at neurofunctional and/or neurostructural levels. Only seven studies met our selection
criteria; selected studies were case series, six using the intervention of the constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT) and
one used virtual reality therapy (VR). CIMT and VR seem to produce measurable neuroplastic changes in sensorimotor cortex
associated with enhancement of motor skills in the affected limb. However, the level of evidence is limited, due to methodological
weaknesses and small sample sizes of available studies. Well-designed and larger experimental studies, in particular RCTs, are
needed to strengthen the generalizability of the findings and to better understand the mechanism of intervention-related brain
plasticity in children with brain injury.

1. Introduction

Unilateral cerebral palsy (U-CP) is the most common type
of cerebral palsy (CP), with an incidence of 1 in 1000 live-
births [1]. Typically, the upper limb (UL) is more involved
than the lower, with impairments of spasticity, sensation, and
reduced strength. Effective use of the arm and hand to reach,
grasp, release, and manipulate objects is often compromised.
Children with hemiplegia usually have the intellectual capac-
ity to attend regular school; however, impaired arm function
restricts their participation in educational, leisure, and later
vocational roles [2].

U-CP can result from a wide variety of brain lesions,
with respect to the timing of insults (acquired during the
pre-, peri- or postnatal period), and the type of structural
pathology (brain malformations, periventricular lesions, and

corticosubcortical lesions) [3]. U-CP often leads to delays in
motor development or deconditioning of the affected limb,
as individuals are inclined to functional compensation with
the intact limb rather than attempting to use the involved
limb [4]; this may result in suppression of development
of cortical representation of the affected limb, and it may
further inhibit its functional use [5, 6]. When the lesion
occurs at an early stage of development, either during the
intrauterine life or soon after birth, the mechanisms of
plastic (re-)organization of the sensory motor system can be
different from those observed at later stages of development
[7]. Primary motor control of the hemiplegic upper limb
can be eventually maintained within the spared tissue of the
affected hemisphere (ipsilesional reorganization), or it can be
reorganized within the unaffected hemisphere, as a result of
the complete withdraw of the crossing fibers from the affected
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hemisphere and the survival of the fast-conducting ipsilateral
motor projections from the unaffected one (contralesional
reorganization) [8]. The type of reorganization can be influ-
enced by the size and site of damage, but it appears strongly
influenced also by the experience following damage, that is,
by the complex interaction between residual motor output
from the affected hemisphere and somatosensory feedback
from the affected limb [9].

In general terms, adaptive plasticity of the central nervous
system (CNS) refers to functional and structural changes
in the brain, which are advantageous to offset or improve
functions; the term denotes several capacities including the
ability to adapt to changes in the environment and to store
information in memory associated with learning [10]. There
is abundant evidence that the structure of certain brain
circuits can change in response to environmental stimuli [11].
Recently, structural neuroplasticity has been demonstrated
in response to neurorehabilitation intervention in adult
poststroke patients. Gauthier et al. [12] have shown in stroke
patients treated with CIMT a significant increase in gray
matter volume in several regions, including bilateral primary
sensory and motor areas, both hippocampi, and anterior
supplementary motor area contralateral to the motor deficit
[12].

In children with U-CP, several types of intervention
have been used to improve abilities of the affected limb
(e.g., neurodevelopmental treatment, neuromuscular electri-
cal stimulation, constraint-induced movement therapy, etc.).
Compared to adult poststroke research, a relatively small
number of studies investigated the effects of rehabilitation on
brain reorganization. The purpose of this study has been to
evaluate current evidence on brain reorganization in children
with U-CP following noninvasive intervention strategies.

2. Methods

Articles were identified through comprehensive searches of
computerized bibliographic databases: PubMed, MedLine
(1973 to October 2013), CINAHL (Cumulative Index to Nurs-
ing and Allied Health Literature) (up from 1994 to October
2013), Web of Science (1992 to October 2013), and ERIC (pre-
1966 to October 2013). We also searched for reviews on this
topic on the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials,
with no result.

The search explored Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
terms and text words:

(1) “cerebral palsy” or “hemiplegia”,
(2) “child” or “adolescent” or “infant”,
(3) “therapy” or “training” or “intervention”,
(4) “MRI” or “fMRI” or “EEG” or “TMS” or “PET” or

“MEG” or “reorganization”.

Selection Criteria. To be included in this systematic review,
studies had to meet the following criteria.

(1) Participants were diagnosed with U-CP.
(2) Interventions to improve outcome were noninvasive

and did not include drugs.

(3) Outcomes included functional activities and evidence
of brain reorganization through neurophysiological
experiments, carried out before and after the inter-
vention.

Studies were excluded if they

(1) reported only clinical measures as outcomes;
(2) were case reports;
(3) were not published in English.

The initial search yield was reviewed by only one reviewer
on the basis of title and abstract. All the studies emerged
from the search focused on upper limb (UL) intervention.
The search strategy allowed to identify 12 articles thatmet our
inclusion/exclusion criteria. The full-text articles were exam-
ined by 3 reviewers, and the eligibility for study inclusion
was assessed independently; in case of mismatched opinion
between the 3 reviewers, the eligibility of the study was
discussed together and consensuswas reached. Following our
search in the different databases, only 5 eligible studies were
identified while two additional ones were selected within
their reference lists. The final analysis included 7 studies. The
general purpose of the studies was to evaluate the effects of
noninvasive rehabilitation strategies on brain reorganization
and on functional improvement of affected upper limb (UL)
in unilateral cerebral palsy. In Figure 1, flow chart describes
study selection and reasons for exclusion.

3. Results

3.1. StudyDesigns andParticipants. Selected studieswere case
series; no controlled studies were found.

We found seven trials specifically targeted on children
with unilateral cerebral palsy; only in one case a participant
had bilateral impairment with right arm sparing [13].The age
range of participants was between 2.1 and 7.6 years in one
study [14], between 7 and 14 years in two studies [13, 15],
between 13 and 15 years in another study [16], and between
10 and 30 years in the others [17–19]. Some studies were
performed by the same research group and some subjects par-
ticipated in more than one study [17–19]. Table 1 summarizes
the characteristics of the population for each study.

3.2. Type of Interventions. The most frequently proposed
intervention, in six of the seven studies, was the constraint-
induced movement therapy (CIMT); CIMT was used in
association with neurodevelopmental treatment (NDT) [15],
in association with occupational therapy (OT) [13], in associ-
ation with intensive motor training [14] or during a training
camp in associationwith individual and peer groups activities
[17–19]. Standard CIMT for children involves a restraint
worn on the non-affected upper limb for 90% of waking
hours and 6hours/day of intensive intervention using shaping
techniques and massed practice typically over a 2-week
period [20]. The standard CIMT model has been adapted to
be less intensive (<6 hours/day) due to concerns that young
children are unable to participate in such intensive therapy
regimen [21]. The remaining study employed an innovative
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7 studies were excluded:

Articles screened 
by title or abstract 

n = 356

Articles identified according to our 
inclusion/exclusion criteria

n = 12

Articles excluded due to inappropriate 
population, outcome measures, 

purpose, etc.
n = 345

Full-text articles were examined 
by 3 reviewers independently

7 studies were included in 
final analysis

Two articles were selected within  
reference lists of eligible studies

[Junger et al.; 2007, Walther et al.; 2009]

Articles identified 
on Medline n = 147

Articles identified 
on CINAHL n = 29

Articles identified on 
web of science n = 30

Articles identified
on ERIC n = 0

Articles identified
on PubMed n = 150

2 = absent intervention; 1 = review;
1 = absent neurophysiological

outcomes; 1 = used botulinum toxin;
2 = case report

Figure 1: Flow chart of search strategy and selection process.

treatment strategy: virtual reality (VR) [16], a virtual envi-
ronment system that uses new technologies to make the
patient perceptions similar to those coming from real-life
activities. In none of the studies children received botulinum
injections or upper limb surgery for the affected upper limb
in the 6 months prior to intervention. Table 2 describes the
characteristics of each UL intervention.

3.3. Outcome Measures. Selected studies were case series;
no controlled studies were found. Studies aimed to evaluate
the effects of noninvasive intervention on (i) functionality
of UL, through scales and/or questionnaires and (ii) brain
reorganization, through neuroimaging and neurophysiologi-
cal techniques (i.e., MRI, fMRI, TMS, MEG). In three of the
studies [17–19], the different patterns of corticospinal reorga-
nization (ipsilesional versus contralesional) were determined
by using TMS. Outcome measures were applied both before
and after the intervention; in a few studies, assessments were
also recorded during followup [15, 18].

3.3.1. Upper Limb Function. The effects of noninvasive inter-
vention on the functionality of the hemiplegic upper limb
were monitored using different functional measures, scales,
or questionnaires. The type of clinical assessments varied

among studies; we therefore grouped the functional motor
outcomes in 3 categories, according to the dimensions of
the International Classification of Functioning. Disability
and Health (ICF-CY): (a) body functions and structures,
(b) activities, and (c) participation [22]. (Table 1s sum-
marizes clinical assessment and corresponding results; see
Table 1s in the Supplementary Material available online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2013/356275). Most of the studies
investigated functional motor outcomes according to at least
one of the dimensions of the International Classification
of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF). The most fre-
quently used outcomes measures were WMFT [17–19] in 3/7
papers and P-MAL [13, 14, 18] in 3/7 papers.

3.3.2. Brain Reorganization. To evaluate the effects of the
intervention on brain reorganization, 6 studies used func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [13, 15–19]. All
MRI experiments were performed on 1.5T scanner, but
the fMRI procedure and the tasks performed during the
examination were different among studies. Half of the six
studies used, as fMRI task, active and passive movements
of the paretic and the nonparetic hands, while the other
half only performed an active task on the paretic hand. One
study combined fMRI with Transcranial Magnetic Stimu-
lation (TMS) [18] and another combined fMRi, TMS, and
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Table 1: Population and study design.

Study Design Patients M : F Age Diagnosis: congenital
U-CP Lesion/etiopathogenesis Type of

reorganization§

[13] Case series 5∗ n/a 7–13 ys 4R-CP, 1bilateralCP∗ n/a n/a

[14] Case series 10 6 : 4 2.1–7.6
(3.3 ± 1.6) 8R-CP; 2L-CP 3L-FP; 4L-PV; 1R-F;

1L-FT; 1R-FP n/a

[15] Case series 10 4 : 6 7–14 ys
(11 ± 2.5) 4L-CP; 6R-CP

3 malformative,
3 prenatal, 1 connatal,
2 early acquired, 1 n/a

n/a

[16] Case series 3 2 : 1 13–15 ys R-CP
2 patients: perinatal

stroke,
1 patient: IVH

n/a

[17] Case series 10 5 : 5 10–30 ys
(median 14 ys) 6R-CP; 4L-CP

unilateral
cortical-subcortical

infarction in the MCA
territory

7/10 ipsilesional
3/10 mixed

[18] Case series 7 3 : 4 10–30 ys
(median 16 ys) 5R-CP; 2L-CP

unilateral
cortical-subcortical

infarction in the MCA
territory

ipsilesional

[19]
Case series divided
into: contralesional,

ipsilesional

16
9/16
7/16

8 : 8
5 : 4
3 : 4

10–31 ys
11–31 ys
10–30 ys

6L-CP, 10R-CP
4L-CP, 5R-CP
2L-CP, 5R-CP

unilateral
cortical-subcortical

infarction in the MCA
territory

9/16 contralesional
7/16 ipsilesional

∗A participant had bilateral involvement with right arm sparing; §assessed by Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS). Abbreviations: M: male; F: female; ys:
years; L: left; R: right; U-CP: unilateral cerebral palsy, IVH: intraventricular hemorrhage; MCA: middle cerebral artery; FP: frontoparietal; PV: periventricular;
F: frontal; TP: temporal-parietal; CIMT: constraint-induced movement therapy; VR: virtual reality; NDT: neurodevelopmental treatment; OT: occupational
therapy; n/a: not available.

Table 2: Characteristics of the UL intervention programs.

Study Treatment Duration Frequency Intensity
per day Environment Activities Restraining device or therapy

system

[13] Modify CIMT +
OT 3weeks Weekly n/a In home

Bloorview Kids
rehabilitation
therapy manual

3 weeks continuous casting of the
affected arm and hand

[14] CIMT + intensive
motor training 15 days∗ Weekdays 5 hrs N/a Shaping technique Less-affected arm is continuously

restrained in a long arm cast

[15] modify CIMT +
NDT 2weeks Weekdays 4 hrs

Outpatient
clinic, home,
playgroup

Chosen
collaboratively

between child and
therapists

Removable cast on nonaffected
arm for 90% of the waking hrs
included weekend

[16] VR 2months Weekdays 30min In home
2 games: “sliders”,
“chase away a
butterfly”

5DT5 Ultra Glove + Play Station 3
game console

[17]
CIMT +

individual/peer
group activities

12 days Daily n/a Training camp
Individual (2 hrs)
and peer group

activities

Tailored glove fortified on palmer
side and fingers (wearing time:
10 hrs/day)

[18]
CIMT +

individual/peer
group activities

12 days Daily n/a Training camp
Individual (2 hrs)
and peer group

activities

Tailored glove fortified on palmer
side and fingers (wearing time:
10 hrs/day)

[19]
CIMT +

individual/peer
group activities

12 days Daily 10 hrs Training camp
Individual (2 hrs)
and peer group
activities (8 hrs)

Tailored glove fortified on palmer
side and fingers (wearing time:
10 hrs/day)

∗On the last 2 days of treatment, the cast is removed and training is focused on bilateral activities. Abbreviations: CIMT: constraint-inducedmovement therapy;
VR: virtual reality; NDT: neurodevelopmental treatment; OT: occupational therapy; n/a: not available; min: minutes; hrs: hours.
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Magnetoencephalography (MEG) [19]. TMS procedure was
the same in the two studies; MEPs were recorded from the
flexor pollicis brevis muscle from paretic and non-paretic
hands by surface electromyography for amplitude and global
transmission time [18, 19]. For MEG, somatosensory evoked
magnetic fields (SEFs) were elicited by tactile stimulation
of the paretic and non-paretic hands. Authors analyzed the
tactile evoked magnetic field of the early SEF (amplitude
and latency) [19]. Only one study evaluated the effects
of reorganization trough voxel-based morphometry (VBM)
analysis to determine gray matter change [14].

3.4. Findings. Details of the findings are reported in Table 3.
To explore the effects of intervention on brain reorganization,
neurofunctional techniques were used in 6/7 studies (fMRI
in 6 studies, TMS in 2, MEG in 1), while a neurostructural
technique (VBM) was used in 1/7 studies.

3.4.1. Effects on the Hemisphere Contralateral to the PH
(Affected orMost AffectedHemisphere). Themain neurofunc-
tional effect upon the (most) affected hemisphere, observed
after intervention, consisted of an enlargement of M1 or
M1/S1 activation during active motor tasks of the paretic
hand, demonstrated either at the single subject level [17] or
at the group level [13, 15, 18, 19]. Less consistent findings
were observed on fMRI during passive motor tasks of the
paretic hand with enlargement of M1/S1 activation at the
single subject level in one study [17], not confirmed at a
group level in another study. Tasks performed by the non-
paretic hand, both active and passive, did not seem to affect
brain reorganization within the affected hemisphere. This
general fMRI pattern was confirmed also when stratifying
subjects according to motor reorganization (i.e., ipsilesional
versus contralesional) [19]. In studies usingTMS, a significant
increase of M1-MEPs amplitude was observed, following the
TMS stimulation of the affected hemisphere [18].This finding
was clearly not observed in subjects with contralesional reor-
ganization of motor function, as no MEPs could be elicited
in these subjects by stimulation of the affected hemisphere
[19]. In the study usingMEG, increased amplitude of the SEFs
was observed in the affected hemisphere following tactile
finger stimulation of the paretic hand, irrespective of the type
of motor reorganization, while a reduction in SEFs latency
was only observed in subjects with ipsilesional reorganization
[19].

The only study exploring neurostructural changes,
through VBM analysis [14], found an increased volume of
M1/S1 in the affected hemisphere, together with an increased
volume of the hippocampus.

3.4.2. Effects on the Hemisphere Ipsilateral to the PH (Non-
Affected or Least Affected Hemisphere). No clear neurofunc-
tional effects were observed upon the unaffected (or least
affected) hemisphere. In a minority of cases, changes at the
single subject level were observed on fMRI, at the level of
M1/S1 or the Cerebellum [17]. OnTMS, a small but significant
decrease of M1-MEPs amplitude was observed, following
TMS stimulation of the unaffected hemisphere, limited to

those subjects with a contralesional reorganization [19]. No
effects were observed using MEG, with the exception of
a reduction of SEFs latency in the unaffected hemisphere
following tactile finger stimulation of the non-paretic hand,
limited to the subgroup of subjects with ipsilesional reorga-
nization [19].

The only study exploring neurostructural changes,
through VBM analysis, found an increased volume of M1
in the unaffected hemisphere, together with an increased
volume of the hippocampus [14].

3.4.3. Correlation of Brain Reorganization with Functional
Improvement. The correlation between functional motor
improvement in the upper limb and degree of neuroplastic
changes was explored in 4/7 studies and significant cor-
relations were found. In 3 studies CIMT was used and
the training-related improvements were positively correlated
with the extent of the area of activation [15], the laterality
index [13] and volume increase at VBM [14]. In the study on
VR, a correlation between motor function and fMRI signal
during active motor tasks was found [16].

4. Discussion

Despite the high number of studies exploring the functional
effects of neurorehabilitation in children with unilateral
cerebral palsy, relatively little is known on the neurobiological
underpinnings of such effects. The main common finding
reported in the reviewed studies is the enlargement of
the primary hand motor area contralateral to the paretic
hand, following intervention. This was valid across different
studies, both for CIMT [13–15, 17–19] and VR trainings [16],
using various hand motor tasks such as finger tapping [15],
hand opening/closing [16] and rubber ball pressing [17–
19]. Contralateral primary motor and sensory cortex were
the most frequently involved but increased activation could
be also found in the supplementary motor area [18], the
premotor cortex [17] and the cerebellum [16, 17]. More in
general, the effect results into a shift in the laterality index due
to the increased activity in the (most) affected hemisphere
after therapy, not counterbalanced by a similar effect in the
unaffected (or least affected) one.

The effect of training on hand passive motor task activa-
tion was less clear. Of the three papers exploring this question
[17–19], one showed significant enlargements in about half of
the tested subjects [17], the second one found no significant
changes [18], while the third one found changes only in the
subgroup of subjects with contralesional reorganization. The
three studies however used different statistical approaches
(single subject versus group analysis), making the three
studies poorly comparable and potentially less conflicting.

In two of the six studies [14, 18], effects of training were
explored with different means other than fMRI.Walther et al.
[18] used TMS to determine the changes in corticospinal
excitability following CIMT training, and recorded increased
amplitude MEPs in the paretic hand from the contralateral
primary motor cortex. No effect was observed for the non-
paretic hand. Sterling et al. [14] explored the effects of training
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Table 3: Neuroimaging and neurophysiological outcome measures and results.

CIMT
Functional magnetic resonance
imaging PH N-PH Notes

Active movements fMRI task

Four-finger/wrist extension/flexion
[13]

2/4 LI shift to contralateral
hemisphere, 2/4 reduced LI
(group stat; 𝑛 = 4)

—

Finger tapping [15] 6/7 (M1c) ↑ area of activation
2/7 (M1c) ↑ signal (1–3%) —

3/10 were excluded due to
artifacts (2/10) or
claustrophobia.
fMRI task was tested on 5
controls who showed M1c
activation.

Rubber ball press [17] 1/3 (M1S1c + M1S1i + CBMi +
PMC) ↑ area of activation

4/10 M1S1c ↑ area of activation
1/10 M1S1i ↑ area of activation

3/10 were excluded for PH task
due to movement artifacts.

Rubber ball press [18] (M1S1c + SMA) ↑ area of
activation (group stat; 𝑛 = 5) No changes (group stat; 𝑛 = 5) 2/7 were excluded for inability

to perform the task.

Rubber ball press [19]
Ipsilesional group:
(M1S1c + SMA) ↑ area of
activation (group stat; 𝑛 = 5)

No changes (group stat; 𝑛 = 5) 2/7 were excluded for inability
to perform the task.

Contralesional group
(M1S1c + CBMi/c) ↑ area of
activation
(M1i) ↓ activation
(group stat; 𝑛 = 6)

No changes (group stat; 𝑛 = 6) 3/9 were excluded for
movement artefacts.

Passive movements

Flexion/extension at the
metacarpophalangeal of fingers
II–V of the patient’s hand [17]

4/8 (M1S1c) ↑ area of activation
1/8 (M1S1i) ↑ area of activation
2/8 (IHF) ↑ area of activation
1/8 (CMBi) ↑ area of activation
4/8 no changes observed

2/10 M1S1c ↑ area of activation
1/10 IHF ↑ area of activation

2/10 were excluded for PH task
due to movement artifacts.

Flexion/extension at the
metacarpophalangeal of fingers
II–V of the patient’s hand [18]

No changes (group stat; 𝑛 = 7) No changes (group stat; 𝑛 = 7)

Flexion/extension at the
metacarpophalangeal of fingers
II–V of the patient’s hand [19]

Ipsilesional group: no changes
(group stat; 𝑛 = 7)

Ipsilesional group: no changes
(group stat; 𝑛 = 7)

Contralesional group
Parietal operculumc + M2S2c ↓
activation
(group stat; 𝑛 = 9)

Contralesional group
M1S1c ↓ activation
(group stat; 𝑛 = 9)

Voxel-based morphometry Posttreatment—pretreatment Pretreatment—baseline Notes

VBM [14] (M1S1c + M1i + Hippocampi) ↑
volume (group stat; 𝑛 = 10)

No changes (group stat;
𝑛 = 10)

Transcranial magnetic stimulation PH N-PH Notes

TMS [18] (M1-MEPs) ↑ amplitude
(group stat; 𝑛 = 7)

No changes
(group stat; 𝑛 = 7)

TMS [19] amplitude Ipsilesional group:
(M1-MEPs) ↑ amplitude
(group stat; 𝑛 = 7)

Ipsilesional group:
No changes
(group stat; 𝑛 = 7)

Contralesional group:
(M1-MEPs) ↓ amplitude
(group stat; 𝑛 = 9)

Contralesional group:
(M1-MEPs) ↓ amplitude
(group stat; 𝑛 = 9)

TMS [19] conduction time

Ipsilesional group:
No changes (group stat; 𝑛 = 7)
Contralesional group:
No changes (group stat; 𝑛 = 9)

Ipsilesional group:
No changes (group stat; 𝑛 = 7)
Contralesional group:
No changes (group stat; 𝑛 = 9)
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Table 3: Continued.

CIMT
Magnetoencephalography PH N-PH Notes

MEG [19] latency

Ipsilesional group:
↓ early-SEF latency (group stat;
𝑛 = 7)
Contralesional group:
No changes in early-SEF latency
(group stat; 𝑛 = 8)

Ipsilesional group:
↓ early-SEF latency (group
stat; 𝑛 = 7)
Contralesional group:
No changes in early-SEF
latency.
(group stat; 𝑛 = 8)

1/9 was excluded due to strong
magnetic artefacts.

MEG [19] amplitude

Ipsilesional group:
↑ early-SEF amplitude (group
stat; 𝑛 = 7)
Contralesional group:
↑ early SEF amplitude
(group stat; 𝑛 = 8)

Ipsilesional group:
≈early-SEF amplitude (group
stat; 𝑛 = 7)
Contralesional group:
No changes SEF amplitude
(group stat; 𝑛 = 8)

1/9 was excluded due to strong
magnetic artefacts.

VR
Functional magnetic resonance
imaging PH N-PH Notes

Active movements fMRI task

Hand open/close [16] 2/3 (M1c) ↑ area of activation
2/3 (CBM) ↑ area of activation — Training dose was variable in

the 3 cases.
Abbreviations: PH: paretic hand; N-PH: nonparetic hand; fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging; VBM: voxel-based morphometry; TMS: transcranial
magnetic stimulation, MEG: magnetoencephalography; M1: primary motor cortex; FP: frontoparietal; M1S1: primary sensory motor cortex, M2S2c secondary
sensory motor cortex c/i: indicate contralateral/ipsilateral, CBM: cerebellum, IHF interhemispheric fissure (including cingulate motor area supplementary
motor area), PMC: premotor cortex; LI: lateral index; LI is calculated [(contralateral − ipsilateral)/(contralateral + ipsilateral)]; SMA: supplementary motor
area, MEPs: motor evoked potentials; SEF: somatosensory evoked potentials.

on a structural level by using VBM analysis. This is also
the only paper with an actual control condition consisting
of a same-length interval pretraining used to explore brain
changes unrelated to intervention. It is of interest that while
no changes were observed from baseline to pretreatment, a
significant volume increase was observed at a group level
posttreatment in the primary motor cortex bilaterally, in the
contralateral primary sensory area and in both hippocampi.

Not surprisingly, a key factor influencing treatment-
related brain neuroplasticity appeared to be the type of
reorganization of the corticospinal tract (i.e., ipsilesional
or contralesional). Type of reorganization was taken into
account in 3/7 studies; these studies came from the same
research group, with the most recent one [19] confirming and
expanding the results of the previous two [17, 18]. Although
the overall small figures do not allow for definite conclusions,
there appears to be enough evidence supporting the existence
of two types of treatment-related neuroplasticity with the
main hallmark of an increase in M1 excitability in subjects
with ipsilesional reorganization and of a decrease in M1
excitability in subjects with contralesional reorganization.

Positive effects of training on handmotor function, in the
selected studies, were almost invariably reported, although
the outcome measures used were very heterogeneous. When
correlating functional improvements with the amount of
plastic brain reorganization, significant results were generally
observed after intervention, including enlarged area of M1S1
activation in fMRI, increased M1-MEPs amplitude from
stimulation of the affected hemisphere, and increased M1S1

brain volumes on VBM. However, data are too scattered
and heterogeneous to allow for definite conclusions on the
possible correlations between neurobiological changes and
functional improvements.

Themain limitation of the findings of this review is related
to the number and type of papers found in our systematic
search. Studies included in this review consist of quasi-
experimental or descriptive pre-post designs. Their level of
evidence, based upon a modified Sackett score [23] adapted
to include PEDro ratings, is between 2b for CIMT studies
and 5 for VR. It is of great interest that none of the studies
selectedwas a randomized controlled study. Although several
RCTs have been performed comparing different trainings in
children with unilateral cerebral palsy, some ethical prob-
lems might have hindered the possibility of testing control
subjects with relatively invasive techniques such as TMS.
Nevertheless, since MRI, MEG, and EEG techniques, when
used without sedation, can be considered noninvasive, there
is no obvious reason why RCTs have not yet been performed
using these methods. Lack of RCTs might be more simply
justified by this field of research being relatively new and this
type of study design being more complex.

In summary, noninvasive rehabilitation strategies seem to
produce measurable neuroplastic changes in sensory motor
cortex associated with enhancement of motor skills in the
affected limb. This conclusion is however largely restricted
due to the strong limitations of the reviewed studies, themost
relevant of which concerns their methodological characteris-
tics. It is also important to underline that the selected studies
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only investigated the effects of two types of intervention,
namely, CIMT and VR, making therefore our conclusions
not applicable to other approaches. For the same reason,
this review cannot provide any contribution to the definition
of the type of intervention that should be recommended
in children with U-CP. Well-designed experimental studies
with larger sample sizes should be carried out to strengthen
the generalizability of these preliminary findings. Moreover,
for further studies it would be important to investigate
the clinical outcomes according to the dimensions of ICF
with the best measures created for children with hemiplegia
considering psychometric properties. More researches, and
in particular RCT studies, are needed to better understand the
mechanism of brain plasticity in children with brain injury
and to inform and fine-tune current or novel rehabilitation
strategies in children with cerebral palsy.
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The capability of the brain to change functionally in response to sensory experience ismost active during early stages of development
but it decreases later in life when major alterations of neuronal network structures no longer take place in response to experience.
This view has been recently challenged by experimental strategies based on the enhancement of environmental stimulation levels,
genetic manipulations, and pharmacological treatments, which all have demonstrated that the adult brain retains a degree of
plasticity that allows for a rewiring of neuronal circuitries over the entire life course. A hot spot in the field of neuronal plasticity
centres on gene programs that underlie plastic phenomena in adulthood.Here, I discuss the role of the recently discovered neuronal-
specific and activity-dependent transcription factor NPAS4 as a critical mediator of plasticity in the nervous system. A better
understanding of howmodifications in the connectivity of neuronal networks occurmay shed light on the treatment of pathological
conditions such as brain damage or disease in adult life, some of which were once considered untreatable.

1. Introduction

The interaction between genetic and environmental factors
lies behind the neuronal representation of sensory stimuli in
the nervous system. The environment largely modifies brain
structure and function through mechanisms of neuronal
plasticity. Sensory experience actually drives the refinement
of immature neural circuitries into organized patterns of
synaptic connectivity that subserve adult brain functions [1].

Environmental influences play a key role in sculpting
the central nervous system architecture during early life,
when neural circuitries are highly sensitive to experience
(reviewed in [2, 3]). This seems to be a period of time (so
called critical period) in which an individual acquires an
indelible memory of relevant stimuli in the environment,
which ensures proper development of sensory functions
and/or behaviours. An emerging view in the field of plasticity
is that the effects caused by early developmental experience

in the remodeling of neural networks seem to be actively
preserved by the late appearance of structural and functional
factors that restrict plasticity over the time course. This
feature seems to be of relevance in terms of adaptive functions
but determines diminished plasticity in the adult brain, which
in turn severely restricts the functional reorganization of
the nervous system thus posing a limit for feasible clinical
interventions after brain injury or disease in humans (for
review see [4, 5]).

The capacity of neural circuitries to change in response to
sensory experience is of high relevance in fields of neuronal
rehabilitation and brain repair. This is clear, for instance,
in the case of stroke, which is a major cause of long-term
disability for which there is currently no clinical treatment.
Reactivating juvenile-like plasticity in the adult brain would
be beneficial in poststroke patients, whose recovery depends
on a reorganization of neuronal networks in adult life
(reviewed in [6]).
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How does experience modify synaptic circuitries in
the brain? Experience-dependent modifications of brain
functions depend, at least partially, on gene expression
patterns that have evolved to meet specific environmental
demands. The structure and function of the BDNF gene
are a compelling example of physiological mechanisms by
which experience-dependent plasticity is achieved. Since
promoter areas of the BDNF gene are differentially regulated
by distinct neurotransmitter systems, the levels of which
vary in response to environmental influences (for review
see [7]), BDNF protein synthesis in the brain is regulated
by experience in a spatiotemporal-dependent manner [8,
9]. This neurotrophin drives different forms of synaptic
plasticity and therefore epitomizes how the nervous system
mediates fast adaptive responses to changing environmental
conditions.

A hot spot in the neuroscience field is the identification
of physiological mechanisms associated with experience
that trigger alterations in the pattern of DNA methylation
and/or posttranslational modifications of histones that in
turn control the expression of genes underlying phenomena
of plasticity in the brain (reviewed by [10, 11]). Indeed,
epigenetic mechanisms that exert a long-lasting control of
gene expression by modifying chromatin structure rather
than changing the DNA sequence itself have been recog-
nized as experience-dependent mechanisms that regulate the
occurrence of brain plasticity ([12–15], reviewed in [16–18]).

Transcriptional mechanisms that are mediated by imme-
diate early genes (IEGs) and lie behind the occurrence of
plasticity in the nervous system have also been subject of
recent studies ([19], for review see [20, 21]). It is becoming
increasingly clear that experience-dependent plasticity is
achieved when neuronal activity triggers intracellular signal
pathways that promote the induction of IEGs (e.g., c-Fos, c-
Jun, CREB, and Zif268) that in turn control the expression
of downstream targets, the products of which then work via
the activation of structural and functional mechanisms that
eventually modify the strength of synaptic connections so as
to change the computational properties of neural networks in
the brain (reviewed in [20–22]).

In this review, I shall focus on the role of the recently
discovered neuronal-specific transcription factor NPAS4 as
a key regulator of brain plasticity and cognition. It has been
suggested thatNPAS4may be involved in phenomena of plas-
ticity after local [23, 24] and global [24, 25] cerebral ischemia,
seizures [26, 27], and brain injury [25, 27, 28]. More recently,
it has been reported that theNPAS4 transcription factor plays
a key role in mediating a transcriptional program underlying
amygdala-dependent [29] and hippocampal-dependent [30]
processes ofmemory, social, and cognitive functions [31].The
upregulation of NPAS4 in the striate nucleus after chronic
amphetamine administration [32], which is a pharmacolog-
ical model of plasticity with high relevance for mechanisms
of addiction [33, 34], has also been described. Moreover,
impairments of neurogenesis and deficits in fear [35] and
spatial memories [36] by social isolation and chronic stress
seem to be associated with the transcriptional suppression
of the NPAS4 gene [37], suggesting a central role for this
transcription factor as a mediator of plasticity. Here, I will

highlight recent advances that have brought to light some
of the structural and functional mechanisms underlying the
action of NPAS4 in experience-dependent plasticity. I shall
also cover novel findings onNPAS4-mediated gene programs
that lie behind phenomena of cortical plasticity caused by
either pharmacological treatments or experimental strategies
based on the enhancement of environmental stimulation
levels in adult life.

2. Neuronal Activity and NPAS4-Mediated
Gene Expression Patterns

Studies aimed at the identification of genes that mediate the
activity-dependent regulation of inhibitory synapses forma-
tion during development, revealed that NPAS4 is an IEG
induced by neuronal activity that seems to lie behind home-
ostatic mechanisms that keep neuronal firing in response to
sensory experience within normal levels [38].

The exposure of primary neuronal cultures to high levels
of potassium chloride leads to membrane depolarization
and calcium influx through L-type voltage-sensitive calcium
channels [39]. The resulting increase in intracellular calcium
levels then triggers calcium-dependent signaling pathways
that eventually mediate changes in gene transcription. The
analysis of DNA microarrays upon this experimental design,
in cortical neurons of young mice when development of
inhibitory synapses is underway, revealed that NPAS4 is a
transcription factor regulated by neuronal activity, whose
expression parallels the development of inhibitory synaptic
contacts [38].

NPAS4 is selectively induced by calcium influx only
in neurons but not in other cell types. The expression of
NPAS4, unlike other activity-dependent transcription fac-
tors such as CREB and c-Fos, is triggered selectively by
excitatory synaptic transmission but not by neurotrophic
factors [38]. As observed in the cortex, NPAS4 expression
in primary hippocampal neurons increases with the forma-
tion and maturation of synaptic contacts that occur during
development, presumably, because of enhanced endogenous
spontaneous levels of activity. Of note, NPAS4 expression
in response to stimulation of primary sensory areas has
been reported; visual experience in mice after one week of
dark exposure actually increases mRNA and protein levels of
NPAS4 in visual cortex pyramidal cells [38]. Interestingly, the
expression of NPAS4 seems to take place predominantly in
excitatory neurons.

The induction of NPAS4 promotes GABA-mediated
inhibitory transmission during development. Studies in hip-
pocampal cell cultures, using shRNA interference (shRNAi)
against NPAS4 and immunohistochemistry for both the
GABA synthetizing enzyme GAD65 and the GABAA-
receptor 𝛾2 subunit as pre- and postsynaptic markers,
respectively, revealed that the downregulation of NPAS4
expression markedly reduces inhibitory synaptic contacts
formation on perisomatic and dendritic regions of excitatory
neurons, suggesting that this transcription factor positively
regulates the number of inhibitory synapses that form during
early life. These findings were confirmed by recordings of
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miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs) in CA1
pyramidal cells, which decrease in amplitude after NPAS4
downregulation by NPAS4-shRNAi infection [38]. Further-
more, experiments performed in conditional knockout mice
(𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑆4flx/flx) in which the NPAS4 gene is selectively deleted
by CRE-mediated recombination revealed that CRE expres-
sion leads to a significant increase of interevent intervals of
mIPSCs, thus showing that CA1 pyramidal neurons lacking
NPAS4 receive fewer inhibitory synaptic inputs. In contrast,
increasing NPAS4 levels in cultured hippocampal neurons
enhances the formation of inhibitory synapses, as suggested
by a marked increase in the number of the GABAA-receptor
𝛾2 subunits. In line with this, expression of NPAS4 in CA1
pyramidal neurons increases the amplitude of mIPSCs while
decreasing mIPSCs interevent intervals, consistent with an
enhanced inhibitory synaptic signaling [38].

Notably, modifications of excitatory synaptic transmis-
sion also seem to occur after alterations ofNPAS4 expression.
In addition to the induction of genes that control the
development of inhibition, NPAS4 also seems to regulate a
gene program that includes a wide variety of transcription
factors, genes encoding channel proteins, G-protein signaling
molecules, protein kinases and phosphatases, and genes
involved in membrane receptors trafficking and synaptic
transmission [38].Moreover, it has been reported thatNPAS4
mediates BDNF expression in primary cortical neurons [30,
38, 40, 41]. BDNF is reduced in neurons with decreased
levels of NPAS4 after lentiviral NPAS4-shRNAi infection
and primary cell cultures from NPAS4 knockout mice
consistently show a similar reduction of depolarization-
induced BDNF expression [38]. Chromatin immunoprecip-
itation (ChIP) studies have shown that NPAS4 binds to the
BDNF promoters I and IV in membrane-depolarized neu-
rons, indicating that NPAS4 directly mediates the activity-
dependent BDNF transcription. This phenomenon seems to
underlie, at least partially, the effect of NPAS4 in increasing
the formation of inhibitory synapses, as the number of
inhibitory synaptic contacts induced byNPAS4 is moderately
attenuated in cells in which BDNF has been knocked down
by BDNF-shRNAi infection. Accordingly, the enhancement
of inhibition caused by NPAS4 in CA1 neurons is partially
but not totally attenuated by knocking down BDNF levels
[38].

In summary, NPAS4 induction in response to excitatory
transmission appears to mediate a reduction of neuronal
activity levels and therefore may function as a homeostatic
mechanism during phases of enhanced excitability [38].
To what extent NPAS4 mediates, directly or indirectly, the
development of inhibitory synaptic contacts formed by dif-
ferent types of GABAergic interneurons on excitatory cells
is an open question that remains to be explored. Further
studies of NPAS4 physiological functions may shed light
on mechanisms by which experience-dependent neuronal
activity regulates the balance between inhibition and exci-
tation in the brain and how alterations in such a balance
may contribute to pathological conditions such as Down
syndrome, Autism, and Rett syndrome in which inhibitory
transmission seems to be altered [42–44].

3. NPAS4 Upregulates a Gene Program That
Underlies Memory Formation

The formation and storage of memories are a classical
example of experience-dependent plasticity mechanisms that
allow an individual to modify behaviour by learning. What
structural and functional changes occur in the brain as we
learn? It is well established that there are stages in memory
that are encoded as modifications in the strength of synapses
that correlate with behavioural phases of short- and long-
term memory.

Pioneering studies from molluscs to flies, and mam-
mals revealed highly conserved signal transduction pathways
that are critical for the occurrence of synaptic plasticity
underlying the establishment of long-term memories. These
conserved pathways involve calcium-mediated activation of
intracellular protein kinases, translocation of these proteins
to the nucleus, and subsequent activation of transcription
factors that mediate gene transcription (for review see [45]).
Activation of Glutamate N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-
receptors [46], for instance, seems to induce phosphorylation
of CREB, which causes alterations of chromatin structure
that allow for the induction of gene programs and de
novo synthesis of proteins that eventually mediate long-
term changes of synaptic transmission during learning [47]
(Figure 1).

In rodents, the hippocampus is involved in the formation
of memory for new environments or contexts (reviewed by
[48]), this phenomenon being dependent on the activation
of the CA3 hippocampal area [49–51]. Contextual memory
formation can be examined using the contextual fear con-
ditioning (CFC) task (for review see [52]), which consists of
exposure of an animal to a given context in which an electric
shock, thatmay ormay not be accompanied by a tone, occurs.
After training in this protocol, wild-type animals normally
remember and associate the context with the aversive shock
experience, which can be later evaluated in terms of freezing
behaviour; 1 hour or 24 hours after training, the animals
are exposed to the same aversive context to explore either
short- or long-term contextual memory, respectively. Using
this experimental paradigm, a novel role for NPAS4 in the
regulation of contextualmemory formation has been recently
uncovered [30].

These studies initially evaluated the expression of the
IEGs c-Fos, Arc, and NPAS4 in the dorsal hippocampus of
mice that were exposed to the CFC task and sacrificed at
different time points. Notably, NPAS4 expression was found
to peak much before that of c-Fos and Arc; NPAS4 mRNA
reached its peak after 5min of training, returning to basal
levels of expression after 4.5 hours. Instead, c-Fos and Arc
reached their peak levels of expression after 30min of training
[30]. These findings highlight a hierarchical genetic program
in which NPAS4 is upstream of several other IEGs in the
dorsal hippocampal area. This notion was later confirmed
by the observation that conditional deletion of the NPAS4
gene by CRE recombination in hippocampal neurons of
𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑆4

flx/flx transgenic mice results in a marked loss of c-Fos,
Arc, and Zif268 expression [30].
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Figure 1: Molecular mechanisms underlying long-lasting modifica-
tions of synaptic transmission. After presynaptic glutamate release,
the NMDA channel opens only when the postsynaptic neuron
is sufficiently depolarized. As a result, the permeability of Ca2+
increases and Ca2+ ions activate postsynaptic protein kinases. These
kinases may then act to insert new AMPA receptors into the
postsynaptic spine, thereby increasing the sensitivity to glutamate.
The activation of second-messenger pathways (e.g., ↑ cAMP) that
subsequently set in motion the catalytic subunit of the protein
kinase A results in the phosphorylation of the transcriptional
regulator CREB. This turns on the expression of a number of genes
(those containing the CRE promoter area) that produce long-lasting
structural and functional changes on the synapses.

Learning and memory deficits were also evaluated in
NPAS4 knockout (NPAS4−/−) mice. After 5min of training in
the CFC test, robust freezing behaviour was observed in both
wild-type and NPAS4−/− littermates, indicating that learning
capabilities were normal in NPAS4−/− animals. In contrast,
freezing behaviour was significantly reduced 1 hour and 24
hours after CFC training, showing that both short-term and
long-term memory formation is impaired in NPAS4−/− mice
[30].

After CFC training, NPAS4 expression was localized
mainly in the CA3 area of the hippocampus. The selective
deletion of NPAS4 in CA3 but not in CA1 impaired long-
term contextual memory formation; 24 hours after CFC
training, 𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑆4flx/flx mice injected in CA3 with a virus
expressing the CRE recombinase showed attenuated freezing
responses as comparedwithwild-type or𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑆4flx/flx animals
injected in CA1 [30], thus demonstrating that deletingNPAS4
specifically in CA3 replicates the memory deficits seen in the
NPAS4 knockout.

The issue of whether NPAS4 expression in the CA3
area of the NPAS4−/− background leads to the expression
of the NPAS4-mediated gene program and rescues memory
formation was also investigated. Remarkably, the expression
of NPAS4 in CA3 completely reversed the short-term and
long-term contextual memory deficits previously observed in
the NPAS4−/− background; NPAS4-expressing mice in CA3
but not in CA1 showed similar freezing behaviour as wild-
type control animals after either 1 hour or 24 hours of training
in the CFC behavioural task [30]. Consistently, the same
experimental design also induced c-Fos expression in CA3.

In summary, this elegant set of experiments demonstrates
that the activity-dependent transcription factor NPAS4
is a key mediator of plastic phenomena that underlie
hippocampal-dependent contextual memory formation. On
the one hand, acute deletion of theNPAS4 gene inCA3 results
in a dramatic diminishment of IEGs expression and impaired
contextualmemory formation.On the other hand, expression
of NPAS4 mRNA in NPAS4 knockout animals effectively
restores both IEGs expression and memory formation.

4. Role of NPAS4 in the Regulation of
Homeostatic Plasticity

Thefirstmodel to provide a specificmechanism formodifica-
tions of synaptic transmission involved in associative learning
was advanced by Donald Hebb in 1949; it was proposed
that modifications in the strength of synapses might occur
only if the use of those synapses was associated with and
contributes to the generation of action potentials in the
postsynaptic neuron (reviewed by [53]). Hebb’s principle has
been summarized as follows: “neurons that fire together wire
together” whereas “neurons that fire out of synchrony lose
their connection.” Thus, an essential feature of this postulate
is that modifications of synaptic transmission depend on
coincidence activity of the presynaptic and the postsynaptic
neuron. NMDA-receptors actually function as coincidence
detectors in synaptic plasticity, as they open and mediate
excitatory synaptic transmission only when the presynaptic
release of glutamate is coupled to the postsynaptic depolar-
ization ([54, 55], for review see [56]), thus fulfilling Hebb’s
rule at molecular level.

Although Hebbian mechanisms provided an initial and
important framework for the interpretation of neuronal
network alterations, it has become clear that there are
mechanisms ofmetaplasticity controlling changes of synaptic
plasticity (reviewed by [57]). Indeed, due to positive feedback,
Hebbian plasticity could lead to a saturation of the synaptic
strength in the absence of proper constraints. There is
now a general consensus that homeostatic mechanisms are
regulatory adjustments that work to maintain the stability
and functionality of neuronal networks when modifications
of synaptic transmission are underway (reviewed in [58]).

A classical form of homeostatic plasticity is epitomized by
the Bienenstock-Cooper-Munro (BCM) model [59], which
states that synaptic inputs driving postsynaptic firing to high
levels result in an increase in synaptic strength, whereas
inputs that trigger low levels of postsynaptic firing result
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in a decrement of synaptic transmission. The threshold for
neuronal activation in the BCM model is not fixed but
changes itself as a function of postsynaptic activity, the
threshold slides as tomake potentiationmore likelywhenever
average activity is low, and less likely when average activity
is high (reviewed by [60]). This is thought to maintain the
stability of synapses in neuronal circuitries upon changes of
synaptic transmission.

Mechanisms of homeostatic plasticity described so far
(for review see [57, 58]) include (i) synaptic scaling (i.e.,
scaling of the strength of excitatory synapses depending
on the average activity of the postsynaptic neuron) and
(ii) the regulation of intrinsic excitability (i.e., changing the
way in which postsynaptic neurons integrate synaptic inputs
and fire action potentials). The identification of molecular
substrates underlying these forms of homeostatic plasticity,
however, still needs further research. Hence, the discovery
that the activity-dependent expression ofNPAS4 is implicated
in a transcriptional program that regulates neuronal firing
responses to excitatory transmission by enhancing inhibition
[38] is of high relevance for homeostatic plasticity research. It
will be interesting to evaluate mechanisms of metaplasticity
inNPAS4−/− knockout animals or in conditional𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑆4flx/flx
mice after deletion of the NPAS4 gene by selective CRE
recombination.

5. NPAS4 and Structural Plasticity in
the Nervous System

Experience-dependent functional modifications of neuronal
circuitries in the brain are accompanied by structural rear-
rangements of neuronal connectivity. Excitatory synaptic
structures such as dendritic spines, for instance, are particu-
larly sensitive to experience during development. A total lack
of visual experience in early life (dark rearing) actually modi-
fies spinesmorphology and density in the visual system, these
two phenomena being partially reversible by subsequent light
exposure [61]. In agreement with this notion, monocular
deprivation during the critical period influences motility,
turnover, number, and morphology of dendritic spines in the
visual cortex [62–66]. These findings highlight a correlation
between the structural remodeling of single synapses and
functional modifications of neural circuitries in response to
changing environmental conditions.

Does structural plasticity contribute to experience-
dependent changes of neuronal connectivity? This question
has been recently addressed by signal optical imaging of
functional responses to visual stimulation and by longitudi-
nal two-photon imaging experiments, showing that dendritic
spine dynamics of pyramidal neurons in themouse neocortex
is maximal during early stages of development but decreases
thereafter, in parallel to the decline of functional plasticity
that occurs over development ([65], for review see [67]).
Although most studies on structural plasticity have focused
onmodifications in excitatory cells, there is also evidence that
structural plasticity occurs in inhibitory neurons. It has been
demonstrated that GABAergic interneurons in superficial
layers of the visual cortex exhibit dendritic arbor growth and

remodeling in adult life [68]. Moreover, structural modifica-
tions of inhibitory synapses onto pyramidal excitatory cells
seem to be amajor component of plasticity in the adultmouse
neocortex [69–71]. The dynamic turnover of dendritic spines
on pyramidal neurons and the remodeling of interneurons
dendritic arbors actually appear to be a common feature
among primary sensory areas [71]. In summary, cortical plas-
ticity seems to be associated with a structural rearrangement
of excitatory connections during early development whereas
structural modifications of dendritic arbors in GABAergic
interneurons seem to correlate with adult cortical plasticity.

An unresolved and interesting question in the field
is whether NPAS4 activates downstream targets associated
with structural plasticity in the nervous system. Very recent
studies suggest that NPAS4 may be involved, at least in part,
in some forms of structural plasticity. There is evidence that
differentiation-induced neurite outgrowth in cell cultures is
inhibited if NPAS4 expression is knocked down, whereas
overexpression of NPAS4 appears to accelerate neurite out-
growth [72]. Moreover, depolarization-induced neurite out-
growth is impaired in the hippocampus of NPAS4 knockout
animals. This phenomenon appears to depend on phospho-
rylation of the protein synapsin-I by the cyclin-dependent
protein kinase CDK5 and NPAS4 seems to mediate CDK5
expression by binding to the CDK5 gene promoter area [72].
Whether these findings bear any physiological significance
in naturally occurring processes of neuronal plasticity is an
openquestion to be explored. Itmay be interesting to examine
whether dendritic spines in excitatory neurons and dendritic
arbors in GABAergic cells are fewer and/or lessened in the
visual cortex ofNPAS4−/− mice or in conditional𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑆4flx/flx
mice after deletion of the NPAS4 gene by selective CRE
recombination.

Since the expression of NPAS4 seems to take place
predominantly in excitatory neurons [38], another interest-
ing consideration would be to investigate whether NPAS4
influences dendritic spines turnover and density in pyramidal
cells in the visual cortex. This issue is of particular relevance
for the process of plasticity reactivation late in life as there
is evidence that the maturation of the extracellular matrix
composition during development stabilizes neuronal con-
nectivity patterns while inhibiting structural and functional
plasticity of dendritic spines [73]. The degradation of extra-
cellular matrix components known as chondroitin sulphate
proteoglycans (CSPGs) by exogenous administration of the
bacterial enzyme chondroitinase actually reinstates ocular
dominance plasticity in adulthood [74], probably by mod-
ifying dendritic spines dynamics and associated neuronal
connectivity changes in the visual cortex.

6. NPAS4 and the Regulation of Critical
Period Plasticity in the Visual System

The extent to which environmental influences modify brain
structure and function has been extensively studied in the
developing visual system. An experience-dependent reorga-
nization of eye-specific inputs during early life is actually
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the major mechanism by which neuronal connectivity is
established in the primary visual cortex.

Themonocular deprivation paradigm has been a classical
model to assess neuronal plasticity in the visual system. Early
electrophysiological and anatomical studies in cats and mon-
keys revealed that short periods of sensory deprivation by
unilateral eye closure during early life cause major structural
and functional modifications of visual cortical circuitries.
Visual cortex responsiveness markedly shifts in favour of
the non deprived eye after monocular deprivation during
the critical period ([75–79]). In addition, the deprived eye
becomes amblyopic; its visual acuity (spatial resolution) and
contrast sensitivity are severely impaired [77, 79–81].

Is the activity-dependent NPAS4 expression involved in
the occurrence of critical period plasticity? Before addressing
this question, a brief overview of the developmental func-
tional organization of the visual system should be considered.
Sensory experience during early life signals the time course
of the critical period by promoting the transfer of the protein
Otx2 from the retina to the visual cortex, where Otx2 appears
to drive the maturation of parvalbumin-positive GABAergic
interneurons [82] (for review see [83, 84]). The experience-
dependent developmental maturation of GABA-mediated
inhibition then establishes the threshold for both the start
and the end of the critical period for visual cortical plasticity
[85–87]. Indeed, transgenic mice with reduced levels of intra-
cortical inhibition due to the lack of the GABA-synthetizing
enzyme GAD65 exhibit no modifications of visual cortex
responsiveness after monocular deprivation in early life,
whereas enhancing inhibition by exogenous administration
of GABAA-receptor agonists in the knockout background
rescues the impairment of plasticity [86, 87]. On the other
hand, transgenic animals that showan acceleratedmaturation
of intracortical inhibition due to BDNF overexpression in
forebrain regions display a precocious development of the
visual system and an accelerated end of the critical period for
ocular dominance plasticity [85].

In summary, an initial threshold of inhibition triggers a
sensitive period in which neuronal networks in the visual
system are highly susceptible to sensory experience, whereas
a second inhibitory threshold signals the end of this phase of
enhanced plasticity (for review see [88]). Since the transcrip-
tional program activated by NPAS4 enhances inhibition by
promoting the expression of genes that direct the formation
of inhibitory synaptic contacts [38], it emerges clearly that
NPAS4 expression is likely involved in the regulation of the
critical period for visual cortex plasticity. It will be interesting
to evaluate whether NPAS4−/− animals with reduced levels
of inhibition [38] show impairments of ocular dominance
plasticity in response to monocular deprivation during early
development. This could be complemented by studies of
plasticity in wild-type animals after NPAS4 downregulation
by selective NPAS4-shRNAi infection or in 𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑆4flx/flx
mice with a selective deletion of the NPAS4 gene by CRE
recombination in the developing visual cortex. Moreover, the
induction of theNPAS4-mediated gene program by infection
with an NPAS4 expressing virus in the visual cortex of either
wild-type or NPAS4−/− animals may be a feasible strategy

to evaluate whether NPAS4 overexpression accelerates visual
system development and the time course of the critical
period for plasticity. Another interesting issue is whether the
activation of the retinogeniculocortical transfer of the protein
Otx2 in the visual pathway correlates with the activity-
dependent expression of NPAS4 in pyramidal neurons of the
primary visual cortex.

An alternative approach to assess the impact of NPAS4
expression in visual cortical plasticity may be rearing animals
in total darkness from birth. Experiments that combine
dark rearing and electrophysiology as a functional readout
have demonstrated that the absence of visual inputs during
development leads to a delayed maturation of the visual
cortex [89]. It will be exciting to evaluate whether dark
rearing decreases the expression of NPAS4 in the visual
cortex and whether the effects of dark rearing in the visual
system of wild-type animals are prevented by selectiveNPAS4
expression.

7. NPAS4 and Visual Cortex
Plasticity in Adult Life

Converging lines of evidence attribute the decline of plasticity
that occurs with age to the maturation of intracortical
inhibitory circuitries [85–87]. Consistently, it is possible to
restore a high degree of plasticity in adult life by reducing
levels of inhibition [90]. This is in line with the observation
that experimental paradigms, such as dark exposure [91–93],
environmental enrichment [94–96], food restriction [97],
long-term fluoxetine treatment [15, 98, 99], exogenous IGF-
1 administration [100], and genetic manipulations [101, 102],
all promote plasticity in adult life by shifting the intracortical
inhibitory/excitatory ratio in favour of excitation.

Recent studies in rodents [5] and cats [103] have revealed
that the process of plasticity reactivation appears to be a
multifactorial event that comprises the action of different
structural and functional mechanisms, working in parallel
or in series, the sum of which results in the activation of
intracellular signal pathways regulating the expression of
plasticity genes (reviewed by [18, 104]). Indeed, experience-
dependent modifications of chromatin structure that control
gene transcription are recruited as targets of plasticity-
associated processes in adulthood [14, 15, 97, 101].

Does NPAS4 drive mechanisms of visual cortex plasticity
in adult life? There is evidence that NPAS4 mediates the
activity-dependent expression of BDNF [30, 38, 40, 41],
a neurotrophin that has been clearly linked to multiple
forms of synaptic plasticity in diverse brain areas ([105–110],
for review see [111]). Of note, chronic infusion of BDNF
into the visual cortex restores susceptibility to monocular
deprivation in adulthood [98], whereas the impairment of
BDNF-trkB signaling effectively prevents the process of
plasticity reactivation caused by fluoxetine in the adult visual
system [15]. These findings portray the activity-dependent
NPAS4 transcription factor as an appealing candidate for
the regulation of visual cortical plasticity in adulthood. The
following is an overview of the potential role of NPAS4 as
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a mediator of plasticity induced by different noninvasive
experimental approaches in the adult visual system.

7.1. Pharmacological and Environmental-Like Stimulation
Approaches. Compelling experimental evidence for NPAS4-
mediated transcriptional mechanisms that lie behind phe-
nomena of visual cortex plasticity in adulthood has been
recently obtained using themonocular deprivation paradigm
and chronic treatment with fluoxetine as a pharmacological
strategy for the induction of plasticity.

There is evidence that the plastic outcome caused by
fluoxetine in adulthood is accompanied by increased lev-
els of serotonin, reduced levels of GABAergic inhibition,
and increased BDNF expression in the visual cortex [98].
More recently, it was demonstrated that the reinstatement
of plasticity caused by fluoxetine is paralleled by epigenetic
modifications of chromatin structure that promote gene tran-
scription. On the one hand, an increased histone acetylation
status at BDNF promoter regions occurs in concomitance
with BDNF expression [15]. On the other, a reduction in
the methylation status at the NPAS4 promoter area paral-
lels an enhanced NPAS4 expression after pharmacological
treatment [101]. Of note, the impairment of serotonergic
signaling prevents the remodeling of chromatin structure
caused by the pharmacological treatment in gene promoter
areas [15]. This points toward a hierarchical model in which
serotonin seems to be the primummovens in a series of signal
transduction pathways leading to epigenetic modifications of
chromatin structure and subsequent expression of plasticity
genes in the adult visual cortex (for review see [18]). In
this context, NPAS4 is upstream BDNF expression and
seems to direct the gene program mediating this plastic
phenomenon. Electrophysiological experiments in combina-
tion with gene delivery by lentiviral infection have actually
shown that NPAS4 expression in the visual cortex of naı̈ve
animals restores susceptibility to monocular deprivation in
adulthood. Consistently, NPAS4 downregulation by NPAS4-
shRNAi in the adult visual system effectively prevents plastic
events caused by fluoxetine treatment [101].

How does NPAS4 fit into a model of enhanced plasticity,
which correlates with a decrease of inhibition in adulthood?
Given that NPAS4 expression increases the formation of
inhibitory synaptic contacts [38], one might expect NPAS4
to be inversely correlated with the occurrence of plasticity;
that is, NPAS4 expression should occlude plasticity whereas
NPAS4 knockdown should enhance it. This scenario, how-
ever, seems to be unlikely as there is evidence that knocking
down NPAS4 expression by NPAS4-shRNAi infection in the
visual cortex of näıve animals does not restore visual cortex
susceptibility to monocular deprivation in adult life [101].
Instead, based on extensive data in the hippocampus, it seems
reasonable to hypothesize that the activity-dependentNPAS4
expression caused by serotonin (fluoxetine) in the adult visual
cortex may turn on a transcriptional program that upregu-
lates the expression of plasticity genes while facilitating, in
parallel or in series, a functional reorganization of inhibitory
circuitries thatmight contribute to the homeostasis of cortical
excitability during this phase of enhanced plasticity [101].

This is in line with two recent observations: (i) NPAS4
interacts with a wide variety of neuronal activity-regulated
gene expression enhancers and promoters in the nervous
system [112] and (ii) different homeostatic mechanisms assist
to keep neuronal activity within normal levels as synaptic
modifications of neuronal circuitries are underway in the
visual cortex [113].

The available experimental evidence for a combined
action of fluoxetine-induced serotonergic signaling, reduced
levels of inhibition, and NPAS4 expression in driving adult
visual cortex plasticity is consistent with a model (Figure 2)
in which the serotonin-mediated shift of the intracortical
inhibitory/excitatory balance that occurs in favour of excita-
tion [15, 98] may induce the activity-dependent expression
of NPAS4 [101]. This in turn could mediate the expression
of plasticity genes and subsequently promote the formation
of inhibitory synaptic contacts on excitatory neurons as a
compensatory mechanism for the reduction of the inhibitory
tone after fluoxetine treatment. In line with this notion,
there is evidence that the fluoxetine-induced mechanism of
disinhibition in the visual cortex of adult animals after a
brief period of monocular deprivation is accompanied by an
increase in elongations of GABAergic interneuron dendritic
branch tips in superficial cortical layers [99]. Hence, this
points toward a compensatory mechanism for the reduction
of inhibition that involves the formation and/or strength-
ening of inhibitory contacts on neighbouring excitatory
neurons, that is, a mechanism in which NPAS4 is likely to be
involved.

Understanding how NPAS4 expression regulates
inhibitory synapse density and function in the adult visual
system is important to interpret these findings. It may
be interesting to evaluate the time course of expression
of GABAergic markers in the adult visual cortex (e.g.,
GAD65, GAD67, VGAT, GABAA-receptor 𝛾2 subunits, and
parvalbumin) by means of immunohistochemistry in a näıve
background versus a background of NPAS4 knockdown or
𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑆4

flx/flx mice with a selective deletion of the NPAS4 gene
by CRE recombination.This could also be assessed in a naı̈ve
background before and after long-term fluoxetine treatment
and may be complemented by electrophysiological analysis
of spontaneous and evoked IPSCs to examine functional
connectivity. The role of monocular deprivation in this
experimental design should also be examined. The use of
DNA microarrays in this context might be of relevance for
the identification of NPAS4 downstream targets associated
with structural and functional modifications in the adult
visual system after fluoxetine treatment [114].

The enhancement of environmental stimulation levels
has recently proved to be a powerful and noninvasive strat-
egy to promote juvenile-like plasticity in the adult visual
system. Environmental enrichment (EE) is an experimental
paradigm characterized by enhanced sensory-motor activity
and social stimulation that has a profound impact on brain
structure and function (reviewed by [115]). In rodents, it
has been demonstrated that short period of EE in adult life
reactivates ocular dominance plasticity [94, 116] and there
is evidence that resetting adult visual cortex circuitries to a
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Figure 2: The process of plasticity reactivation in the adult visual system. The reinstatement of plasticity caused by FLX in adult life is
associated with signal transduction pathways that involve the activation of long-distance serotonergic transmission, a downregulation of
local intracortical inhibitory circuitries and enhanced NPAS4 expression.The experimental evidence is consistent with a model in which the
increased serotonergic signaling shifts the inhibitory/excitatory balance, thus activating intracellular mechanisms that eventually promote
epigenetic modifications of chromatin structure that, in turn, allow for the expression of plasticity genes in adult life, among which NPAS4
plays a key role. NPAS4 seems to turn on a transcriptional program that underlies structural and functional plasticity while facilitating,
in parallel or in series, a reorganization of inhibitory circuitries that might contribute to the homeostasis of cortical excitability by driving
inhibition during this phase of enhanced plasticity.The transitory expression of NPAS4 target genesmay ultimately set inmotion downstream
physiological mechanisms that provide a permissive environment for changes in adult visual cortical circuitries (e.g., enhanced Bdnf-
trkB signaling, removal of extracellular matrix components that are inhibitory for plasticity, and enhanced dendritic spines density and
remodeling). Continuous arrows represent established interactions between molecular and cellular processes mentioned (boxes). Dashed
lines represent interactions that remain to be ascertained. Reproduced from [101] with permission.

more plastic stage by EE favours the rescue of sensory func-
tions after long-term deprivation [95, 96, 117, 118]. In humans,
enriching the environment in terms of body massage triggers
plastic phenomena that accelerate the maturation of visual
functions during development [119].

Does NPAS4 play a role in the effects caused by EE
in visual cortical plasticity? This is a likely scenario as
the reinstatement of plasticity caused by EE in adulthood
is accompanied by an increment in serotonin signaling,
reduced levels of inhibition, and enhanced BDNF expression
[94], much as in the case of long-term fluoxetine treatment.

It is worth noting that decreasing BDNF signaling by
exogenous administration of antisense oligonucleotides in
the visual cortex of adult animals exposed to enriched envi-
ronmental conditions prevents partially but not totally the
shift of ocular dominance in response to monocular depri-
vation. Considering that NPAS4 directly promotes BDNF
expression, this suggests that the effects caused by EE in

visual cortical plasticity could be only partially dependent
on NPAS4 expression. Another possibility is that NPAS4
drives phenomena of plasticity even in the absence of BDNF
signaling and therefore could lie behind the plasticizing
effects of EE in adult life. This is, however, an open question
that remains to be explored. It will be interesting to assess
the effects caused by EE in adult visual cortex plasticity in
NPAS4−/− knockout animals or in 𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑆4flx/flx mice with a
selective deletion of the NPAS4 gene by CRE recombination.

Brief periods of visual deprivation by dark exposure and
food restriction have also proved to be effective approaches
to reactivate plasticity in the adult visual system. Juvenile-
like ocular dominance plasticity can actually be restored in
adult animals if monocular deprivation is preceded by visual
deprivation [93] or by a reduction of the caloric intake [97].
It may be interesting to investigate the effects caused by
brief periods of dark exposure and food restriction in the
NPAS4−/− knockout versus a näıve background.
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8. Conclusion and Implications

Long regarded as a rather static and unchanging structure,
the adult brain has increasingly been recognized as a system
that retains a degree of plasticity that allows for structural
and functionalmodifications of neuronal networks if exposed
to certain experimental conditions. In animal models, it
has been demonstrated that both pharmacological treat-
ments and experimental paradigms based upon manipula-
tion of environmental stimulation levels effectively promote
a rewiring of visual cortical circuitries in adulthood. It seems
reasonable to speculate that these noninvasive approaches,
when combined with appropriate instructive environmen-
tal stimuli, could be exploited for clinical applications in
humans. Since the decline of plasticity that occurs over the
life course severely restricts the functional reorganization of
neuronal circuitries, these studies are beginning to elucidate
physiological processes that lie behind modifications of
neuronal networks’ connectivity in adulthood in which the
activity-dependent transcription factor NPAS4 seems to play
a critical role. In light of this, structural and functional mech-
anisms leading to the activity-dependent NPAS4 expression
arise as potential therapeutic targets for future development
of drugs that could be used in a variety of pathological
conditions in which a reorganization of neuronal circuitries
is needed late in life. Long-term fluoxetine administration,
indeed, not only inducesNPAS4 expression [101], but also has
been proved successful in promoting the functional recovery
from stroke in humans [120], which is a major cause of
long-term disability for which there is currently no clinical
treatment.
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Regulation of feeding behavior has been a crucial step in the interplay between leptin and the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus
(ARC). On one hand, the basic mechanisms regulating central and peripheral action of leptin are becoming increasingly clear. On
the other hand, knowledge on how brain sensitivity to leptin can be modulated is only beginning to accumulate. This point is of
paramount importance if one considers that pathologically obese subjects have high levels of plasmatic leptin. A possible strategy
for exploring neural plasticity in the ARC is to act on environmental stimuli. This can be achieved with various protocols, namely,
physical exercise, high-fat diet, caloric restriction, and environmental enrichment. Use of these protocols can, in turn, be exploited
to isolate keymolecules with translational potential. In the present review, we summarize present knowledge about themechanisms
of plasticity induced by the environment in the ARC. In addition, we also address the role of leptin in extrahypothalamic plasticity,
in order to propose an integrated view of how a single diffusible factor can regulate diverse brain functions.

1. Introduction

Food intake is one of the most relevant aspects of metabolic
homeostasis. Feeding behavior is the result of the integrated
action of peripheral organs and brain. In particular, the
arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus (ARC) has a prominent
role in sensing long-term energy stores and in consequently
regulating food intake. Indeed, the ARC is positioned around
the third ventricle, where the blood-brain barrier is partic-
ularly leaky, and is the primary target organ of leptin. In
particular, leptin exerts its action by modulating the activity
of the twomain cell populations of theARC,NPY, andPOMC
neurons.

2. Overview of Neural Circuits Controlling
Response to Leptin

In the ARC, two main neuronal populations of leptin-respo-
nsive neurons exist. Their activity has opposite behavioral
outcomes and can be identified according to the expression

of the neuropeptides proopiomelanocortin (POMC) and 𝛼-
melanocyte-stimulating hormone (𝛼-MSH), or Neuropep-
tide y (NPY) and agouti-related protein (AgRP), respectively
[1]. POMC neurons are considered to be the principal cells
of the ARC [2]. However, recent work has shown that
at least a fraction of POMC cells displays a GABAergic
phenotype [3]; the precise role of this population still has to
be addressed in detail. On the other hand, NPY cells can be
considered as ARC interneurons, since they are GABAergic
and synapse onto POMC neurons to modulate their activity
[2]. In addition to this local role, however, NPY cells also send
projections to nearby hypothalamic nuclei [4].

Both POMC and NPY neurons express the active form of
the leptin receptor (ObRb). Leptin has easy access to theARC,
since permeability of the blood-brain barrier around this
circumventricular organ is higher than in the rest of the brain.
ObRb binding to its ligand activates in both POMC and NPY
neurons two main signal transduction pathways: STAT3 and
PI3 Kinase/AKT [5]. However, leptin has opposite actions on
the two neuronal populations of the ARC. Indeed, activation
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of leptin signaling results in repression of transcription of
the NPY gene, whereas it has an opposite outcome on
POMC mRNA synthesis [5]. Moreover, leptin is able to
modulate the electrical activity of bothNPY and POMC cells,
by acting on L-type calcium channels [6], whereas it also
operates on TRPC nonselective cation channels on the latter
cell type alone [7]. This results in decrease of Ca2+ influx
in NPY neurons, which are thus hyperpolarized, whereas
an opposite action is exerted on POMC neurons, which
become depolarized. The net effect of leptin on the ARC is to
favor POMC neuron activity, in order to promote activity of
anorexigenic pathways at the expense of orexigenic pathways,
with the final action of repressing food intake and increasing
energy expenditure.

ARCneurons in turn send projections to nearby hypotha-
lamic nuclei, in addition to subcortical areas (preoptic area)
and to the nucleus of tractus solitarius of the vagus nerve
[4]. Thus, leptin sensing by the ARC is able to interact with
andmodulate the activity of several brain regions involved in
metabolism and feeding behavior.

The first experiments aimed at elucidating the role of the
mediobasal hypothalamus were based on chemical ablation;
this coarse approach leads to the development of hyperphagia
[8] and contributes to highlight the importance of this brain
area in feeding behavior regulation. More recently, genetic
approaches have permitted amore precise ablation of selected
neural populations of the ARC. Gene ablation of POMC
neurons causes hyperphagia [9]. On the other hand, the out-
come of AgRP/NPY neurons manipulation is more variable,
ranging from the expected hypophagia if performed in adult-
hood [10] to paradoxical hyperphagia if performed during
immediate postnatal development [11]. This age-dependent
effect may reflect behavioral adaptation to precocious loss of
AgRP neurons, in addition to suggesting that other pathways,
possibly outside of the ARC, can compensate for loss of
these neuronal types. However, the preeminence of NPY and
POMC neurons in regulating feeding behavior should not be
questioned. Indeed, elegant experiments using optogenetic
activation of AgRP neurons have clearly shown that activa-
tion of this neuronal population leads to immediate voracious
feeding [12]. Further experiments using a similar approach on
POMC neurons still have to be performed. Recent evidence
shows that targeted pharmacological activation of POMC
neurons has an effect on food intake and body weight only
after 3 days of treatment, wher as no effect is detected
acutely within 24 hours from treatment [13]. Basing on these
results, we predict that POMC neuron stimulation would
result in the repression of food intake only if performed
chronically for several days, highlighting a subtler role of
these cells in repressing food intake, with a reduction in
feeding characterized by a slower kinetic compared to the
immediate effect produced by AgRP neuron stimulation [12].

On the other hand, optogenetics can be exploited also
for inhibiting the activation of NPY and POMC neurons,
by means of halorhodopsin expression [14]. Compared to
gene ablation, this approach has the advantage of preserving
the neuronal population under investigation, thus, allowing
to test the functionality of the circuit without substantially
altering it.

3. Leptin and Its Peripheral Effects

Leptin derives from the Greek term lepthos (thin) and is
coded by the ob gene. The ob/ob mice, harboring a point
mutation in this gene, are diabetic, hyperphagic, infertile, and
show other abnormalities including a less efficient immune
system, high bone mass [15], and impaired thermogenesis
[16, 17]. When treated with the recombinant hormone, their
food intake and body weight are normalized to that of the
lean controls and most of the previously mentioned alter-
ations are completely rescued [18–21]. Similar observations
were reported for the few human obese subjects carrying
a homozygous mutation in the leptin gene that exhibited a
dramatic phenotype and greatly benefited from recombinant
leptin therapy [22].

Leptin is mainly expressed by the white adipose tissue
(WAT) [23], and long before its molecular identification its
presence and nature (a hormone) had been postulated by
DougColeman in the 1960s, based on parabiosis experiments
that utilized ob/ob and wild type mice [24]. During these
experiments ob/obmice lost weight implying that a regulator
of body weight, which they naturallymissed, was provided by
the blood flow of WT mice.

In those years, body weight regulation was modeled by
Hervey as a typical homeostatic mechanism in which a con-
troller (already hypothesized to reside in the hypothalamus)
was informed by the status of the energy stores through an
afferent signal able to sense them. In turn the controller,
through an efferent signal, was able to control the energy
stores and the afferent signal levels in a feedback loop, typical
of the endocrine mechanisms [25]. Leptin cloning, followed
one year later by the identification of its receptor (OB-R)
[26], gave a hard support to this hypothesis. Leptin filled
perfectly the requirements of the afferent signal: (i) it was
produced by theWAT, the largest energy store in the body, (ii)
its expression was directly related to fat mass [27, 28], (iii) it
was a bioactive molecule [19] able to reduce body weight, and
finally (iv) the active formof its receptor (OB-Rb)was present
in the ARC [29]. Concerning point (ii), the upstream signals
linking increase in adiposity to induction in leptin expression
in WAT are still a matter of investigation: it is known that
insulin, glucocorticoids, and the tumor necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-𝛼) [30, 31] participate to leptin regulation, but evidence
so far accumulated does not account for the fine modulation
of this hormone.

Leptin discovery was key to disclose a huge amount
of knowledge in the field of body weight homeostasis and
clarified which molecular pathways concur to determine the
fine tuning of satiety and appetite in the brain.However, some
aspects of theHerveymodel regarding the efferent signals still
need to be tested. Until recently leptin-brain relationship has
in fact been considered a one-way dialogue with no feedback
on the periphery, if we exclude the indirect effects on WAT
caused by energy unbalance.

Given the clear physiological properties and behav-
ioral outcomes of ARC neurons, the process of metabolic
homeostasis regulation appears quite straightforward, with
appetite repression and energy expenditure being linearly
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regulated by plasma leptin concentration. However, obese
patients typically display high leptin levels, which happens
in the absence of any leptin receptor mutation [32]. This
raises the possibility that the pathological phenotype is the
result of cerebral leptin insensitivity, possibly as a result of
wrong set-point hypothalamic circuits to the levels of this
hormone. Thus, a crucial issue is to understand if and how
leptin sensitivity can be regulated by acting on hypothalamic
circuits.

4. Neural Plasticity Induced by
Environmental Stimuli in the Arcuate
Nucleus of the Hypothalamus

Neural plasticity is the process by which neural circuits
adapt their response to variations in stimuli coming from
the environment. Concerning the hypothalamus, plasticity
was first studied as a result of changes in the internal
environment, namely, blood concentration of estrogen. It was
first shown that GABAergic synapses on ARC neurons are
negatively regulated by estradiol [33]. Subsequent work has
also demonstrated that synapses formed on dendritic spines,
which are mainly excitatory, are sensitive to the estrous cycle
[34].

A growing body of the literature addresses the impact on
neural plasticity of genetic manipulation [35]. On the other
hand and despite the importance of this topic, surprisingly
few works address the issue of understanding how the
environment affects neural plasticity. A better knowledge of
this process is instrumental in finding the key molecules that
mediate the beneficial effects of environment onmetabolism,
with the ultimate goal of designing effective therapies. One
of the purposes of the present review is to highlight how
recent findings by our and other groups have shed new light
on this challenging topic suggesting a fascinating scenario in
which the environment, acting as a plasticizing agent on the
brain, is able to modulate leptin production and action in the
periphery.

During immediate postnatal development, leptin has
been shown to regulate correct development of ARC pro-
jections to the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus
(PVH). Indeed, leptin-deficient ob/ob mice display sparser
projections to the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothala-
mus compared to wild-type mice [36]. On the other hand,
leptin treatment of ob/obmice is able to normalize the density
of these projections, but only if treatment is performedduring
immediate postnatal life, whereas it is ineffective in the adult
[36]. This has led to hypothesizing the existence of a “critical
period” for proper development of hypothalamic circuits, in
close analogy to what has been shown for cortical sensory
systems [37].

In addition, leptin is able to modulate the firing pat-
tern of ARC neurons. Indeed, leptin-deficient ob/ob mice
display increased inhibitory currents and decreased excita-
tory synapses on POMC neurons, whereas NPY neurons
receive more excitatory synapses. Replacement of leptin is
able to normalize these alterations, demonstrating that adult
hypothalamic circuits display a plastic potential [38].

On the other hand, one of themost interesting problems is
to understand how hypothalamic plasticity can bemodulated
by environmental stimuli, such as the life style or food intake.
To this regard, the main experimental models are (i) physical
exercise by running wheel activity; (ii) high-fat diet (HFD)
exposure; (iii) caloric restriction. Physical exercise protocols
aim at increasing movement activity of the animal; this is
usually achieved by placing a running wheel in the cage,
with constant or intermittent access [39]. The number of
animals that are housed in the same cage is variable, ranging
from a few units to a single individual. It should be noted,
however, that this may represent a confounding factor for
result interpretation, since a low amount of social interaction
(i.e., low number of animals in a cage) has been shown to
affect food intake [40]. HFD is achieved by changing the stan-
dard chow diet for laboratory rodents with special formulas
containing a higher amount of fat and carbohydrates [41, 42].
HFD ultimately leads to pathological obesity and type II
diabetes and is a valid model for simulating the interplay
between excessive caloric intake, metabolic syndrome, and
brain [43]. On the other hand, various protocols have been
set up for studying the effect of a reduction in caloric intake
on the brain. The simplest protocol is caloric restriction
that is based on reducing the total daily intake of food to
values that span from 70% to 90% of normal intake [44]. A
further development is represented by intermittent fasting
that consists of a one day on-one day off food availability
schedule. Since the animals usually experience a rebound
feeding the day after fasting, the total caloric balance, also
in this case, is usually reduced to 70–90% of normal intake
[45, 46].

More recently, environmental enrichment (EE) has been
added to this list [47]. Compared to the simple physical
exercise protocol, EE adds cognitive, sensory, and social
stimulations bymeans of rearing larger groups of animals (up
to ten, compared to the usual three to five) inwider cages with
several objects to explore that are frequently changed [48, 49].
A summary of these protocols is presented in Table 1.

5. Molecular Mediators of
Hypothalamic Plasticity

Transition to HFD induces an adaptation in ARC circuits
which is mediated by a transient increase in the expression
of the extracellular matrix component polysialic acid (PSA),
whose role in promoting neural plasticity is well known in the
cortex [50].The increase in polysialic acid synthesis correlates
with a change in the firing pattern of POMC neurons, which
display a higher excitatory activity, possibly to compensate
the excess nutrient intake with an inhibition of feeding
[51]. Of note, the role of extracellular matrix in regulating
adaptation to dietary change was also demonstrated using
mice deficient for the tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-
2 (TIMP-2). TIMP-2 knockouts display higher weight gain
and hyperleptinaemia after transition to HFD [52]. However,
these compensatory reactions will eventually be ineffective,
since HFD will result invariably in obesity and loss of leptin
sensitivity. On the other hand, enhancing motor activity with
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Table 1: Summary of the main protocols for studying the interactions between environment, leptin, and neural plasticity, with their main
features and effects on the ARC. The effects of the various rearing protocols on leptin levels, STAT3 phosphorylation (pSTAT3) in the ARC,
and neural plasticity are described as compared to the standard rearing condition (first row).

Protocol Animals per
cage

Running
wheel Objects Food Leptin pSTAT3 in

the ARC
Neural plasticity in the

ARC
Standard
condition 3 to 5 No No Standard chow diet,

ad libitum
Control
value

Control
value Control value

Physical exercise 1 to 3 Yes No Standard chow diet,
ad libitum ↓ ↑

Not observed on
synaptic puncta.

No data available for
other markers

Diet-induced obesity
(DIO) 3 to 5 No No

High-fat,
high-carbohydrate diet,

ad libitum
↑ ↓

Extracellular Matrix
Rearrangements

Caloric restriction 3 to 5 No No

Standard chow diet,
70% to 90% of normal

caloric intake,
sometimes coupled to
intermittent fasting

↓
No data
available No data available

Environmental
enrichment 6 to 10 Yes Yes Standard chow diet,

ad libitum ↓ ↑

Modulation of
excitation to inhibition

ratio

forced physical exercise has been demonstrated to produce
lasting improvements in the status of rats with diet-induced
obesity (DIO) fed a high-energy diet. Indeed, a brief period
of physical exercise reduces body weight and enhances the
effects of leptin without requiring a switch to standard diet;
moreover, these benefits are maintained even after the end of
the exercising period. At the hypothalamic level, this corre-
lates with increased STAT3 phosphorylation, thus pointing
to increased leptin sensitivity [42]. Analogous benefits was
observed when wild-type mice were subjected to EE since
birth. Indeed, they showed a reduction in plasma leptin levels,
despite no significant differences in food intake or body
weight compared to controls. Strikingly, this pointed to an
environmentally induced reprogramming of the set-point for
hypothalamic response to the anorexigenic signal transmitted
by leptin. This was accompanied by an enhancement in
glucose tolerance and food intake repression in response to
leptin injection and by an increase in STAT3 phosphorylation
in the ARC. In addition, excitatory and inhibitory synapses
on the soma of POMC and NPY neurons were quantified to
look for explicit signs of neural plasticity. It was found that
EE results in an increase in the excitatory tone on POMC
neurons and in opposite changes on NPY neurons. Notably,
in comparison to physical exercise alone, rearrangement
of hypothalamic synapses were observed only in EE mice,
whereas increased leptin sensitivity and STAT3 phosphory-
lation were common to both conditions [47]. It is worth
noting that, if EE is terminated, not all these changes are
maintained. Indeed, the increased STAT3 phosphorylation in
response to leptin is no more observed, whereas an imprint
on ARC synapses can still be observed [47]. It is tempting
to speculate that this imprint will help in reinstating higher
STAT3 phosphorylation in the ARC, after transitioning again
to the EE protocol.Moreover, further workwould be required

to investigate whether the precocious EE experience can also
induce resistance to diet-induced obesity.

An important aspect of studies on experience-induced
plasticity is the search for the keymolecular mediators. In the
case of EE, we have shown that enriched animals displayed
an increased synthesis of brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) [47]. Interestingly, this molecule is the ideal bridge
between control of feeding behavior and plasticity. Firstly,
BDNF-deficientmice are obese [53]. Projections fromPOMC
neurons of the ARC act on the ventromedial hypothalamic
nucleus (VMH) to induce synthesis of BDNF via activation
of the melanocortin-4 receptor (MC4R) [54]. BDNF in turn
is anterogradely transported to synaptic sites, where it is
released in an activity-dependent manner [55]. One of the
effects of synaptically released BDNF is a facilitation in
consolidation of neural circuits, since this neurotrophin is
required for the establishment of long-term potentiation
(LTP) [56]. However, the precise role of BDNF in repressing
food intake still has to be completely elucidated [57].

On the other hand, BDNF had initially been shown to be
a master controller of plasticity. BDNF-deficient mice display
cognitive impairments and reduced long-term potentiation
in the hippocampus [58, 59]. In addition, manipulation of
BDNF levels also modulates cortical plasticity [60]. Strik-
ingly, increased BDNF levels are observed as a result of
EE, both during the immediate postnatal development and
adulthood [61, 62].

In addition, recent work has uncovered a previously
unknown and beneficial role of the increase of BDNF caused
by exposure to EE. In mice inoculated with B16 melanoma
cells or in the MC38 colon cancer model, EE ameliorated
the pathological phenotype by reducing tumor size [63].
Of note, a decrease in serum leptin level was observed in
those experiments, as also reported by us [47]. Strikingly,
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hypothalamic overexpression of BDNF per se was able to
replicate the effect of EE on cancer outcome [63]. Moreover,
the same results could not be obtained by exposing mice to
running wheel activity alone. In the same line of findings is
our observation that EE, but not physical exercise, was able
to induce synaptic plasticity [47]. Another interesting finding
by Cao and colleagues [63] is that the beneficial effects of
hypothalamic BDNF are due to activation of adrenergic 𝛽
receptors, since administration of the 𝛽-blocker propranolol
abolishes the decrease in serum leptin associated with EE.
Taken together, these results add functional value to the
direct polysynaptic projection from the ARC to adipose
tissue that has been described anatomically [64] and lead to
hypothesizing that the feedback from the brain to WAT can
consist of sympathetic fibers.

Another interesting aspect of the effects of EE on the
leptin-hypothalamus-adipose tissue axis is the induction of
WAT transdifferentiation. Indeed, the appearance of multi-
loculated adipose cells, characterized by a gene expression
profile resembling that of brown adipose tissue (BAT) cells,
has been described in EE mice [65] and put in correlation
with resistance to diet-induced obesity. Even if the results
should be interpreted cautiously, since the perirenal adipose
tissue contains per se a fraction of brown adipose tissue (Maf-
fei M and Barone I, unpublished observation), these “brite”
cells can be responsible for the peripheral changes leading to
improved metabolic homeostasis in animals undergoing EE.
Again, these effects appear downstream of sympathetic out-
put to the adipose tissue driven by hypothalamic activation
[65].

But what translates the beneficial effects of a period of
enhanced physical, cognitive, and social stimulations into
lasting changes of neural circuits? A first hint comes from
the experiments showing rapid modulation of ARC synaptic
currents by leptin [66]. However, these seminal experiments
only showed the acute effect of leptin on neural activity. Our
group has shown that EE induces robust synaptic plasticity
in the ARC, namely, through a global reduction in inhibition
and an opposite change of excitation [47]. We have analyzed
more in detail ARC synaptology in mice raised in EE since
birth and found that POMC neurons receive more excitatory
inputs, whereas more inhibitory synapses impinge on NPY
neurons [47]. These findings indicate that (i) modulation of
excitation/inhibition ratio is related to the metabolic changes
observed in EE and (ii) the increase in leptin sensitivity that
occurs in mice raised in EE since birth could be explained
by an increase in the excitatory input on POMC neurons. Of
note, plasticity in the ARC appears to be regulated according
to the same mechanisms observed in the cerebral cortex
[62, 67]. Thus, modulation of the excitation/inhibition ratio
seems to be a common motif in brain plasticity.

A further factor to be taken into account is that the
ARC has been shown to be one of those few sites where
neurogenesis takes place also in adulthood [68]. Moreover,
suppression of neurogenesis has been observed in the ARC
of mice with diet-induced obesity [41]. Of note, EE induces
an increase of adult neurogenesis in the hippocampus [69],
whereas the ARC has not been yet investigated to this regard.
Although still to be fully demonstrated, we could then build

a hypothetical scenario in analogy to what is observed in
the hippocampus: neurogenesis in the ARC may act as a
further mechanism to sense environmental stimulation and
translates it into a sort of “metabolic” memory.

In this context, ARC neurogenesis can also be seen
as an important source of neurons to be integrated with
newly formed networks and can collaborate with synaptic
rearrangements to the reprogramming of leptin sensitivity
observed in EE.

6. Leptin and Nonhypothalamic Plasticity

Obesity has also been linked to the induction of cognitive
deficits [70], but the underlying mediators are still poorly
understood. A growing body of evidence is now pointing to
leptin as a regulator of plasticity also outside of hypothalamic
and metabolism-related circuits. In fact, expression of leptin
receptor isoforms is observed in various parts of the brain,
including the hippocampus and cortex [71].

Induction of hyperleptinaemia in rats results in impair-
ment in hippocampal synaptic plasticity, as assessed with
induction of long-term potentiation by stimulation of the
Schaffer collateral pathway. This deficit is reversed by low-
ering blood leptin levels by mild caloric restriction [72]. In
addition, fasting induces activation of the ERKpathway in the
hypothalamus, and ob/ob mice are deficient in this response
[73]. ERK is one of the key transducers of plasticity-inducing
stimuli in the cortex [74, 75]. Further work will be required to
assess whether ERK is also sensitive to leptin action outside
the hypothalamus. Of note, caloric restriction per se has been
shown to be a powerful inducer of neural plasticity, up to the
point of restoring visual cortical plasticity in adult rats [76].
In this paper, leptin levels were not measured, but it is highly
likely that caloric restriction resulted in their decrease, as
already shown [77]. Moreover, EE has been shown to restore
cortical plasticity in adult rats [62] in addition to decreasing
plasmatic leptin levels and increasing leptin sensitivity [47].
This suggests that interfering with leptin action on cortical
circuits can be a valuable strategy to restore plasticity. Animal
findings can be put in correlation with analogous results in
humans, showing that three months of caloric restriction
cause an improved cognitive performance [78].

On the other hand, leptin supplementation also can exert
a positive effect on plasticity and cognitive performance.
Indeed, leptin supplementation has been shown to restore
proper cognitive development in a pediatric patient with a
mutated leptin gene [79]. Accordingly, hippocampal long-
termpotentiation and performance in theMorrisWaterMaze
test are impaired in db/db mice and in the hyperleptinaemic
Zucker rat strain [80]. Moreover, leptin increases hippocam-
pal neurogenesis [81].

Thus, it is tempting to speculate that also at the extrahy-
pothalamic level, lower circulating leptin associated to higher
leptin sensitivity can be relevant for adult plasticity, whereas
in immediate postnatal life adequate levels of this hormone
are required to support correct development of neural cir-
cuits.
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7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Increasing experimental evidence is showing that leptin is
not only a hormone but also a molecular link between
metabolism, neural plasticity, and cognition. Considering
that the ARC is the primary sensor of leptin, it also appears to
be a possible orchestrator of the polyvalent effects of leptin,
also if one takes into account its widespread projections. On
the other hand, thewide expression ofObRb in extrahypotha-
lamic sites calls for a search of direct effects of leptin.

Experiments performed using modulation of environ-
mental inputs, either by EE, physical exercise, or variation of
caloric intake, point to a crucial role of BDNF, excitatory tone,
extracellular matrix, and neurogenesis in neural plasticity
associated with variations in leptin levels. Notably, these
parameters have long been known asmediators of hippocam-
pal and cortical plasticity [82, 83], pointing to the existence of
common principles regulating adaptation of neural circuits
to variations in experience throughout the brain. Moreover,
all these variables have been shown to be regulated by EE, in
addition to the reduction in leptin levels. On the other hand,
efferent signals originating in the brain to regulate activity
of WAT (the main leptin-producing site) are beginning to
emerge, with remarkable transdifferentiation effect on the
adipocyte that can be switched to a “brite” phenotype in
certain conditions.

We believe that future experimental efforts should be
aimed at establishing a clear hierarchy between all factors
mentioned, in order to build a coherent picture of the leptin-
brain interaction. This will be an instrumental step for iso-
lating the master controller(s) of hypothalamic and extrahy-
pothalamic plasticity, with the ultimate goal of designing
effective therapies for metabolic syndromes.
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Environmental enrichment (EE) is known to enhance learning and memory. Declarative memories are thought to undergo a first
rapid and local consolidation process, followed by a prolonged process of system consolidation, which consist in a time-dependent
gradual reorganization of brain regions supporting remote memory storage and crucial for the formation of enduring memories.
At present, it is not known whether EE can affect the process of declarative memory system consolidation. We characterized the
time course of hippocampal and cortical activation following recall of progressively more remote spatial memories.Wild-typemice
either exposed to EE for 40 days or left in standard environment were subjected to spatial learning in the Morris water maze and
to the probe test 1, 10, 20, 30, and 50 days after learning. Following the probe test, regional expression of the inducible immediate
early gene c-Fos wasmapped by immunohistochemistry, as an indicator of neuronal activity.We found that activation of themedial
prefrontal cortex (mPFC), suggested to have a privileged role in processing remote spatial memories, was evident at shorter time
intervals after learning in EEmice; in addition, EE induced the progressive activation of a distributed cortical network not activated
in non-EE mice. This suggests that EE not only accelerates the process of mPFC recruitment but also recruits additional cortical
areas into the network supporting remote spatial memories.

1. Introduction

Environmental enrichment (EE) is an experimental protocol
classically defined as “a combination of complex inanimate
and social stimulation” [1] and which provides animals with
the opportunity to attain high levels of voluntary physical
activity on running wheels and to enhance exploration,
cognitive activity, and social interaction. Several studies point
out that animals reared in EE show marked brain changes
at functional, anatomical, and molecular levels [2–13] and
in particular changes in plasticity factors and mechanisms
[14, 15]. EE can indeed be used as a noninvasive strategy to
modulate brain plasticity throughout life; EE can accelerate
the development of the central nervous system [16–18], can

reopen plasticity windows in the adult cortex [19, 20] and
causes a significant improvement in learning and memory
[14, 21–23], especially evident in aged animals [22, 24–32], or
in animal models of neurodegenerative diseases [33–35].

Declarative memories depend initially on the medial
temporal lobe system, including the hippocampus, but, over
days to weeks, as these memories mature, they become
increasingly dependent on other brain regions such as the
neocortex [36–39]. This process of time-dependent gradual
reorganization of the brain regions that supports remote
memory storage and underlies the formation of enduring
memories, is known as system-level memory consolidation
or system consolidation [40, 41]. It has been demonstrated
that the progressive stabilization of long-lasting memories is
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due to the reactivation of hippocampal-cortical connections
[42, 43] and the strengthening of corticocortical connections,
involving cortical plasticity mechanisms [41, 44–48]. Despite
all the evidences showing that EE enhances cortical plasticity
and learning and memory, there is no evidence on whether
and how EE could affect the process of time-dependent
system consolidation.

This study aimed at testing whether EE could affect the
system-level memory consolidation process using a spatial
memory paradigm and characterizing the time course of
hippocampal and of cortical activation following recall of
progressively more remote memories.

Spatial memory is a declarative type of memory.The hip-
pocampus plays an essential role in the formation of spatial
memories [49–53]; subsequently, spatial memories become,
in a gradualmanner, additionally dependent on other cortical
regions. Many studies point out that the privileged final stor-
age site for remote spatial memories is the prefrontal cortex
(PFC) and in particular the medial PFC (mPFC), including
the anterior cingulate, prelimbic, and infralimbic cortices
[47, 48, 54, 55]. Recently, however, it has been suggested that
remote memories recall involves the coordinated activation
of a broader network of cortical brain regions [56–58]. We
have therefore characterized the time course of activation of
a number of cortical areas in addition to themPFC.We found
that EE not only induces an earlier recruitment of mPFC,
but also induces the progressive activation of a distributed
cortical network that is not activated in standard housed
mice.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Animal Treatment. Male and female C57BL/6 mice of 2
months of age were used in this study. All the procedures
were approved by the Italian Ministry of Health.The animals
were housed in an animal room with a 12 h/12 h light/dark
cycle, with food and water available ad libitum. At 2 months
of age, the animals were assigned to one of the following
rearing conditions for 40 days: environmental enrichment
(EE, 𝑛 = 24) or standard condition (SC, 𝑛 = 24). The SC
rearing condition consisted of a 26×18×18 cm cage housing 3
animals.The EE rearing condition was achieved using a large
cage (44 × 62 × 28 cm) containing several food hoppers, one
running wheel for voluntary physical exercise, and differently
shaped objects (tunnels, toys, shelters, stairs) that were
repositioned twice a week and completely substituted with
others once a week [33]. Two additional groups of control
animals, age and gender matched to SC and EE groups, were
housed in home cage standard condition (HC-SC, 𝑛 = 8) or
in home cage enriched condition (HC-EE, 𝑛 = 7), and they
did not perform any behavioural task.

2.2. Morris Water Maze (MWM). The hidden platform ver-
sion of theMWM test was performed [59]. A large water tank
of 120 cm of diameter was filled with white opaque water at
22∘C. An escape platform of 11 cm of side was submerged 1 cm
below the water surface and placed in the center of the SW
quadrant.The platformwasmaintained in this position for all

the swim trials through the test. Mice were trained to swim
to the platform in 4 daily trials, starting in pseudorandomly
varied locations, with a 30min interval, during 7 consecutive
days. The trial was complete once the mouse found the
platform or 60 sec had elapsed. If the mouse failed to find the
platform on a given trial, the experimenter guided the mouse
onto the platform. Once reaching the platform, each mouse
was allowed to rest for 20 s on it. After each trial each mouse
was returned to its home cage where it rested until the next
trial. After the completion of training, spatial memory was
assessed in a probe test; a recall probe trial was performed
after 1, 10, 20, 30, and 50 days after the end of learning. We
used an automated tracking system (Noldus Ethovision XT)
for recording behavioural data from training and probe tests.
For each trial we measured the latency (in sec) to reach the
platform, the total distance (in cm) swam in order to reach
the platform, and the average swim speed (in cm/s). For each
probe trial we measured the amount of time spent in the
target zone (23 cm in radius, centered on the location of the
platform during training) and the average time spent in three
other equivalent zones in each quadrant [55, 60].

2.3. Immunohistochemistry. Mice were anaesthetized and
perfused via intracardiac infusion with 0.1M PBS and then
4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, dissolved in 0.1M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.4) 90min after the completion of behavioral
testing. Brains were removed, fixed overnight in PFA, and
then transferred to 30% sucrose solution and stored at 4∘C.
Coronal sections were cut at 40 𝜇m thickness on a freez-
ing microtome (Sliding Leica microtome SM2010R, Leica
Microsystems), and free-floating sections were prepared for
immunohistochemistry. After a blocking step in 10% NGS
and 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS, sections were incubated in a
solution containing 1% NGS, 0.3% Triton X-100, and anti-c-
Fos primary rabbit polyclonal antibody (1 : 3000 rabbit anti
c-Fos polyclonal antibody, Calbiochem, USA) for 36 h at
4∘C. Subsequently, sections were transferred in a solution
containing 1%NGS, 0.1% Triton X-100, and 1 : 200 anti-rabbit
biotinylated secondary antibody (Vector Labs) in PBS. This
was followed by incubation inABCkit (Vector Labs) and final
detection with DAB reaction kit (Vector Labs). Sections were
finally mounted on gelatinized slides, dehydrated, and sealed
with DPX mounting medium (VWR International, UK).

2.4. Analysis of c-Fos Positive Cells. Counting of c-Fos pos-
itive cells in different brain areas was performed using a
CCD camera (MBF Bioscience, Germany) mounted on a
Zeiss Axioskop (Zeiss, Germany)microscope and the Stereo-
Investigator software (MBF Bioscience). Brain structures
were anatomically defined according to a mouse brain atlas
(Paxinos and Franklin [61]), and the regions of interest
selected for measurement of c-Fos-positive nuclei were
(numbers indicate the distance in millimeters of the sections
from bregma) infralimbic cortex (IL, +1.94mm); secondary
motor cortex (M2, +0.98mm); anterior cingulate cortex, area
1 and area 2 (aCC, +0.98mm); dentate gyrus (DG,−1.94mm);
CA1 field of dorsal hippocampus (dCA1, −1.94mm); CA3
field of dorsal hippocampus (dCA3, −1.94mm); posterior
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parietal association cortex (pPtA, −1.94mm); primary audi-
tory cortex (Au1, −3.16mm); primary visual cortex (V1,
−4.16mm); medial entorhinal cortex (MEnt, −4.16mm).The
number of c-Fos-positive cells was counted at 20x magnifi-
cation, following a “blind procedure”, in 10–40 fields (50 ×
50𝜇m or 100 × 100 𝜇m) per section according to the size
of brain structure and their density calculated (cells/mm2),
using at least 5 sections for each structure.

2.5. Statistics. All results were expressed as mean ± s.e.m.,
and all statistical analysis were performed using statistical
software package SigmaStat. For MWM performance in the
learning phase, a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for
repeated measures (RM) was performed, considering both
factor housing condition (EE or SC) and factor learning day,
with post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method. Performance in
each probe test was compared with one-way ANOVA across
circular zones (target zone versus the average of other zones)
for each housing condition. The c-Fos protein expression in
each area was analyzed with a two-way ANOVA for housing
condition factor and probe test day factor, with post hoc
analysis Holm-Sidak method.

3. Results

3.1. Hippocampus Is Activated following SpatialMemory Recall
at All Temporal Points Tested Both in EE and SC Mice. To
test whether EE can affect the system consolidation process,
we trained C57BL/6 mice, housed in different conditions
(standard condition, SC 𝑛 = 24 or environmental enrichment
EE 𝑛 = 24), in a spatial learning task, using the Morris water
maze, and we analyzed the following parameters referred
to the average of 4 daily trials, during 7 consecutive days:
latency to find the platform (s), total distance swam (cm),
and mean swim speed (cm/s). For the distance swam and the
latency to reach the platform during acquisition, a significant
learning effect for both housing conditionswas found, but not
a significant difference between the two groups (two-way RM
ANOVA, for latency 𝑃 = 0.016; for distance swan 𝑃 < 0.001).
For the latency parameter only, we found a housing condition
× day interaction: multiple comparisons showed that the
main differences resided on days 4 and 5 (Figure 1(a)) (Two-
way RMANOVA, post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, for
day 4 𝑃 = 0.005; for day 5 𝑃 = 0.001). We also measured
the mean swim velocity throughout the test, in order to
exclude differences in navigation speed (data not shown): we
observed a significant decrease in the mean swim velocity
through the test (two-way RM ANOVA, 𝑃 < 0.001), but
neither a difference between housing condition (𝑃 = 0.276)
nor a housing condition × day interaction (𝑃 = 0.163).

Spatial memory was evaluated in a probe test in which
the hidden platformwas removed.Weperformed recall probe
tests at 1, 10, 20, 30, and 50 days, andwe quantified exploration
in the target zone, a circular zone (radius: 23 cm) in quadrant
where the platform was placed during training, and the
average time spent in three other equivalent zones in each
quadrant, for SC andEEmice (Figure 1(b)) [55, 60].We found
a significant difference between target zone versus the others

in probe tests at 1, 10, 20, and 30 days, for both groups (see
Figure 1(b) for details).

After the probe test, mice were sacrificed and the protein
c-Foswas immunolabeled as an indicator of neuronal activity.
c-Fos expression was calculated as the density of number
of c-Fos-positive cells in mm2. First we investigated c-
Fos expression in the hippocampus, the structure that is
responsible for the formation of long term spatial memory
[49–53].

Levels of c-Fos expression in the hippocampus of control
mice (Home cage mice, HC-EE and HC-SC mice) did not
differ between housing conditions (HC-SC 𝑛 = 8; HC-EE
𝑛 = 7; one-way ANOVA, 𝑃 = 0.736); levels of c-Fos protein
for EE and SC mice were significantly greater than those in
their home-cage controls at all retention intervals, (two-way
ANOVA, post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, all 𝑃 values
<0.05), suggesting that the hippocampus is involved both in
the formation and delayed recall of the spatial memory. We
found a similar c-Fos expression in the EE and SC mice in all
probe tests (two-way ANOVA, post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak
method for housing condition, 𝑃 = 0.731).

We then focused on the dorsal hippocampus (dHCP),
known to be specifically involved in spatial memory [60];
again, we observed the same c-Fos expression pattern in EE
and SC group; activation increased with increasing retention
interval up to 30 days (see Figure 2 for details).

3.2. EE Induces an Early Recruitment of theMPFC. Theresults
for c-Fos expression in the mPFC, the final memory storage
site in the cortex, show that both the aCC and the IL have
the same time course of c-Fos protein expression pattern; c-
fos expression at 1 day did not differ from that in home cage
animals, both for EE and SCmice, and therewas no difference
between EE and SC or HC-EE and HC-SC mice (two-
way ANOVA, post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, all 𝑃
values>0.05); however, starting from the probe test at 10 days,
c-Fos expression was greater in EE group than HC-EE and
SC groups, with a further increase at 20 days (see Figure 3 for
details); only for EE animals did the c-Fos protein expression
differ from that of HC control animals. For the probe tests
at 30 and 50 days we found that the c-Fos expression in SC
animals differed from that of HC-SC animals; values of SC
and EE groups did not differ (two-way ANOVA, post hoc
analysis Holm-Sidak method; see Figure 3 for details).

3.3. EE Induces the Involvement of Distributed Cortical Net-
work in Supporting Remote Spatial Memory. To examine the
time-dependent reorganization of neuronal activation in a
brain-wide manner, we observed c-Fos protein expression in
other cortical areas that are important for the construction
of spatial maps. Using several techniques, Wang et al. [62]
determined that distinct areas of extrastriate visual cortex are
gateways for ventral and dorsal streams in the mouse. The
dorsal stream includes the network hippocampus—medial
entorhinal cortex [63]—posterior parietal cortex [64] for
spatial navigation; in addition, the dorsal stream is connected
to auditory cortex and to frontal areas, such as cingulate
cortex, infralimbic cortex, and motor areas [62]. First we
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Figure 1: (a) Performances of SC (𝑛 = 24) and EE (𝑛 = 24) mice in the MWM.There is a significant learning effect (two-way RM ANOVA,
𝑃 = 0.016), and a housing condition × day interaction (two-way RMANOVA post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, for day 4, 𝑃 = 0.005; for
day 5, 𝑃 = 0.001). ∗= statistical significance; error bars = s.e.m. (b) Evaluation of spatial memory for SC (1 day 𝑛 = 5; 10 days 𝑛 = 5; 20 days
𝑛 = 5; 30 𝑛 = 5, 50 𝑛 = 4) and EE (1 day 𝑛 = 5; 10 days 𝑛 = 5; 20 days 𝑛 = 5; 30 𝑛 = 5; 50 𝑛 = 4) mice. Time spent in the target zone (𝑇), where
the platform was placed, versus other equivalent zones (𝑂), for recall probe tests. One-way ANOVA, post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, 1
day probe test: in SC group, 𝑇 versus𝑂, 𝑃 = 0.044; in EE group, 𝑇 versus𝑂, 𝑃 = 0.036; 10 days probe test: in SC group, 𝑇 versus𝑂, 𝑃 = 0.037;
in EE group, 𝑇 versus 𝑂, 𝑃 = 0.043; 20 days probe test: in SC group, 𝑇 versus 𝑂, 𝑃 < 0.01; in EE group, 𝑇 versus 𝑂, 𝑃 = 0.048; 30 days probe
test: in SC group, 𝑇 versus 𝑂, 𝑃 = 0.025; in EE group, 𝑇 versus 𝑂, 𝑃 = 0.048; 50 days probe test: in SC group, 𝑇 versus 𝑂, 𝑃 = 0.070; in EE
group, 𝑇 versus 𝑂, 𝑃 = 0.226. ∗= statistical significance; error bars = s.e.m.
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Figure 2: (a) c-Fos expression in subregions of dHPC for EE (open columns) and SC (filled columns) mice subjected to recall probe tests
at 1, 10, 20, 30, and 50 days. DG: two-way ANOVA post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, SC versus EE, 𝑃 = 0.968; HC-SC versus HC-EE,
𝑃 = 0.503; SC versus HC-SC and EE versus HC-EE 𝑃 < 0.05 for all retention intervals. Statistical differences for factor day were found
between 1 and 20 days, 1 and 30 days, and 50 days versus 20 and 30 days, all 𝑃 < 0.05. dCA1: two-way ANOVA post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak
method, SC versus EE, 𝑃 = 0.242; HC-SC versus HC-EE 𝑃 = 0.979. Statistical difference factor day were found between 1 and 10, 20 and 30
days, all 𝑃 < 0.05. ◼Statistical significance between EE and HC-EE; ◻statistical significance between SC and HC-SC; ∘statistical significance
for factor day; error bars = s.e.m. (b) Representative panel of c-Fos protein expression in DG for EE and SC animals, for all recall probe tests;
scale bar 100 𝜇m.

investigated c-Fos expression in MEnt and in pPta, and we
found that activation at 1 day in both areas was similar in EE
mice, SCmice, anddid not differ from that in their home-cage
controls (two-way ANOVA, post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak
method, all𝑃 values > 0.05); however, in the other probe tests
performed, significant differences between EE and SC mice
and between EE and HC-EE mice were found (see Figure 4
for details). Then, we observed c-Fos expression in V1 and
M2, for they are connected to the dorsal stream and there
is a direct monosynaptic connection between motor and

visual cortices [65]. We found that EE group was statistically
different from SC and HC-EE groups in M2, only in probe
test performed at 20, 30, and 50 days; instead, in V1, we did
not find any difference between EE and SC group, only an
increase in c-Fos expression for the late retention delays in
both groups (see Figure 5 for details). Finally, we investigated
c-Fos expression in Au1, a sensory cortex not supposed to
be involved in spatial learning, and we demonstrated that
activation in this area was similar in all groups (see Figure 6
for details).
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Figure 3: (a) c-Fos protein expression in aCC and IL. aCC: two-way ANOVA post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, HC-SC versus HC-EE
𝑃 = 0.384; statistical significance for EE versus HC-EE at 10, 20, 30, and 50 days, and for SC versus HC-SC at 30 and 50 days, all 𝑃 values <
0.05. Statistical difference between EE and SC at 1 day, 𝑃 = 0.376; at 10 and 20 days, 𝑃 < 0.01; at 30 days, 𝑃 = 0.899; at 50 days, 𝑃 = 0.383.
Statistical difference within EE group were found between 10 and 20 days, and 1 day versus 10, 20, 30, and 50 days, all 𝑃 < 0.05. Statistical
difference within SC group were found between 1 and 30 days, and 10 day versus 30 and 50 days, all 𝑃 < 0.05. IL: two-way ANOVA post hoc
analysis Holm-Sidak method, HC-SC versus HC-EE, 𝑃 = 0.451; statistical significance for EE versus HC-EE at 10, 20, 30, and 50 days, and
for SC versus HC-SC at 30 and 50 days, all 𝑃 values < 0.05. Statistical differences between EE and SC at 1 day, 𝑃 = 0.300; at 10 and 20 days,
𝑃 < 0.01; at 30 days, 𝑃 = 0.084; at 50 days, 𝑃 = 0.055. Statistical differences within EE group were found between 10 and 20 days, and 1 day
versus 10, 20, 30, and 50 days, all 𝑃 < 0.05. Statistical difference within SC group were found between 1 and 30 days, and 10 day and 30 days, all
𝑃 < 0.05. ◼Statistical significance between EE and HC-EE; ◻statistical significance between SC and HC-SC; ∗statistical significance between
EE and SC; §

= statistical significance for factor day within EE group; #
= statistical significance for factor day within SC group; error bars =

s.e.m. (b) Representative panel of c-Fos protein expression in aCC for EE and SC animals, for all recall probe tests; scale bar 100 𝜇m.

4. Discussion

In this study, we provide the first evidence that EE can affect
the time-dependent spatial memory system consolidation.
C57BL/6 mice, housed in standard or in enriched condition,

were subjected to spatial learning and then tested up to 50
days after learning to evaluate consolidation process. Using
the expression of c-Fos protein as an indicator of neuronal
activity in a brain-wide manner we have found indications
for a difference both in the time course and in the network of
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Figure 4: c-Fos protein expression inMEnt and pPta.MEnt: two-way ANOVA post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, HC-SC versus HC-EE
𝑃 = 0.914; statistical significance for EE versus HC-EE at 10, 20, 30 and 50 days. Statistical difference between EE and SC at 1 day, 𝑃 = 0.782;
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versus 10, 30 and 50 days, all 𝑃 values < 0.05. pPta: two-way ANOVA post hoc analysis Holm-Sidakmethod, HC-SC versus HC-EE 𝑃 = 0.497;
statistical significance for EE versus HC-EE at 10, 20, 30 and 50 days, all 𝑃 values < 0.05. Statistical difference between EE and SC at 1 day,
𝑃 = 0.300; at 10 and 20 days, 𝑃 < 0.01; at 30 days, 𝑃 = 0.084; at 50 days, 𝑃 = 0.055. Statistical difference within EE group were found between 1
day versus 20, 30 and 50 days, and 20 day versus 10 and 30 days, all 𝑃 values < 0.05. Statistical difference within SC group were found between
1 and 30 days, and 10 day and 30 days, all 𝑃 values < 0.05. ◼Statistical significance between EE and HC-EE; ◻statistical significance between
SC and HC-SC; ∗statistical significance between EE and SC; §

= statistical significance for factor day within EE group; error bars = s.e.m.

cortical areas recruited for recent and remote recall between
EE and non-EE animals.

In agreement with previous studies [47, 55] there was
a progressive increase in c-Fos protein expression in both
aCC and IL, as consolidation process proceeded. We showed
that EE induces an earlier recruitment of aCC and IL with
respect to SC mice; these areas were recruited following
recall of spatial memory in the EE group as early as 10 days
after learning, while they were recruited only 30 days after
learning in SC mice. The final storage site in the cortex could
be the aCC, while the IL could correlate with motivational
aspects of performance, encoding other significant aspects
of the environment, such as salient landmarks or preferred
locations [66]. The aCC was found to be activated after
remote memory recall in a number of tasks [47, 48, 54, 55],
and, conversely, inactivation of the aCC disrupted recall of
remote five-arm discrimination [47], contextual fear [48],
andMWM [55] memories.The aCC is highly interconnected
to other prefrontal regions and is reciprocally connected
to sensory, motor, and limbic cortices [67, 68]; therefore,
this connectivity places the aCC in favorable position, rais-
ing the possibility that this region coordinates retrieval of
remote memories stored in distributed cortical networks.
The earlier recruitment of aCC and IL in EE animals could

imply an earlier independence of spatial memory recall from
hippocampal activation in EE animals. Indeed, in animals
provided with running wheels, a component of EE, block of
hippocampal activation ceased to block recall of contextual
fear memory at shorter time distance from learning with
respect to sedentary animals [69].

In addition,we demonstrated that EE induces the involve-
ment of a distributed cortical network in supporting remote
spatial memory which is not activated in non EE animals.We
observed that MEnt and pPta were activated following mem-
ory recall at 10 days in EE group. Both areas were included in
the dorsal network for spatial navigation [60]; the entorhinal
cortex contains a spatial representation of environment and
plays an interface role between the hippocampus and neo-
cortex [70]; instead, the parietal cortex, specifically the mul-
tisensory posterior region, translates coordinate information
from spatial maps in the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus
into egocentric representations [59, 71]. We also investigated
c-Fos protein expression in V1 andM2, and we found that EE
group showed a greater activation in M2 than SC group, for
probe test performed at 20, 30, and 50 days. In V1, instead, we
did not find any difference between EE and SC group, only
an increase in c-Fos expression for the late retention delays
in both groups; a recent study [58] showed that V1 could
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Figure 5: c-Fos protein expression in V1 and M2. M2: two-way ANOVA post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, HC-SC versus HC-EE,
𝑃 = 0.416; statistical significance for EE versus HC-EE at 20, 30, and 50 days. Statistical difference between EE and SC at 1 day, 𝑃 = 0.288;
at 10 days, 𝑃 = 0.154; at 20, 30, and 50 days, 𝑃 < 0.05. Statistical differences within EE group were found between 10 and 20 days, and 1 day
versus 20, 30, and 50 days, all 𝑃 values < 0.05. V1: two-way ANOVA post hoc analysis Holm-Sidak method, HC-SC versus HC-EE 𝑃 = 0.907;
statistical significance for EE versus HC-EE at 20, 30, and 50 days, and for SC versus HC-SC at 20, 30, and 50 days, all 𝑃 values < 0.05.
Statistical significance for factor day was found between 1 day versus 20, 30, and 50 days, and 10 days versus 20, 30, and 50 days, all 𝑃 values
< 0.05. ◼Statistical significance between EE and HC-EE; ◻statistical significance between SC and HC-SC; ∗= statistical significance between
EE and SC; ∘statistical significance for factor day §

= statistical significance within EE group; error bars = s.e.m.

belong to the network of fear contextual memory, although
its activation did not change between recent and remote
memories. In our study, the V1 pattern activation could be
induced by its engagement in attentional process on account
of the spatial complex task. The involvement of M2 and V1 is
not surprising since they are connected to the dorsal stream
[62], and a direct monosynaptic connection between motor
and visual cortices was identified [65].

For the hippocampus we found no difference between
EE and SC animals. Our results are consistent with the
idea that hippocampus is responsible for encoding spatial
memory [49–53]; its activation in remote spatial memory
recall is not in agreement with studies that showed a pro-
gressive reduction in hippocampus activationwith increasing
retention interval [47, 48, 54], though it is in line with the
hypothesis that remote memory never becomes totally inde-
pendent from the hippocampus [72]. In a more recent study,
indeed, Lopez et al. [73] demonstrated that hippocampus
recruitment in the recall of remote memories was influenced
by the environmental conditions, such as cue saliency and
complexity of the task in whichmemories are initially formed
and subsequently recalled; thus the rich spatial details and
the complexity of the training in MWM could account for
the hippocampal activation found also for remote memory
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Figure 6: c-Fos protein expression in Au1. The data showed no
difference between groups (two-way ANOVA, housing condition
factor, 𝑃 = 0.996, day of probe test factor, 𝑃 = 0.943, housing
condition × day of probe test interaction, 𝑃 = 0.938). In all probe
tests, EE and SC groups did not differ from their home cage controls.
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recall. Moreover, it has been found that that precise real-
time inhibition of the dorsal CA1 region, using optogenetic
method, was sufficient to impair remote recall [74].

We found that EE mice were faster, considering latency
parameter, in learning the position of the target platform
in comparison to SC mice, but there was no significant
difference between groups in the probe tests. These results
are consistent with other studies in the literature which used,
in rodents living in EE or provided with running wheels,
intensive learning protocol for the MWM such as that used
by us (4 daily trials for 7 consecutive days) [21]. We decided
to use a behavioural protocol that maximizes the results of
spatial learning task because our purpose was to examine
possible differences between EE and SC groups in the time
course of system consolidation without confounding effects
due to differences in the results of learning, that is in the
probe test, and also to be confident in the formation of a
remote memory. The results of c-Fos data are an indication
that the same result (a successful probe test) can be obtained
through a different balance of hippocampal and cortical
activation during system consolidation. Also in the Maviel
and Bontempi paper [47] response accuracy in animals tested
on either day 1 or 30 was similar while cortical activation
strongly differed. The faster recruitment of cortical areas
found in EE animals and the activation of a distributed
cortical network, involving prefrontal and other associative
cortices, activated in EE but not in SC animals, could suggest
that the quality of the recalled memory is different in the two
groups of animals; indeed, activation of prefrontal cortex has
been correlated with development of the ability to create a
memory that is vivid and rich in contextual details in humans
[75] and activation of associative sensory cortices supports
memory storage and retrieval of sensory stimuli that have
acquired a behavioral salience with the experience [56].

How could EE act on the recruitment of cortical net-
works during system consolidation? One possibility is via
its well-known action on hippocampal neurogenesis. It has
been proposed that new neurons generated in the DG
become functionally integrated into existing neural circuits
[76]; in fact the spatial training when new neurons are
more receptive to surrounding neuronal activity favored
their subsequent recruitment upon remote memory retrieval
[77, 78]. Thus, these tagged adult-generated neurons, once
mature, are recruited into hippocampal networks underlying
remote spatial memory representation. Therefore tampering
with the level of hippocampal neurogenesis could interfere
in the hippocampus-only dependent period of memory.
Indeed, it has been demonstrated that new hippocampal
neurons were recruited into neuronal networks supporting
retrieval of remote spatial memory and that the enhanced
neurogenesis by voluntary running-wheel exercise sped up
the disengaging from hippocampus [69]. Since EE was
found to increase hippocampal neurogenesis and promote
the survival of newly generated neurons [14], it is plausible
that EE may accelerate the recruitment of extrahippocampal
areas. In its turn, EE action on hippocampal neurogenesis
is likely mediated by neurotrophins, such as brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF), or by insulin growth factor-l
(IGF-1) [9, 10], which affect hippocampal neurogenesis and

hippocampal and cortical plasticity [14, 79, 80]. IGF-1 plays
an important role in cell growth and development, and it
also upregulates neurogenesis in the adult hippocampus [81–
83]. In the adult brain, IGF-1 has been shown to mediate
both the neuroprotective effects of physical exercise and the
enhancement caused by exercise in hippocampal plasticity
and in learning and memory [79]. Moreover IGF-1 mediates
the increased expression of BDNF subsequent to EE and
physical exercise [84–86]. BDNF has been shown to regulate
adult hippocampal neurogenesis, to mediate EE effects on it,
to modulate plasticity during learning by activating signaling
pathways that modify local synaptic targets and have long-
term effects on transcription, and to mediate the expression
of hippocampal LTP, in both the early and late phases [80, 83,
87, 88].

Another nonexclusive possibility is that molecular mech-
anisms could “tag” the activated synapses in hippocampal and
cortical networks at the time of memory encoding; this early
tagging could guide the reactivation of proper hippocampal-
cortical connections associated with the specific memory. A
recent study showed indeed that cortical tagging seems to be
highly specific for precise memory trace and the impairment
of early cortical tagging tampers with the postacquisition
hippocampal-cortical dialogue, preventing the formation of
remote memory [41]. Moreover, they demonstrated that
early tagging triggers specific signaling cascades, leading to
histone-tail acetylation in the cortex and that the histone
deacetylase inhibitor improves remote memory retrieval
[41]. Thus, early tagging acts on epigenetic modification
that could mediate remote memory formation and retrieval,
so EE could modulate the long-term memory formation
and consolidation through chromatin remodeling, such as
histone-tail acetylation, known to be increased in EE.
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The nervous system is highly sensitive to experience during early postnatal life, but this phase of heightened plasticity decreases
with age. Recent studies have demonstrated that developmental-like plasticity can be reactivated in the visual cortex of adult
animals through environmental or pharmacological manipulations. These findings provide a unique opportunity to study the
cellular and molecular mechanisms of adult plasticity. Here we used the monocular deprivation paradigm to investigate large-
scale gene expression patterns underlying the reinstatement of plasticity produced by fluoxetine in the adult rat visual cortex.
We found changes, confirmed with RT-PCRs, in gene expression in different biological themes, such as chromatin structure
remodelling, transcription factors, molecules involved in synaptic plasticity, extracellular matrix, and excitatory and inhibitory
neurotransmission. Our findings reveal a key role for several molecules such as the metalloproteases Mmp2 and Mmp9 or the
glycoprotein Reelin and open up new insights into the mechanisms underlying the reopening of the critical periods in the adult
brain.

1. Introduction

Use-dependent plasticity shapes neuronal networks within
sensory systems during early life to optimally represent
sensory stimuli [1]. Experience-dependent organization of
eye-specific inputs is amajormechanismwhereby refinement
of synaptic connectivity is achieved in the developing visual
system [2–4]. Monocular deprivation during development
leads to a loss of cortical connectivity of the deprived eye
resulting in a shift of the ocular dominance in the visual
cortex, which will become permanent if the MD persists
to adulthood [5, 6]. Although neuronal plasticity of the
developing brain gradually decreases with age [7], recent
findings suggest that it can be reactivated in the adult visual

cortex [8] and other regions, such as the amygdala [9]. A
variety of experimental manipulations, including enzymatic
treatments [10, 11], environmental enrichment [12–15], food
restriction [16], genetic manipulations [17, 18], and other
manipulations, promote this kind of plasticity [19–21].

Although themechanisms behind the adult induced plas-
ticity are still unclear, we are beginning to understand the key
factors involved. For example, the developmental maturation
of neuronal inhibition, mainly through the parvalbumin
containing interneurons [22, 23], is known to be involved
in both the opening and the closure of the critical period
[20]. Several extracellular matrix components, such as PSA-
NCAM or the perineuronal nets, have been shown to play
a role in the maturation of the inhibitory circuitries and
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Figure 1: Experimental design and Venn diagram. (a) Schematic graph showing the different animal groups and experimental conditions
conducted. (b) Venn diagram showing the number of genes differentially expressed when comparing the effects of monocular deprivation
(BV-Sal versus MD-Sal), the effects of fluoxetine in animals with binocular vision (BV-Sal versus BV-Flx), and those of fluoxetine in animals
with monocular deprivation (MD-Sal versus MD-Flx).

experimental manipulations removing these extracellular
matrix components, can trigger an early closure [24] or a
reopening of the critical period, respectively [11]. Similarly, a
variety of other molecules, such as transcription factors [25]
or proteins involved in chromatin structure remodeling [26],
are also key factors in regulating the closure and reopening of
the critical period.

The main pharmacological approaches to experimentally
regulate critical period plasticity in the adulthood are those
affecting the action of ascending projection systems, such
as the serotoninergic or cholinergic systems [21, 27–29]. In
this line, we have investigated the plastic effects of antide-
pressants, such as fluoxetine, that modulate serotoninergic
transmission, and we have shown that these drugs, in a long-
term treatment, are able to trigger critical period plasticity in
the adult brain [8], through an early epigenetic modification
that regulates gene expression [29].

Here, we have used fluoxetine in combination with an
experience-dependent paradigm of visual deprivation, to
analyze the large-scale gene expression patterns, to under-
stand the temporal-dependent changes that allow the reopen-
ing of the critical periods in the adult brain.

2. Experimental Procedures

2.1. Animal Treatment, Fluoxetine Administration, and Surgi-
cal Procedures. A total amount of 32 Long-Evans hooded rats
were used in this study, equally distributed in 4 experimental
groups (𝑛 = 8 animals per group), as explained later
(Figure 1(a)). Animals were group-housed under standard
conditions with food and water ad libitum in plexiglas cages
(40 × 30 × 20 cm) and kept in a 12 : 12 light/dark cycle.
Adult rats at the postnatal day 70 (P70) were systemically
treatedwith fluoxetine (fluoxetine-hydrochloride, 0.2mg/mL

drinking water) for 23 days. Control animals were housed
under the same standard conditions drinking tap water.

Three weeks after the beginning of the fluoxetine treat-
ment, rats were anaesthetized with avertin (1mL/100 g) and
mounted on a stereotaxic apparatus to perform the eye-
lid suture for monocular deprivation (MD). Eyelids were
inspected daily until complete cicatrisation; subjects with
even minimal spontaneous reopening were excluded. Great
care was taken during the first days after MD to prevent
inflammation or infection of the deprived eye through topical
application of antibiotic and cortisone.

2.2. DNA Microarrays and Data Analysis. Two days after
MD, the binocular region of the primary visual cortex was
dissected. For all microarray experiments, total RNA was
purified using RNA extraction kit (Macherey Nagel), and
Amino Allyl cRNA labeling Kit (Ambion) was used to
label cRNA according to manufacturer’s standard protocols.
Agilent Whole Rat Genome Microarray Kits (4 × 44K) were
hybridized following provided protocols.

Images fromhybridizedmicroarrays were segmented and
the median intensity of each spot was estimated by the
software GenePix v.5.0 (axon). Data was imported into the
software (http://cran.r-project.org/) and preprocessed by the
bioconductor package limma. The statistical analysis used
was a linear model followed by 𝑡-test for finding the differ-
entially expressed genes. In order to increase the reliability of
the statistical analysis, we only considered significant those
genes with a 𝑃 value less than 0.01. In addition, we also
increase the reliability of the analysis through validation of
the results using multiple RT-PCRs. Lists of significant genes
were screened by the DAVID 6.7 annotation tools in order
to find overrepresented biological themes. Default DAVID
parameters were used.
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2.3. Real-Time PCR. RNA purification was performed accor-
ding to the standard Trizol procedure (Invitrogen). Purified
RNA was treated with DNAse (Fermentas) and cDNA was
synthesised from 1 𝜇g of RNA (Invitrogen). Real-time PCR
was carried out to determine relative enrichment in the
samples using the Sybr Green method according to the
manufacturer instructions (SYBRGreen Imaster, Light cycler
480, Roche Diagnostics). The comparative Ct method [30]
was used to determine the normalized changes of the target
gene relative to a calibrator reference; in particular, values
were normalized toGAPDH levels. As calibrator referencewe
referred to Ct from water-treated animal samples.

3. Results

3.1. DNA Microarrays. Previous studies have shown that 7
days period of monocular deprivation in fluoxetine-treated
adult rats is sufficient to bring about a change in the ocular
dominance. To reveal early transcriptional changes that
precede and underlie the functional change, we analysed
gene expression, using DNA microarrays, at two days after
MD. Microarray analysis revealed only relatively few genes
that were significantly regulated by either FLX (𝑛 = 197,
see Supplementary Table S1 in the Supplementary Material
available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2013/605079) or
MD alone (𝑛 = 239, Table S2), treatments that themselves do
not produce any changes in the ocular dominance plasticity.
However, the combination of FLX and MD, the treatment
that promotes changes in ocular dominance, altered the
expression of a significantly larger number of genes (𝑛 =
1603, Table S3, Figure 1(b)). Notably 1237 out of 1603 (77%)
of the genes in the group receiving both MD and FLX
were downregulated, whereas in the groups receiving either
MD or FLX, 111 out of 239 and 88 out of 197 genes were
downregulated, respectively, comprising of roughly 50%of all
the regulated genes.Hence, the combination of the treatments
apparently has two major effects on gene expression; first, it
increases the number of regulated genes when compared to
the single treatments, and second, it has a striking effect on
downregulating most of the genes, indicating that silencing
of genes normally expressed during basal conditions is likely
involved in the triggering of plasticity of the adult brain.

The representation of biological themes was screened
using Fisher’s Exact test on the lists of differentially expressed
genes in each comparison. Chronic fluoxetine treatment
induced a regulation of genes related to chromatin remod-
elling, nervous system development, and plasticity, as well
as regulation of gene expression and transcription in the
binocular visual cortex (Table S4).

MD altered the expression of a significant number of
genes related to cell differentiation, cell plasticity, and neuro-
genesis. Several genes of the ion homeostasis and regulation
of transcription were also found overexpressed (Table S5).

The combination of MD and fluoxetine treatment down-
regulated the majority of the differentially expressed genes,
altering the expression of genes represented in a variety of
functional processes, including genes related to neuronal
development, plasticity, and apoptosis. In addition, genes

involved in the synaptic transmission, ion and intracellular
calcium homeostasis, and vesicular secretion were found dif-
ferentially expressed. Blood circulation and lipid metabolism
were among the most significantly overrepresented families
(Table S6).

3.2. RT-PCR. To provide validation of the microarray data,
we next examined single patterns of gene expression by
means of real-time PCR, in the same experimental groups
and using the same experimental paradigm (Figure 1(a)). In
particular, we focused our attention on genes whose expres-
sion may alter molecular and cellular processes involved in
the closure of the critical period for visual cortex plasticity,
such as the balance of inhibitory and excitatory transmission
[22, 31, 32], transcription factors regulating gene expression
[25], extracellular matrix remodeling [11], myelination [33],
and chromatin structure remodeling [26, 29], as well as
genes involved in processes of synaptic plasticity, neuronal
differentiation, and outgrowth (see Table 1).

3.2.1. Inhibitory Neurotransmission. We observed that fluox-
etine produced a significant increase in the expression of
genes involved in inhibitory neurotransmission when com-
paring both animals with binocular vision and animals with
monocular deprivation with their respective controls (BV-
Sal versus BV-Flx and MD-Sal versus MD-Flx; Figure 2(a)).
Specifically, in animals with binocular vision, we found
an increased expression of the vesicular GABA transporter
(VGAT; 60% increased expression; 𝑃 = 0.001), while in
rats with monocular deprivation together with fluoxetine
treatment, we observed an increase in the expression of
GABRA4 (30% increased expression; 𝑃 = 0.02).

3.2.2. Excitatory Neurotransmission. We did not observe
many changes in the composition of NMDA receptor sub-
units in either of the experimental groups (see Figure 2(b)
and Table 1). The only significant change we found was a
decrease in the expression of the NR2A subunit (NMDA-2A;
20% decreased expression; 𝑃 = 0.04) in the animals with
monocular deprivation treated with fluoxetine.

3.2.3. Transcription Factors. We detected increases in the
gene expression of transcription factors in the animals with
binocular vision treated with fluoxetine (Figure 2(c)). In
particular, NFKB1 and DLX1 increased their expression (50%
and 30% increased expression, resp.;𝑃 = 0.04 and 0.03, resp.).
However, in those animals with monocular deprivation,
fluoxetine treatment produced a decrease in the expression
of transcription factors, such as EGR-2 (𝑃 = 0.04).

3.2.4. Synaptic Plasticity. The expression of Reelin, transcript
that encodes a glycoprotein that mediates synaptic plasticity
at hippocampal level [34], was significantly increased in MD
animals treated with fluoxetine (Figure 2(d); 40% increased
expression; 𝑃 = 0.001). The expression of additional
transcripts that encode proteins involved in neuronal dif-
ferentiation and outgrowth processes as well as synaptic
plasticity increased in both groups. In animals with binocular
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Table 1: RT-PCR analysis.

Gene symbol Entrez gene ID Treatment comparison 𝑃 value Fold change
KCNQ3 29682 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.01 1.3
KCNQ3 29682 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.02 1.3
MMP9 81687 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.13 1.1
MMP9 81687 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.01 1.5
VGAT 83612 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.001 1.6
VGAT 83612 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.72 1.1
DLX1 296500 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.03 1.3
DLX1 296500 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.25 1.0
EGR2 114090 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.86 1.1
EGR2 114090 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.04 0.7
EGR4 25129 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.29 1.2
EGR4 25129 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.38 0.9
mGluR1 24414 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.47 1.0
mGluR1 24414 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.98 1.1
HDAC3 15183 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.02 1.3
HDAC3 15183 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.92 1.1
KCNV1 60326 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.02 1.2
KCNV1 60326 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.10 1.2
NFKB1 81736 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.04 1.5
NFKB1 81736 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.52 1.0
CLCN3 84360 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.04 1.2
CLCN3 84360 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.01 1.5
NR1 24408 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.45 0.9
NR1 24408 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.43 1.1
NR2A 14811 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.63 1.1
NR2A 14811 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.04 0.8
NR2B 24410 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.51 1.1
NR2B 24410 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.07 0.8
GABRA1 29705 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.34 1.1
GABRA1 29705 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.27 0.9
GABRA4 140675 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.29 1.1
GABRA4 140675 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.02 1.3
Reelin 24718 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.15 1.2
Reelin 24718 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.001 1.4
MMP2 17390 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.02 0.5
MMP2 17390 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.01 1.6
MBP 24547 BV-Sal versus BV-Flx 0.01 0.6
MBP 24547 MD-Sal versus MD-Flx 0.01 0.6

vision, fluoxetine promoted an increase in the expression
of CLCN3 (20% increased), KCNV1 (20% increased), and
KCNQ3 (30% increased), which encode ion channels that
mediate chloride and potassium conductance (𝑃 < 0.05), and
in animals with monocular deprivation fluoxetine produced
also an increase in the expression of CLCN3 (50% increased
expression; 𝑃 = 0.01).

3.2.5. Extracellular Matrix. The expression of MMP2 and
MMP9 was markedly changed between animals treated

with fluoxetine and with binocular vision and those with
monocular deprivation (Figure 2(e)). MMP2 and MMP9
encode for proteolytic enzymes that degrade extracellular
matrix components [35–37] and play a key role in mediating
synaptic plasticity at the level of the hippocampus [38, 39]. In
particular, MMP2 gene expression was decreased in animals
treated with fluoxetine alone (50% decrease; 𝑃 = 0.02),
while animals with combined monocular deprivation and
chronic fluoxetine treatment had an increased expression of
both MMP2 (60% increased; 𝑃 = 0.01) and MMP9 (50%
increased; 𝑃 = 0.01).
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(f) Chromatin remodeling and myelination

Figure 2: Effects of fluoxetine in the expression of genes involved in critical period plasticity. qRT-PCR mRNA fold change comparison
between the effects of fluoxetine in rats with binocular vision and monocular deprivation. Statistical data is grouped by binocular vision or
monocular deprivation, and in each part the position of the line represents the fold change of the fluoxetine treated group (coloured line)
with respect to the saline treated group (grey dashed line) (BV-Sal versus BV-Flx and MD-Sal versus MD-Flx, resp.). All gene expression was
normalized using GAPDH as a control gene.
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3.2.6. Chromatin Remodeling and Myelination. Changes in
the expression of transcripts that encode an enzyme that reg-
ulate chromatin susceptibility to transcription were detected
in animals with binocular vision after chronic fluoxetine
treatment. In particular, we found that Hdac3 expression was
enhanced (Figure 2(f); 30% increased𝑃 = 0.02). On the other
hand, the expression of MBP, which encodes a basic protein
of myelin, a repressive factor for visual cortex plasticity [33],
was significantly reduced by fluoxetine treatment in animals
with both binocular vision (40% decreased; 𝑃 = 0.01) and
monocular deprivation (40% decreased; 𝑃 = 0.001).

4. Discussion

This study provides a large-scale analysis of changes in
patterns of gene expression associated with the reopening
of the critical period of plasticity in the adult visual system
induced by the combination of fluoxetine treatment and
monocular deprivation. Our findings suggest a scenario
where an enhanced serotoninergic transmission induced
by long-term fluoxetine treatment induces a shift of the
inhibitory-excitatory balance [8, 29], which in turn promotes
an alteration in the expression of genes involved in different
biological themes that may underlie the functional modifica-
tions in the adult visual cortex related with the reopening of
the critical period plasticity [40].

Our results reveal that the process of plasticity reactiva-
tion in adulthood involves both (i) a transient activation of
neural mechanisms normally present during early stages of
brain development and (ii) a removal of molecular factors
that inhibit plasticity in adulthood [19]. Gene expression
patterns involved in processes of synaptic plasticity, neuronal
differentiation, and outgrowth were, indeed, differentially
regulated by chronic fluoxetine treatment.

The increased expression of Reelin may represent an
example of the first mechanism. Reelin is an extracellular
glycoprotein involved in the migration and correct devel-
opment of the cerebral cortex [41, 42]. Reelin is highly
expressed by Cajal-Retzius neurons during development, but
its expression is limited to a subpopulation of interneurons
during the adulthood [43, 44]. Although the function of
Reelin in adult neurons remains unclear, its overexpression
has been shown to enhance plasticity and learning, affecting
presynaptic transmission [34, 45]. Our results demonstrate
an upregulation of Reelin after chronic fluoxetine treatment,
suggesting that the overexpression of molecules involved
in the juvenile plasticity plays an important role in the
reopening of the critical periods during the adulthood.

The proteolytic enzyme Mmp2, on the other hand, may
drive mechanisms of synaptic plasticity by degrading extra-
cellular matrix components that are inhibitory for plasticity,
as observed in the adult hippocampus [39]. Increase ofMmp2
expression, indeed, was paralleled by a decrease of Mbp: a
basic component of myelin, which is a repressive factor for
visual cortex plasticity [33]. Our analysis of gene expression
points towards a downregulation ofMbp following long-term
antidepressant treatment, supporting the hypothesis that the
removal of factors that are inhibitory for plasticity may pro-
vide a permissive environment for structural and functional

changes of neuronal circuitries in the adult nervous system
[19].

Chronic fluoxetine administration has been shown to
promote structural changes in both excitatory [46, 47] and
inhibitory circuits [48–50]. Although there is evidence that
long-term fluoxetine administration promotes a reduction
of GABA-mediated inhibition in adult visual cortical cir-
cuitries [8, 29], a compensatory mechanism might explain
the increase in the expression of VGAT or GABRA4 that
we observe in our experiment. These results are also in
agreement with previous studies, in which fluoxetine treat-
ment in combination with monocular deprivation produces
an increase in the elongation of the tips of interneuronal
dendrites [50], supporting the idea that inhibitory neuro-
transmission plays a key role in the reopening of the critical
periods [20, 22, 23]. Similarly, the change of NMDA receptor
subunit composition, evidenced by the decrease in NMDA-
2A gene expression following antidepressant treatment, is
particularly interesting in this respect. The expression of
the NR2A subunit has been correlated with a progressive
decrease of NMDA receptor currents during development
[51, 52]. This raises the possibility that a decrement of the
NR2A/B ratio may increase NMDA receptors sensitivity
thus causing the strengthening of synapses required for the
potentiation of the nondeprived input [53].

Another highly significant notion that emerges from our
data is that the changes promoted by the combination of
fluoxetine withmonocular deprivation, regarding the expres-
sion of transcription factors and proteins of the extracellular
matrix, are opposed to those promoted by fluoxetine alone.
This indicates that these molecules might be underlying the
structural plasticity changes driven by monocular depriva-
tion to produce the shift in the ocular dominance and its
consolidation in the visual system [54].

Our findings support the hypothesis that the therapeutic
effect of antidepressant drugs is dependent on changes in
neuronal plasticity [55, 56]. Importantly, these results open
up new insights into the understanding of the mechanisms
underlying the reopening of the critical period in the adult
brain, by providing the basis of gene expression patterns for
a visual deprivation paradigm that demonstrates the ability
of the nervous system to translate environmental stimuli into
structural and functional changes of neural circuitries.
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Stroke is a common and disabling global health-care problem, which is the third most common cause of death and one of the main
causes of acquired adult disability in many countries. Rehabilitation interventions are a major component of patient care. In the last
few years, brain stimulation, mirror therapy, action observation, or mental practice with motor imagery has emerged as interesting
options as add-on interventions to standard physical therapies. The neural bases for poststroke recovery rely on the concept of
plasticity, namely, the ability of central nervous system cells to modify their structure and function in response to external stimuli.
In this review, we will discuss recent noninvasive strategies employed to enhance functional recovery in stroke patients and we will
provide an overview of neural plastic events associated with rehabilitation in preclinical models of stroke.

1. Introduction

Stroke is an acute neurological syndrome caused by disrup-
tion of the cerebral blood supply. About 80% of strokes are
ischaemic, resulting from an obstruction of blood flow, while
about 15% are due to a primary intracerebral hemorrhage.
Stroke is one of the leading causes of chronic adult disability
and death in western industrialized countries [1]. Neurolog-
ical deficits reflect the location of the tissue damage and, in
particular, the extent of the neuronal loss. Neurons deprived
of their normal metabolic substrates cease to function in
seconds and show signs of structural damage after only 2min-
utes. As energy-dependent processes fail, neurons are unable
to maintain their normal transmembrane ionic gradients,
resulting in ion and water imbalance that triggers apoptotic
and necrotic cell death cascades and, ultimately, leads to focal
neurological signs and symptoms. According to the WHO’s
international classification of function, disability, and health
(ICF, WHO 2001), the impairment of brain functions may
originate different activity limitations (disability) and partic-
ipation restriction (handicap).

Motor impairments, including hemiparesis, incoordina-
tion, and spasticity, are themost commondeficits after stroke.
However, functional recovery frequently occurs following
stroke, although its extent is highly variable. Some patients
with initial severe hemiparesis may eventually achieve full
recovery, while others have little or no improvement and
remain permanently disabled.There aremany reasons for the
variable degrees of recovery, including the age of the patient,
the location and extent of the lesion, and individual variations
in anatomical and functional connections [2].

The neural bases for poststroke recovery rely on the con-
cept of plasticity [3], namely, the ability of central nervous
system (CNS) cells to modify their structure and function in
response to a variety of external stimuli (experience). The
plastic/reparative properties of the brain are determined by
the balance between cell-intrinsic mechanisms and extrin-
sic regulatory molecules, which is regulated by activity-
dependent processes and different kinds of interaction with
the external world [4, 5]. Molecules in the adult CNS milieu,
such as myelin-associated proteins (e.g., Nogo, MAG, and
Omgp), factors secreted by astrocytes near the stroke site
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(e.g., chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans), and repulsive axonal
guidance cues (e.g., semaphorins, netrins, and members of
the ephrin family), constrain axonal sprouting and hamper
the formation of new connections [6]. In preclinical stroke
models it has been shown that pharmacological blockade
of Nogo, Nogo receptor antagonism, or digestion of chon-
droitin sulfate proteoglycans by chondroitinase induce axonal
sprouting and promote functional recovery [7–9]. Blocking
the semaphorin pathway reduces cortical damage after stroke
[10]. Other growth inhibitors, such as EphA4 and ephrin-
A5, have also recently been identified, which limit functional
recovery and are promising targets for repair after stroke [11,
12]. Interestingly, inhibition of ROCK, a downstream target
of several growth inhibitors, greatly improves outcome after
ischemic stroke [12]. Several studies have also uncovered
pharmacological targets that promote a neuronal growth state
in the adult CNS. For example, inosine triggers a serine/thre-
onine kinase (Mst3b), enhancing axonal sprouting [13, 14].

The therapeutic potential of replacement strategies in
laboratorymodels of stroke is also under investigation. Trans-
plantation of neural progenitor cells, bone marrow-derived
mesenchymal stem cells or human-induced pluripotent stem
cells into the ischemically lesioned brain have been proved to
be a safe and efficient approach to promote significant func-
tional recovery in experimental animals [15–17]. Nonetheless,
the mechanisms underlying the beneficial effects of cell
transplantation in the ischemic CNS remain uncertain, and,
most importantly, to date there is no clear evidence that
donor cells may directly contribute to the structural repair of
neuronal circuits.

In addition to pharmacological or replacement therapies,
clinical and preclinical studies are currently focusing on non-
invasive strategies for post-stroke rehabilitation. Clinical data
show that neurologic deficits following stroke can be treated
by physical therapy [18]. Motor rehabilitation after hemi-
paretic stroke typically involves combinatory approaches,
including neurofacilitation techniques, task-specific training,
and task-oriented training [19, 20]. Furthermore, stroke units,
in which patients have access to daily skill training therapies
in highly stimulating environments, such as during physi-
cal, occupational, or language therapy, result in decreased
deficits, increased performance on self-care tasks, lower 1-
year mortality, and lower probability to be in a nursing home
at followup [21]. Finally, in recent years brain stimulation,
mirror therapy, action observation, or mental practice with
motor imagery is emerging as interesting options as add-on
interventions to standard physical therapies [22].

Here, we will provide an overview of recent noninva-
sive strategies employed to enhance functional recovery in
patients after stroke and discuss the current knowledge of
rehabilitative strategies and the associated neural plastic
events in preclinical models of stroke.

2. Novel Noninvasive Strategies for
Patients Rehabilitation

Stroke rehabilitation aims to guarantee that stroke survivors
reach the maximum physical, functional, and psychosocial
recovery possible within the limits of their impairment. In

order to help stroke patients to fully participate in life, the
final goal of rehabilitation should be to maximize perfor-
mance of activities of daily living and independence.Through
learning-dependent processes, rehabilitation facilitates and
shapes the recovery that would occur spontaneously. Recov-
ery of stroke patients is extremely heterogeneous and deter-
mined by a combination of processes including functional
restoring of damaged nervous tissue, relearning of lost skills
through reorganization of spared pathways (plasticity), adap-
tation, and compensation for deficits. Compensation reflects
the use of alternate behavioral strategies in order to solve
a specific task. Most recovery of specific neurological focal
deficits occurs during the first 3 to 6months after stroke, but it
is largely accepted that improvements can continue for years
after stroke [23].

General principles of stroke rehabilitation include the
start of intensive rehabilitation programs carried out in a
stroke unit within the first few days after stroke [24, 25]. Evi-
dence demonstrates that comprehensive intensive rehabilita-
tion, as well as the presence of a structured multidisciplinary
team, may be more effective than less intense programs [26].
In agreement with the learning nature of the rehabilita-
tive process, involvement, engagement, and motivation of
patients, families and caregivers are crucial to obtain good
outcome.

Most recent neurorehabilitative approaches are based on
a task-oriented model of motor learning, whose main feature
is an intensive training with specific tasks in an environmen-
tal context (task-specific and context-specific trainings; [27–
30]). In this context, a number of new rehabilitative tech-
niques potentially capable of stimulating cerebral plasticity
have been proposed and tested in the last years. Among these
techniques, large interest is devoted to treatment approaches
aimed to improve motor functions, including constraint-
induced movement therapy, mental practice, mirror therapy,
virtual reality, robotics, and brain stimulation techniques.

Constraint-InducedMovementTherapy (CIMT) involves
the restriction of usage of the unaffected limb, forcing the use
of the paretic one, and aiming to contrast the maladaptive
“learned nonuse” of the paretic limb (the subject learns to
ignore the damaged limb because of its lack of functionality
and learns to use exclusively the healthy limb). A number
of studies including randomized controlled trials and a
Cochrane review have shown that CIMT is effective in
improvingmotor performance in human patients after stroke
[31, 32] with a large effect size and robust effects especially
on arm function [33]. In particular, the ECXITE trial [31]
demonstrated that daily intensive CIMT training for upper
limb paresis was superior to the control treatment 3 to 9
months after stroke, and that a modest improvement in
motor function persisted in the CIMT group after 2 years.
Important limitations to the routine use of CIMT training
derive from the fact that it is labor intensive and suitable only
for patients with some conservation of motor functions (in
particular wrist and finger), thus its use is recommended only
for selected patients.

Mental practice with motor imagery is considered a
promising additional treatment to improve motor functions
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of severely affected upper limb [33], although its clinical effec-
tiveness is not yet clearly proven. This approach grounds on
the statement that imaging a movement requires activation
of brain circuits involved in the preparation and execution
of the same movement and consists in a repetitive cognitive
training during which the patient imagines performing a task
or body movement without actually physically performing it.
It has been demonstrated that mental practice may modu-
late cerebral perfusion and neural activity in brain regions
similar to those activated during actual movements [34, 35].
Following few systematic reviews [36, 37] suggesting that
mental practice may be beneficial for post-stroke disabilities
in addition to conventional treatments, a recent Cochrane
review [38] concluded that there is only limited evidence
that mental practice may increase the effectiveness of usual
physiotherapy and occupational therapy.

Another approach based on multisensory stimulation
is represented by the mirror therapy. In this technique a
mirror is placed at 90∘ in the patient midsagittal plane, so
that the paretic limb is hidden behind the mirror and the
patient watches the image on the mirror of the unaffected
arm as if it was the affected arm. In a certain sense, the
patient receives the impression that the affected limb is
functioning. It has been demonstrated [39] that viewing
the image of one’s moving hand reflected by the mirror
increases the excitability of neurons in the ipsilateral primary
motor cortex more than directly viewing the inactive hand.
Mirror therapy effects (as well as those related to mental
practice) may be related to the activity of the so-calledmirror
neurons, which discharge both following performance of
motor acts and simply observing the same action done by
another individual [40, 41]. In fact, by means of fMRI it
has been demonstrated [42] that prolonged and repetitive
observation of an action may enhance the activity in the
ventral premotor cortex, the supplementary motor area, and
the superior temporal gyrus. A recent systematic review [43]
including 14 studies and a total of 567 patients treated with
mirror therapy concluded that, when compared to other
rehabilitative approaches, this treatment has a significant
effect on motor function even though this result is strongly
influenced by the type of intervention used as control. Thus,
it remains unclear if mirror therapy should replace other
treatments for motor rehabilitation after stroke, while its role
as additional intervention is confirmed. Moreover, mirror
therapy improves activities of daily living, but this statement
is limited by the small number of studies (four) examining
this effect.

Virtual reality technologies represent a relatively new
approach for rehabilitation.Thevirtual reality idea is based on
the possibility that a computer can generate a three-dimen-
sional graphical environment from numerical data [44], so
that, by using visual, aural, or haptic devices, the operator can
experience the environment as if it were a part of the world. A
key feature of all virtual reality applications is interaction: vir-
tual environments are created to allow the user to interact also
with virtual objects within the environment. In some systems,
the interaction may be achieved via a mouse or a joystick
button, while in others, a representation of the user’s hand
may be generated within the environment with movement

of the virtual hand reflecting the user’s hand, thus allowing
a more natural interaction with objects. Therefore, virtual
reality represents a unique instrument to achieve several
requirements for effective rehabilitation, such as repetitive
practice, feedback about performance, and motivation to
endure practice [45, 46]. Specifically, by using virtual reality it
is possible to drive and control exercises for patient rehabilita-
tion within a functional, purposeful, and motivating context
[45]. Moreover virtual reality technologies play a pivotal role
in the construction of telerehabilitation systems.

Different virtual reality approaches have been used, in
particular, for upper limb motor rehabilitation. A Cochrane
review published two years ago [47], analyzing 19 randomised
and quasi-randomised trials of virtual reality that involved
565 participants, concluded that there is a limited evidence
that virtual reality and interactive video games may be
beneficial in improving arm function and activity of daily
living function when compared with the conventional treat-
ments. Another, contemporary meta-analysis [48], including
12 studies (5 randomized controlled trials and 7 observational
studies) for a total of 195 patients, showed that in the
large majority (11 over 12) of these studies virtual reality
added a significant benefit on arm motor recovery after
stroke.However, to gain convincing evidence of virtual reality
effectiveness in poststroke rehabilitation, further research is
needed based on good randomized controlled trials.

In the last years a growing interest has been addressed
to robot-assisted rehabilitative treatments after stroke. In
theory, robotic devices may help administer an intense
repetitive training to facilitate recovery. Several studies have
demonstrated a significant result in motor recovery of the
upper limb of patients who trained with robotic devices but
no significant effect on functional ability [49]. However, the
conclusion of a randomized controlled trial (UL-Robot [50])
and a Cochrane meta-analysis [51] limited the significance of
these results. In the UL-Robot trial two groups of patients
receiving 36 therapy sessions over 12 weeks of robot-assisted
therapy or intensive conventional physical therapy, respec-
tively, were compared with patients receiving usual (not
intensive) care. The study failed to demonstrate a superiority
of the intensive robot therapy when compared to intensive
conventional physical therapy, but both techniques were
superior to usual care, suggesting that intensity of training
may be a crucial factor for motor recovery. The Cochrane
review [51], including 19 trials and 666 patients, concluded
that electromechanical and robot-assisted arm training after
stroke may improve generic activities of daily living as well as
paretic arm function, but not arm muscle strength.

A phase III randomized and controlled trial (LEAPS-
[52]), designed to test the efficacy of a popular technique
that utilizes partial body-weight support with treadmill
training, was concluded in 2011.TheLEAPS trial included 408
patients randomly assigned to three groups: two groups were
subjected to a locomotor training with treadmill and body-
weight support (one group initiating treatment 2months after
stroke and the second 6 months after stroke), the third group
received a home exercise program.The results were someway
surprising: no significant difference was found between the
three groups concerning the improvement in walk speed,
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motor recovery, balance, functional status and quality of
life. Thus, locomotor training with body-weight support and
treadmill cannot be considered superior to a structured,
progressive, and intensive at home treatment. Also, in this
trial all intensive interventions were more effective when
compared to non-intensive and structured care.

A promising robotic interface has been recently devel-
oped by Courtine’s group to evaluate, enable, and train pat-
tern generation and balance during walking in rats. The
devise continuously and independently assists or perturbs
propulsion and balance along four degrees of freedom, while
rats are progressing overground within a large workspace. In
amodel of stroke, this robotic interface improves equilibrium
maintenance, thereby contributing to skilled locomotion
[53].

The use of noninvasive techniques of brain stimulation to
stimulate adaptive plasticity is very appealing, and the results
obtained are exciting. Two main techniques are available to
obtain both cortical enhancement and inhibition: repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and transcranial
direct current stimulation (tDCS). rTMS, using a coil placed
on the scalp, generates a focal magnetic field, which induces
(transiently, focally, and reversibly) an electric current in the
underlying cortex. Low frequency stimulation (in the range
of 1Hz) reduces cortical excitability, while higher stimulation
frequencies increase the cortical excitability. In tDCS, weak
direct currents are delivered to the cortex through two
electrodes that polarize the underlying tissue. Electrode
position is crucial to modulate the distribution and direction
of the current flow: anodal stimulation has an excitatory
effect by cortical neuron depolarization, while cathodal tDCS
hyperpolarizes neurons by decreasing cortical excitability.
In general, two different approaches can be described using
noninvasive brain stimulation: one addressed to increase
excitability of ipsilateral damaged hemisphere (e.g., by stim-
ulating primary motor cortex), and the other one directed to
reduce the activity of intact surrounding or contralateral area
that can produce intra- or interhemispheric inhibition.

The purpose of these applications is to restore the
unbalance between intact and lesioned hemisphere according
to the interhemispheric competition model [54]. Moreover,
Bestmann and coworkers suggested an unexpected role of
the contralesional dorsal premotor cortex, with an elegant
demonstration by means of rTMS which showed the sup-
porting activity of contralesional dorsal premotor cortex to
ipsilesional sensorimotor regions in particular for greater
clinical and neurophysiological impaired patients [55]. The
application of these approaches have produced very promis-
ing results, in both acute and chronic stroke patients, recently
reviewed by Corti et al. [56]. That review suggests that rTMS
applied to the affected hemisphere is safe and could be
considered effective for modulating brain function and con-
tributing tomotor recovery after stroke.However, the authors
stressed the need of double-blinded, sham-controlled Phase
II and Phase III clinical trials involving larger sample sizes to
validate this treatment. In a meta-analysis of 18 randomized
controlled trials dedicated to the effects of rTMS on upper
limb motor impairment, Hsu et al. [57] found a significant

effect size (0.55–95% CI, 0.37–0.72) for motor outcome func-
tion, with more clear effects for subcortical stroke and low-
frequency rTMS applied to the unaffected hemisphere. Talelli
et al. questioned about the real duration and anticipated size
of the treatment effects in chronic stroke patients. In such
patients they showed with a small semirandomized clinical
trial that rTMS application does not augment the gains from
a late rehabilitation program [58]. The need for randomized
controlled trial is even more evident to validate efficacy of
tDCS, considering that its use in stroke patients is quite new
[59, 60]. Recently, Khedr et al. provide an interesting evidence
that both anodal and cathodal tDCS are superior to sham
stimulation in enhancing the effect of rehabilitation training
to improve motor recovery after subacute stroke in a pilot
randomized controlled trial [61]. However, it must be stressed
that our knowledge about mechanisms underlying brain
stimulation are largely incomplete.Thus, different paradigms
of brain stimulation will likely appear in the next future.

3. Noninvasive Therapies in
Animal Models of Stroke

3.1. Enriched Environment. Rehabilitative conditions in
stroke units, such as physical therapy and various kinds of
stimulating activities, can be partially mimicked in animal
studies by housing the animals in an enriched environment
(EE). EE is awidely employed paradigm to study the influence
of external stimuli on brain plasticity in animal models both
in physiological conditions and after damage [62]. Environ-
mental enrichment refers to housing conditions that facilitate
enhanced sensory, social, cognitive stimulation, and motor
activity. Home cages used for enrichment are larger than
standard cages to allow room for several objects, which
generally vary in composition, shape, size, texture, smell, and
colour. Enrichment may also involve access to running
wheels for enhanced voluntary exercise (Figure 1). Key
aspects appear to be the provision of environmental complex-
ity, with objects that offer a range of opportunities for visual,
somatosensory and olfactory stimulation, and environmental
novelty, obtained by changing the objects and their position
in the cage, which might provide additional cognitive
stimulation. Increased complexity and novelty also lead
to greater levels of physical activity. Social interactions are
also favored by housing rather large groups of animals of
both sexes together (see for review [63]). Several studies
show that in experimental models of stroke, EE strongly
promotes recovery of motor functions, such as skilled limb
function [64–68] and gait [69]. Compensatory mechanisms
have been shown to substantially contribute to functional
improvement after stroke [70, 71]. Compensation reflects
the use of alternate behavioral strategies in order to solve a
specific task [70, 72]. To what extent EE enhances functional
outcome after stroke due to compensation for lost functions
rather than their restoration is not entirely clear. Witte and
coworkers addressed this question by focusing on the time
course of functional recovery versus motor compensation
in skilled forelimb movements after cerebral ischemia in
rats. The skilled reaching task allows the distinction between
recovery and compensation by quantitative (reaching
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Figure 1: Figure 1 summarizes some of the most used noninvasive strategies to promote neural plasticity and functional recovery in
experimental models of stroke.

success) and qualitative (movement pattern) analysis. It has
been shown that EE facilitates effective compensation in
skilled reaching, while it does not promote restitution of
function. Namely, rotatingmovements of the forelimb during
reaching are permanently impaired and require functional
compensation through intensified use of the upper body [68].

Interestingly, in one of the first studies on the effects of
EE on stroke animals, Ohlsson and Johansson [64] addressed
whether preoperative and postoperative environments can
differently influence functional outcome after focal brain
ischemia. Rats were subjected to ligation of the right middle
cerebral artery (MCA) then transferred from a non enriched
to an enriched environment or reared in an EE already before
the operation. Rats kept in an EE before and after the MCA
ligation improved sooner and to a slightly higher degree
than those placed in the EE only after the ischemia. The
beneficial effects of EE in the animals enriched before MCA
ligation suggest that complex experiences during healthy
conditions may provide a “brain reserve” against late brain
damage, according to previous findings [73–78]. Among the
EE-induced changes in physiological conditions, the devel-
opment of new synapses [79, 80] and dendritic spines [81–
83] has been demonstrated. In addition, there is evidence that
exposure to EE reduces the expression of growth-inhibitory
molecules in the intact CNS tissue [84, 85]. Therefore, it
is conceivable that reduced inhibitory mechanisms together
with a “reserve” of synapses in enriched animals may provide
neuroprotection and facilitate functional compensation after
stroke.

3.2. Motor Training. A bulk of evidence highlights the func-
tional benefits induced bymotor training after focal ischemic
injury in humans. A useful method of training for chronic
and acute individuals after a stroke is treadmill training [86]
(Figure 1). When applied to ischemic rats starting 24 h after
ischemia, it leads to a significant reduction of infarct volume
and improves neurological function [87]. Interestingly, func-
tional recovery after stroke (such as forelimb foot placing,
parallel bar crossing, and rope or ladder climbing) can be
further improved by complex motor training (which can
be obtained by using rotarod) rather than simple repetitive
exercise, such as treadmill training [88]. This suggests that
repeated complex movements involving motor balance and
coordination are more effective for functional recovery after
stroke than either simple activity or inactivity.

In line with this view, specific behavioral experience,
such as skilled-reaching training (Figure 1), after focal exper-
imental infarct, provides substantial behavioral recovery of
skilled hand function in monkeys [89]. In experimental
animals, skilled reaching training consists of daily practice
of the impaired forelimb to retrieve food pellets. This kind
of rehabilitation provides positive reinforcement (i.e., food
reward) associated with use of the impaired limb, thereby
encouraging animals to practice “spared” motor function or
promoting development of compensatory motor strategies,
resulting in lessened functional deficiency.

Interestingly, by combining both enriched living con-
ditions and daily skilled-reaching training, Biernaskie and
Corbett [66] obtained dramatic long-term improvement both
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in skilled use of the impaired forelimb and digits and in
limb placement in stroke rats. These findings reinforced the
idea that skilled learning therapy coupled with enriched
surroundings may facilitate neurologic recovery in humans.
It should be noted, however, that the effect of forced exercise
on functional recovery after stroke is controversial. Forced
exercise, such as treadmill running or constraint-induced
movement therapy, has been shown to enhance the functional
recovery of motor skills after experimental ischemic stroke
[90, 91]. Other studies, however, demonstrate that tread-
mill running produced negative physiological adaptations
induced by stress [92], and a constraint-induced movement
study did not show improved functional outcome after brain
ischemia [93].

3.3. Social Stimuli. Patients with high levels of social support
or large social networks exhibit more rapid and extensive
functional recovery after stroke than socially isolated individ-
uals [94, 95]. The importance of social influences on stroke
outcome have been also highlighted in experimental animals
by Johansson and Ohlsson [96] (Figure 1). These authors
assessed the relative importance of postoperation physical
activity and social interaction for functional outcome. Rats
were housed together in a large cage with no equipment or
housed individually in cages with free access to a running
wheel and compared to rats kept in an EE. Interestingly, rats
housed together in a large cage with no activity-stimulating
facilities improve more than rats housed in individual cages
with access to a running wheel. However, rats housed in an
EE improve significantly more than the other two groups,
suggesting that, although increased physical or social activity
alone might result in some of the beneficial effects observed
with enrichment, they do not fully account for the broader
behavioural improvements observed following exposure to
complex stimuli.

To study social influences on experimental stroke out-
come, DeVries’ group addressed the effects of social isola-
tion versus pair housing on stroke-induced infarct size and
functional recovery in mice.They observed that pair housing
decreased infarct size and improved functional outcome
of stroke mice when compared to socially isolated mice
[97]. Social interaction influences locomotor activity [98]
and introduces auditory, olfactory, and visual stimuli, which
in turn may influence pathophysiological mechanisms and
recovery. Further, the same authors asked whether one aspect
of social interaction, namely, physical contact, may mediate
the effects of social interaction [99]. To control for the ele-
ment of physical contact during pair housing, the experiment
included the use of standard cages fitted with a grid partition
that allowed the experimentalmouse to see, hear, and smell its
partner but not engage in physical contact. Interestingly, only
paired animals that were in unobstructed physical contact
showed smaller infarct volumes and exhibited recovery of
locomotor activity following MCA occlusion, indicating that
physical contact during social interactions influences stroke
outcome. Further clinical research is, therefore, needed to
determine the influence of physical contact on patient recov-
ery.

3.4. Tactile Stimulation. Another potential noninvasive treat-
ment that might have a significant impact upon recovery
of skilled motor behaviors after stroke is tactile stimulation
(Figure 1). When stroke rats are given tactile stimulation,
which involves petting animals individually with a baby
hairbrush or a paintbrush, they show dramatic improvement
in the single pellet reaching task relative to untreated lesioned
animals [100].These data suggest that massage therapymight
be beneficial in resolving motor deficits in human stroke
patients.

Interestingly, intermittent single whisker stimulation, if
initiated within 2 h of permanent MCA occlusion in the rat,
induces complete protection from ischemic stroke by 24 h
after injury, preventing the expected damage and deficits.
Namely, animals that receive early stimulation treatment
showno sign of infarct. An initial absent or severely disrupted
whisker functional representation is followed by gradual
recovery to baseline responses over the treatment period.
Evoked subthreshold activity and spiking and blood flow
levels, which are severely decreased immediately after occlu-
sion, return gradually to preocclusion levels. Blood flow data
suggest that the protection induced by early stimulation is
due to reorganized blood flow via collateral vessels (interar-
terial connections). In contrast, animals that do not receive
treatment until 3 h post-MCA occlusion show compromised
function and large infarcts [101, 102]. These studies raise
hope for the development of stimulation-based strategies to
mitigate stroke pathology in humans.

3.5. Noninvasive Brain Stimulation Techniques

3.5.1. tDCS. Recent studies employed animal models to
investigate the positive effects of tDCS and define the optimal
time window of its application after stroke (Figure 1). Both
early (1 day after ischemia) and late (1 week after ischemia)
anodal tDCS treatments exert beneficial effects on cognition,
behavioral function (i.e., improvedBarnesmaze performance
and motor behavioral index scores), and neural plastic-
ity, without exacerbating ischemic volume and metabolic
alteration [103]. However, only the rats receiving late tDCS
treatment showed improvement in the beam balance test
[103]. Accordingly, in the study by Jiang et al. [104] anodal and
cathodal tDCS applications from day 1 to day 3 after cerebral
infarction do not improve the beam walking test scores of
rats on day 3, but significant amelioration of motor function
is observed if the animals receive continuous application of
tDCS till day 7 or 14. These findings suggest that late applica-
tion of tDCS may result in stronger motor function improve-
ment than earlier intervention after stroke. Accordingly, one
study, in which anodal tDCS was applied during five daily
sessions to the ipsilesional primary motor cortex in acute
stroke patients starting on the 2nd day, did not reveal any
significant difference in motor function between the tDCS
and sham groups, indicating that tDCS application from day
2 to day 5 after stroke does not promote functional recovery
[105]. LTP and LTD may be candidates processes to explain
the cellular correlates for tDCS-induced effects [106, 107].
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3.5.2. rTMS. Despite the observed beneficial effects in
humans (see for review [108]), the cellular/molecular mech-
anisms underlying rTMS action are far from clear. It is likely
that rTMS induces LTP or LTD, which, in turn, produce
enduring changes on neocortical excitability and synaptic
connections [109–111]. In humans, an increase in motor-
evoked potential amplitude [110, 112], regional cerebral blood
flow, glucose metabolism [113], and EEG response amplitude
[109] has been reported. Studies in animal models (Figure 1)
have shown that rTMS effects depend on changes in NMDA
receptor activity [114]. Interestingly,Wang et al. [115] provided
the first evidence that rTMS induces changes in BDNF-TrkB
signaling in the rat brain, which are reflected in lymphocytes.
Transcription of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) is
increased in astrocytes of the mouse dentate gyrus (the mag-
nitude of this response depends on the number of stimulus
trains), suggesting that rTMS induces the first stage of a
reactive response that is similar to what occurs following
nervous tissue injury [116]. However, the consequences of
rTMS on experimental animals after stroke have been poorly
investigated. Zhang et al. [117] report a significant recovery of
neurological severity score in stroke rats treated with TMS,
which is accompanied by increased expression of c-Fos and
BDNF in the cerebral cortex surrounding the infarction areas.

4. Is There a Critical Period for
Successful Rehabilitation?

After clinical stroke, the initiation of physical rehabilitation
programs varies from days to several weeks after the insult.
Determining whether there is a period during which the
poststroke brain is most sensitive to physical rehabilitation is
essential to maximize the functional gains from such therapy.
Biernaskie et al. [118] hypothesized that implementing reha-
bilitative treatment early after the strokewould enhance func-
tional outcome. To characterize a potential “critical period”
for successful rehabilitation after stroke, animals received
enriched rehabilitative training at 5 d, 14 d, or 30 d after MCA
occlusion. Early initiation of enriched rehabilitation (5 d after
stroke) provides enhanced functional outcome relative to
ischemic animals receiving delayed rehabilitation, suggesting
that the poststroke brain is in a state of heightened sensitivity
to behavioral experience. In line with those findings, Barbay
et al. [119] demonstrate a time-dependent, rehabilitation-
induced map reorganization after ischemic injury in pri-
mates. Similarly, early treadmill training (started 24 h post-
MCA occlusion) was found to have significant effects in
reducing brain infarct volume and in improving neurologic
function, when compared with late training (started 1 week
post-MCA occlusion, [87]). Nevertheless, some evidences
suggest that early training after focal brain ischemia in rats
exacerbates brain damage and worsens the general outcome
after excessive use of the impaired limb. Namely, when the
intact forelimb is constrained immediately after the surgical
procedure, thus forcing the animal to overuse the impaired
forelimb for postural support and movements, functional
improvement is reduced [120, 121]. The intensity of training
may contribute to early exclusive use-dependent exaggeration
of injury. For example, in the study by Yang et al. [87],

the intensity of treadmill training for 30min/day seems to
be mild compared to forced use by casting procedures.
Excessive sensorimotor activation too early after the insult
may exacerbate injury through a use dependent, NMDA-
mediated process, possibly stimulating an excitotoxic cascade
[122]. This process may dissipate over days, explaining why
rehabilitative experience beginning 3–5 d after insult does
not worsen injury size or behavioral outcome [89, 123].
In addition, during the first week after injury, the tissue
surrounding the infarct is reported to show decreased phasic
inhibition and thus become hyperexcitable [124]. However,
Carmicheal’s group show that while phasic GABA signaling is
reduced in the first weeks after stroke, tonic GABA signaling
is potentiated in peri-infarct motor neurons. Behavioral and
electrophysiological studies in mice suggest that the overall
effect in terms of motor cortex circuitry is a diminished
neuronal excitability, which when reversed leads to recovery.
Therefore, the precise signaling systems in brain excitability
that are deleterious in the early phases, become beneficial
in later phases of recovery (see for a comprehensive review
on brain excitability in stroke [125]). Rehabilitation may
act by affecting this delicate balance between hypo- and
hyperexcitability of neuronal circuits in peri-infarct cortex.

Interestingly, immediate exposure to EE improves func-
tional outcome, despite exacerbation of ischemic injury [67,
126], perhaps as a consequence of removal of functionally
abnormal neurons. Nonetheless, early EE combined with
training enhances recovery when compared with conditions
inwhich rehabilitation is started later and is not accompanied
by any exacerbation of injury [118]. In addition, a “window of
opportunity” extends also to neurovascular changes, which
can facilitate full protection [101].

In summary, the efficacy of rehabilitative therapy after
stroke is influenced by the time of its initiation, with mild
intensity physical training provided early after brain injury
being beneficial for functional improvement. Delaying the
beginning of rehabilitation may instead reduce the efficacy
of treatment and, as a consequence, more intense or longer
duration therapies are required to achieve the same func-
tional gains.

5. Cellular and Molecular Correlates of
Rehabilitation-Induced Plasticity

5.1. Neuritic Plasticity, Reorganization of Connectivity, and
Circuit Rewiring. Much of the recovery after stroke is likely
due to brain plasticity, with some areas of the brain taking
over the functions previously performed by the damaged
regions. Proposed mechanisms include: (i) redundancy of
brain circuitry with alternative pathways taking over when
another one has been damaged; (ii) unmasking of previously
existing but functionally inactive networks; (iii) sprouting
of fibers from surviving neurons with formation of new
synapses [127, 128]. The mechanisms involved likely depend
on the extent of injury. When damage to a functional system
is partial, within-system recovery is possible, whereas after
complete destruction, substitution by a functionally related
system may be the only alternative [129].
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In stroke patients, improved arm and hand movement
and clinical scores have been found in correlation with an
enlargement of the hand region in the ipsilesional cortex
[130–135]. However, the exact mechanisms behind these
changes remain elusive. Activity changes in specific corti-
cal areas may result from a reduction in inhibition from
horizontal or callosal connections [136]. Alternatively, new
connections may form due to lesion-induced sprouting at
the cortical or subcortical level [137, 138]. Reorganization
of neuronal connectivity around the lesion site and also in
the undamaged contralateral cortex has been detected [139–
141]. Interestingly, following an ischemic subtotal lesion of the
rat forelimb motor cortex, spontaneous recovery of forelimb
function is correlated with hindlimb corticospinal neurons
forming new connections with cervical, forelimb-related,
spinal cord neurons [142].

Rewiring of connections after stroke is further enhanced
by rehabilitation. For example, while an ischemic lesion
confined to a small portion of the representation of one hand
results in a further loss of hand territory in the adjacent,
undamaged cortex, early rehabilitative training prevents the
loss of hand territory adjacent to the infarct. In some instan-
ces, the hand representation expands into regions formerly
occupied by representations of the elbow and shoulder.
Functional reorganization in the undamaged motor cortex is
accompanied by behavioral recovery of skilled hand function
[89]. Moreover, stroke rats housed in an EE or receiving
tactile stimulation [100] have significantly increased dendritic
branching and spine density on pyramidal cortical neurons
than control stroke rats, suggestive of increased sprouting of
intracortical connections in the enriched/stimulated group
[143]. Indeed, EE can influence a number of factors, such
as functional enforcement of existing neuronal circuits,
sprouting, formation of new connections, and angiogenesis
[63, 144]. EE may also modulate ischemia-induced glutamate
excitotoxicity, thus leading to attenuated oxidative damage
and neurodegeneration [145]. One candidate mechanism
underlying the beneficial effects of EE on functional recovery
after stroke involves upregulation of neurotrophic factors
[146, 147], which may stimulate neuritic remodeling and
synaptogenesis.

Cortical neurons that sprout a new connection after
stroke activate a neuronal growth program that consists of
transcription factors, cell adhesion, axonal guidance, and
cytoskeletal modifying molecules [148]. It is known that EE
modulates the expression of several genes in the infarcted
cortex [149]. Namely, postischemic EE or social interaction
modulate the expression of substances associated with neu-
ronal plasticity, such as nerve growth factor-induced gene
A (NGFI-A) and NGFI-B. NGFI-A (also known as Egr1,
krox24, zif/268, and TIS8), a transcription factor belonging
to the early growth response family [150], is associated with
stabilisation of LTP and learning [151, 152]. NGFI-A target
genes are synapsin-I and -II, which are involved in synaptic
vesicle trafficking and release as well as synaptogenesis [153–
155]. Synapsin-I and –II are increased in the ipsilateral cortex
of stroke rats following skilled training [156]. In addition,
NGFI-A is a master switch for the initiation of inflammatory

gene expression under ischemic stress [157]. NGFI-B (also
known as Nur77, N10, TIS1, or TR3), a member of the
steroid/thyroid receptor family without any known ligand
[158], has also been associated with LTP [159]. At one month
following MCA occlusion the mRNA expression of NGFI-
A and NGFI-B is increased after EE in the cerebral cortex
and the hippocampus [160]. However, other reports show a
decreased expression of NGFI-A in both cortices of EE rats
[161–163], likely reflecting the suppression of postischemic
inflammation in the brain. Differences in the intensity and
the duration of exercise administered to the rats may account
for the different results obtained.

5.2. Compensatory Neurogenesis. Postlesional plasticity in
the adult brain is not restricted to structural modifications at
the level of axons, dendrites, and synapses but also comprises
the generation, differentiation, and maturation of new
neurons in circumscribed brain regions (reviewed by [164]).
Numerous studies utilizing different experimental models
have shown that an ischemic CNS lesion leads to a substantial
increase in proliferation of neural stem cells and subsequently
increased generation of new neurons in the subgranular zone
of the dentate gyrus and in the subventricular zone (SVZ)
(see for review [143]). Dentate neurogenesis is stimulated
by focal ischemic infarcts even when the site of the injury is
located in remote cortical brain areas [165, 166]. Newborn
neurons in the SVZ are recruited to infarcted areas and may
start to express region-specific mature neuronal markers
[167–172]. However, newborn cells expressing mature
and region-appropriate neuronal markers have only been
observed in the ischemic striatum but not in the cerebral
cortex, with low fractions of newly generated cells surviving
into maturity [167, 168, 173]. Possible reasons for the reduced
incidence of neuronal replacement in the ischemic striatum
and cortex could be low cell survival or hampered neuronal
phenotypic maturation due to detrimental factors in the
perilesional environment, lack of neurotrophic support
and of necessary developmental cues. Notably, ablation
of doublecortin-positive neuronal precursors from the
rostral SVZ and dentate gyrus abolishes neurogenesis and
associated neuronal migration induced by focal cerebral
ischemia. This results in increased infarct size and worsened
neurologic deficits, indicating that neurogenesis contributes
to neuroprotection and short-term functional outcome after
experimental stroke in mice [174]. Those beneficial effects
may depend on the release of chemical mediators (e.g.,
growth factors) by immature neurons [175].

Studies on the effects of EE and exercise on the adult
germinal niches in intact animals have shown that both these
paradigms lead to increased neurogenesis in the hippocam-
pus and the SVZ [63]. However, environmental and physical
activities affect the lesioned brain differently. For example,
postischemic EE enhances cell proliferation in the SVZ, with
stronger effects in the chronic poststroke phase [171, 176],
while wheel-running exercise after neocortical infarction
attenuates the early poststroke activation of the SVZ germinal
niche [176]. Interestingly, no effect of EE or exercise on
hippocampal progenitor cell proliferation is reported after
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transient global ischemia in rats [177], suggesting that com-
mon pathways of regulation by lesion and environmental
interventions may exist [178–180]. In contrast, specific reha-
bilitative training of the impaired forelimb (skilled reaching
training) is able to increase dentate neurogenesis relative
to nontrained stroke rats, although at lower levels when
compared with sham-operated animals. Moreover, increased
levels of newborn granule cells generated in the dentate gyrus
correlate with better functional outcomes [181, 182].

Interestingly, postischemic EE combined with spatial
learning (which simulates occupational therapy in human
rehabilitation and activate hippocampus and prefrontal cor-
tex) restores the perturbed dentate gyrus neuroblast pro-
duction resulting from focal ischemic insult and increases
neuroprotection in the ischemic penumbra [183].

5.3. The Contribution of Glial Cells to Postlesion Plasticity
and Repair. The lack or inadequacy of endogenous neuronal
replacement after brain lesions encouraged investigations on
the role of glial cells in poststroke recovery process. Increas-
ing evidence indicate that glial cells crucially contribute to the
degenerative and regenerative processes following ischemic
brain lesions [184, 185]. Also, some of the beneficial effects
of EE on the postischemic brain might be mediated by a
dynamic modulation of different glial populations.

It is well known that astrocytes are essential for optimal
neuronal function and take an active part in synaptic genera-
tion and plasticity as well as in maintenance of neuronal and
synaptic homeostasis [186–188]. Recently, it has been revealed
that astroglia may represent neural stem cells in the adult
brain and may also direct neuronal differentiation of adult
neural stem cells [189–191].

After brain insults like stroke, astrocytes play a multi-
faceted role [184].They immediately proliferate in response to
the lesion, increase their expression of GFAP, and contribute
to the formation of the glial scar [192, 193]. Reactive astroglia
might provide a protective environment in the perilesional
zone by shielding neurons from oxidative stress [194, 195]
or producing antiapoptotic and trophic factors. Accordingly,
they might promote neuronal survival, synaptic remodelling,
and neurite outgrowth [184, 196–199]. Postischemic EE or
daily training of the impaired forelimb enhances astrogliosis
in the perilesional area [171, 176, 193]. Reactive astroglia,
although representing an impediment for axon growth, may
fulfill important protective and reparative functions after
ischemic injuries and rehabilitation [199–203].

Immediately after the ischemic insult, resting microglia
change their morphology from a ramified to an activated
hyperramified phenotype and express the CD68 antigen
[204]. The activated microglia migrate towards the lesion,
remove the necrotic tissue by phagocytosis, and thereby
become macrophages [205, 206]. Some macrophages derive
from monocytes that cross the blood-brain barrier after
the ischemic lesion [207, 208]. Besides the degradation of
necrotic cells, activated microglia and macrophages release
growth factors and scavenge-free radicals [209, 210]. How-
ever, activated microglia could also harm the injured brain
with the synthesis of potentially toxic substances like nitric

oxide and reactive oxygen radicals or the release of gluta-
mate and proinflammatory cytokines [209, 211–216]. Indeed,
recent studies show that suppression of activated microglia
and macrophages significantly improve functional recovery
after focal ischemic infarcts [217, 218]. In stroke animals
exposed to EE or training a reduction of proliferating
microglia andmacrophages is observed, which may favor the
better functional outcome observed [193].

Finally, proliferation and survival of immature and
mature oligodendrocytes are only slightly influenced by EE.
It has been shown that EE increases the number of NG2-
positive glia, in intact ipsi-and contralateral cortical regions
remote from the infarct [219]. NG2-positive cells possess
some characteristics of multipotent progenitor cells, may
support neuronal function, and can turn intomyelin-forming
oligodendrocytes [220–223]. However, the role of this cell
population in the injured brain is still obscure.

6. Conclusions

Novel noninvasive interventions for stroke patients, such as
mental practice, mirror therapy, virtual reality, robotics, and
brain stimulation techniques, are emerging as potentially effi-
cient strategies to promote functional recovery, but in most
cases only when provided in combination with physical reha-
bilitation [43, 224]. The expansion of rehabilitative programs
with a wide range of possible interventions is more likely the
key to obtain optimal results, by stimulating different repara-
tive and adaptive brain processes. Particularly, the use of non-
invasive techniques of brain stimulation to promote adaptive
plasticity, such as tDCS and rTMS, is very appealing, and the
results obtained in preclinical and clinical models of stroke
are exciting. In this context, however, randomized controlled
trials are needed to validate the efficacy of these techniques.
Moreover, a deeper understanding of the underlying mech-
anisms is necessary. This knowledge may allow the identifi-
cation of biological markers suitable to monitor plastic pro-
cesses in human patients undergoing specific rehabilitative
programs, predict the outcome of the treatments, and opti-
mise existing procedures. In conclusion, in the last few years
there has been an enormous progress in the field of rehabil-
itative trials after stroke, for example, in terms of standard-
ized interventions and tools for assessment of function and
patient selection (e.g., recruitment of homogeneous groups
of patients). Crucial issues, however, remain to be addressed
in future studies, including the sample wideness, repeatability
of the results, and effective outcome measurements.
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We report the first neural recording during ecstatic meditations called jhanas and test whether a brain reward system plays a role
in the joy reported. Jhanas are Altered States of Consciousness (ASC) that imply major brain changes based on subjective reports:
(1) external awareness dims, (2) internal verbalizations fade, (3) the sense of personal boundaries is altered, (4) attention is highly
focused on the object of meditation, and (5) joy increases to high levels. The fMRI and EEG results from an experienced meditator
show changes in brain activity in 11 regions shown to be associated with the subjective reports, and these changes occur promptly
after jhana is entered. In particular, the extreme joy is associated not onlywith activation of cortical processes but alsowith activation
of the nucleus accumbens (NAc) in the dopamine/opioid reward system. We test three mechanisms by which the subject might
stimulate his own reward system by external means and reject all three. Taken together, these results demonstrate an apparently
novel method of self-stimulating a brain reward system using only internal mental processes in a highly trained subject.

1. Introduction

Ecstatic experiences have been reported in every major
religion, and psychologists have long advocated research in
these areas [1, 2]. Neuroscience can contribute to these issues
by documenting the brain activity of expert meditators, some
of whom have trained to enter these states with volitional
control. The type of meditation studied here is a Buddhist
concentration technique called jhana that induces an Altered
State of Consciousness (ASC) in the framework of Vaitl et al.
[3] and whose short-term goal is joy or happiness. Because
happiness is a fundamental goal of many people and is the
object of the new discipline of positive psychology [4, 5],
imaging the brain of an individual who claims to generate
joy without any external rewards or cues could point the way
toward improved training in joy and greater resilience in the

face of external difficulties. Of particular interest is the neural
mechanisms by which happiness is generated.

Jhanameditations consist of a set of 8 sequential practices
that were first codified by Buddhists over 2000 years ago [6].
All are reported to be ecstatic, in that they generate great
joy while in an ASC that is dissociated from external cues
or stimuli. The first three practices are, to our knowledge,
the only meditations to specifically target short-term joy
or happiness (see [7, 8] for other meditations that generate
ASCs). Figure 1 shows a schematic of the reported jhana
experiences on 2 dimensions of interest. Joy or happiness
is shown on the 𝑥-axis, and vigilance for external stimuli
is plotted on the 𝑦-axis. Meditators progress in sequence
from normal resting consciousness (rest) to AC, a prepara-
tory meditation concentrating on the breath. When internal
concentration is strong enough, J1 is entered, accompanied
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Rest
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concentration(AC)

J3: contentment 
and happiness

J2: joy and bliss

J1: physical 
pleasure

J5: “infinite 
space”
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for 

external 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the reported experiences in 8 jhanas relative to resting consciousness and access concentration (AC) on 2 dimensions
of interest. Joy or happiness is shown on the 𝑥-axis, and vigilance for external stimuli is plotted on the 𝑦-axis.The typical meditation sequence
is rest to AC to J1, J2, and J3 (the three jhanas highest in joy or happiness), then to J4–J8, all of which are said to be higher in happiness than
rest or AC. Each jhana is reported to be deeper and more remote from external stimuli than the last.

by strong physical pleasure—“better than sexual orgasm”
([9] p.151)—and greatly reduced vigilance with smaller startle
responses. In J2 joy “permeates every part of the body,”
but with less physical pleasure. In J3, the character of joy
changes to “deep contentment and serenity.” J4 is described
by “equanimity—a profound peace and stillness.”The higher-
numbered jhanas J5–J8 are characterized by more subtle
and profound perceptions. J5 is called “infinite space,” J6
is “infinite consciousness,” J7 is “nothingness,” and J8 is
named “neither perception nor non-perception.” Each jhana
is reported to be deeper and more remote from external
stimuli than the last, yielding the ranking shown on the𝑦-axis
in Figure 1. J1–J3 are the highest on joy or happiness, with J4–
J8 intermediate, yielding the ranking on the 𝑥-axis. All are
classified by Lutz et al. [10, 11] as concentration rather than
open awareness meditations.

Previous studies have shown that long-term meditators
have higher volume of grey matter compared to matched
controls [12, 13], and randomized experiments show that
subjects benefit from as little as 4 weeks of training in the
areas of attention regulation [14, 15] and emotion regulation

[11, 16–18]. Heretofore, all of the emotion studies have tested
subjects’ ability to learn to downregulate negative emotions,
particularly their response to stress. In contrast, the present
study examines the ability to up-regulate positive emotion,
which involves different neural pathways [19, 20]).

Perhaps the most thoroughly studied system related to
positive emotion is the dopamine system, which gives rise to
pleasure and mediates positive reinforcement [21, 22]. Both
animal and human studies show that when a delivered reward
is greater than expected, dopaminergic neurons in theVentral
Tegmental Area (VTA) in the brain stem are activated. The
VTA in turn innervates the nucleus accumbens (NAc) in the
ventral striatum, which leads to higher centers in the orbital
frontal cortex (OFC).Human studies have shown that activity
in the medial OFC at the time of a reward correlates with
subjective reports of pleasure for olfactory [23], gustatory
[24], and musical stimuli [25]. Studies have shown that this
system is activated for a diverse array of stimuli, including
food [26], sex [27],music [25], humor [28],monetary rewards
[29], and maternal love [30]. But it has never been shown
that this dopamine system can be activated without external
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cues or rewards by volitional mental activity.Themechanism
by which such a mental activity can self-stimulate positive
emotions would be of great interest. One hypothesis is that
the full dopamine pathway is stimulated beginning with
the VTA and progressing upward. An alternate hypothesis
is that the subjective report of pleasure is caused only by
expectancy effects (such as a belief that a high-priced wine
must taste better; see [31] or [32]) and that the lower parts
of the dopamine system do not participate. Yet a third
alternativemechanism is that the subjective pleasure is due to
subtle rhythmic bodymovements which are known to induce
pleasurable altered states [3].

The dopamine reward system has also been shown to be
stimulated bymost drugs of abuse andplays an important role
in addiction [33]. An important question is whether jhana
meditators are subject to addiction and tolerance effects that
can result from stimulation of the dopamine reward system.

Besides the dopamine system, Peciña et al. [34] document
that the opioid system mediates pleasure in animal studies.
Unfortunately, it shares a pathway very close to that of the
dopamine system in the NAc. Discrimination between the
two systems would require microinjection studies and is
beyond the spatial discrimination of typical fMRI studies.
Hence, the current paper limits itself to detecting activation
in the region shared by these two reward pathways.

Experientially, all jhanas in Figure 1 are reported to share
the following 5 characteristics that may have specific brain
correlates: (1) external awareness dims and startle responses
diminish, (2) internal verbalizations fade completely or
become “wispy”, (3) one’s sense of body boundaries and
orientation in space are altered, (4) attention is highly focused
on the object of meditation, and (5) happiness increases to
very high levels and can be maintained for long periods of
time. Jhana is distinguished from some other ASCs because
it does not include visual or auditory hallucinations (as in
some organic disorders and drug experiences) nor does it
include cross-sense synesthesia (such as “seeing” the bell ring
or “feeling” a bird sing). The correspondences expected from
known functions of brain regions can be articulated in the
form of the following a priori hypotheses.

H1: Jhanas should show decreased activation compared to
the rest state in the visual (BA 17–19) and auditory (BA 41-
42) processing areas. Since all jhanas share the experiential
characteristic that external awareness dims, then the brain
regions associated with vision and hearing should become
less active.

H2: Jhanas should show decreased activation compared to
the rest state in Broca’s area (BA 44,45) and in Wernicke’s area
(BA 39,40). Because internal verbalization fades in jhana, the
brain regions associated with speech should become idle or
less active.

H3: Jhanas should show decreased activation compared to
the rest state in the orientation area (BA5). Since the normal
sense of personal boundaries is altered, the orientation area
of the brain should show changes from normal rest. Newberg

and Iversen [8] showed that monks and nuns experiencing
“union with God” exhibit decreased activation in this area.

H4: Jhanas should show increased activation compared to
the rest state in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) (BA
32,33). Because attention is highly focused on the object of
meditation in the jhanas, we would expect high activity in the
ACC, which regulates and monitors attention.

H5: Jhanas should show increased activation compared to
the rest state in the dopamine reward system of the brain (NAc
in the ventral striatum and medial OFC). A broad range of
external rewards stimulate this system (food, sex, beautiful
music, and monetary awards), so extreme joy in jhana may
be triggered by the same system (the VTA is also part of
this system, but is too small to image with standard fMRI
methods, but see [35] for successful imaging methods).

H6: Jhanas should show no increased activation compared
to the rest state in the areas responsible for rhythmicmovement,
including motor cortex (BA4), primary somatosensory cortex
(BA 1,2,3), and cerebellum. Increased activity in these areas
would support an alternative hypothesis that the reward
system is being stimulated not by internalmeans but by subtle
rhythmic movements that are known to induce ecstatic states
[3].

The activation of brain regions during these six subjective
jhana experiences can now be examined via fMRI and EEG.

2. Methods

The subject is a long-term Buddhist practitioner (53-year-old
male, left-handed). At the time of recording, he had 17 years
of training consisting of about 6,000 hours of practice and
was trained in the Sri Lankan tradition of jhanas by Khema
[6] (the length of training was estimated based on his daily
practice and the time spent on meditative retreats, counting
one day of retreat as 8 hours of sitting meditation). At the
time of testing, this subject was to our knowledge the only
person in the US who had the requisite training in jhana who
was willing to submit to the experimental protocol.The fMRI
scanning was done several months after the EEG recording.

The subject signed informed consent, and a neurological
examwas performed, confirming the absence of neurological
disease. He had no medical conditions and was on no
medications.The subject meditated in his standard sequence,
starting with access concentration (AC), progressing through
J1, J2,. . .J8, then returning through J7, J6, and so forth, back
down to J1. For each jhana state, the subject signaled with a
double finger tap using an MR-compatible force transducer
[36] when he was beginning the transition to the next higher-
number jhana state, then clicked the mouse once when he
had reached the state. He clicked three times to indicate he
was transitioning downward to the next lower-number jhana
state. Resting periods were recorded before or after jhanas.

The protocol did not use a random assignment of states
because each jhana builds on the previous one, and the time
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required to transition from one state to another was variable.
Hence, the standard sequence was used. This sequence had
been very well practiced, making state identification easy for
our subject. The duration of each jhana state averaged about
120 sec, with about 30 sec transition between states.

2.1. fMRI Recording and Analysis. We acquired gradient
echo T2∗-weighted echo-planar images (EPIs) with blood-
oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrasts on a GE 1.5-Tesla
scanner (repetition time TR of 2.5 s and TE of 50ms). A
total of 421 volumes were collected, with 20 axial slices per
volume and slice thickness of 7mm, going from vertex to
inferior cerebellum with no skip between slices. Two T1-
weighted structural images were also acquired, the first a
high-resolution volumetric series and the second a lower
resolution scan in-plane with the functional data. Three
periods of rest were interspersedwith 2 periods of tapping the
force transducer for control purposes, then subject entered
AC followed by J2, J3, J4, and J5. The fMRI recording
then ended due to scanner memory limitations (421 volume
maximum). J1 was not practiced because the associated head
movements would induce excessive artifact.

Statistical parametric mapping [37] served to preprocess
and analyze the data. The first four volumes were discarded
due to tissue nonsaturation, and each remaining volume
was motion corrected to the 5th volume. All images were
normalized to a standard MNI template and smoothed
using an isometric Gaussian kernel with a full width at half
maximumof 8mm.High-pass filteringwas increased to 4096
seconds because the experimental design consisted of a very
low frequency of 625 s (from rest to J5). The time signature
of the epochs was modeled as a series of boxcar functions
convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function
(HRF).The general linear model estimated the percent signal
change of each event (jhana versus rest versus AC) as a
function of the convolved time signature. The two contrasts
of interest in testing the planned hypotheses were jhana-rest
and jhana-AC. In addition, J2 was contrasted with each of
the other states in order to investigate specific differences
between jhana levels of meditation. For each a priori ROI
specified in the hypotheses, an anatomicalmaskwas prepared
from theWFU PickAtlas software [38] and the mean percent
signal change was calculated for each contrast usingMarsBar
[39].Themasks used in this study were Brodmann’s area (BA)
17 OR 19, BA 41 OR 42, BA 44 OR 45, BA 39 OR 40, BA 5
OR 7, BA 32 OR 33, BA 1 OR 2 OR 3, and BA 4 (where “OR”
refers to the logical addition of two masks), cerebellum, and
Med OFC. Finally, the NAc was approximated with spherical
masks of radius 5mm centered at (±10, 9, −4) using the
location identified by Kirk et al. [40] and Knutson et al. [41].

2.2. EEGRecording andAnalysis. TheEEGsystemused a 256-
channel Geodesic Sensor Net (System v.2.0 from Electrical
Geodesics, OR), sampled at 500Hz and referenced to the
vertex (Cz). Sections of the recording that showed eye
movements or muscular artifacts were manually excluded
from the study. The data was bandpassed with a digital high-
pass filter at .4Hz and a hardware low-pass filter at 200Hz.

A 60Hz notch filter was employed to remove 60Hz line
artifacts. Six epochs of 4 seconds each were extracted from
each of the 21 states (2 resting states and 19 jhana states).

For each electrode and for each 4 s epoch, the power
spectral distribution was computed by usingWelch’s method,
which averages power values across sliding and overlapping
500ms time windows. Spectral bands were defined to be
consistent with previous research: theta band was from 4 to
6Hz, alpha1 band from 6 to 8Hz, alpha2 band from 8 to
10Hz, alpha3 from 10 to 12.5Hz, beta from 12.5 to 25Hz, and
gamma from 25 to 42Hz. The last is consistent with Lutz
et al. [42] who analyzed only the gamma range. The first 3
bands are congruent with Aftanas et al. [43] who analyzed
only those bands. However, we did not perform the analysis
of alpha dominant frequency to establish frequency band
boundaries individually for our subject, as Aftanas et. al.
[43]did, although our band frequencies are close to theirs.
All power estimates are reported as a ratio of the power in
a selected band to total power from 4 to 42Hz.

Electrode positions were matched with underlying
anatomical ROIs using the probabilistic maps developed by
Okamoto et al. [44] who correlated the anatomical MRI’s of
17 healthy adults with the overlying electrodes placed in the
standard 10–20 position.

3. Results

3.1. fMRI. Table 1 reports a formal assessment of the 6 a
priori hypotheses. The first row of Table 1 tests H1, where the
first column shows the subjective experience during jhana
(that external awareness dims), the second column shows
the ROI associated with that experience (the primary and
associative visual cortex BA 17,19), and the third column
shows predicted change in activity during jhana compared
to rest (activity will be less during jhana). Column 4 shows
that the actual contrast is −.81, a difference that is significant
(𝑡 = −4.3, 𝑃 < .001) and in the predicted direction.
The last column of Table 1 uses an alternative comparison
standard, calculating the BOLD signal contrast for Jhana
relative to access concentration (Jhana-AC). That column
confirms that the contrast is also negative, supporting the
reports in Figure 1. The next row shows that the contrast
in primary auditory and association cortex (BA 41, 42) was
also negative and significant, again supporting H1. Similarly,
H2 (that internal verbalization fades) is strongly supported
by significant negative contrasts in Broca’s area (BA 44, 45)
and in Wernicke’s area (BA 39, 40). H3 (an altered sense of
personal boundaries) is strongly supported with large and
significant negative signal contrasts in the orientation area
(BA 5, 7). H4 (that attention is highly focused) ismore weakly
confirmed, with both BOLD signal contrasts in the ACC
positive compared to rest, though column 5 shows that the
contrast Jhana-AC failed to reach significance. H5 is strongly
confirmed, with both the NAc and Med OFC recording
significantly higher BOLD signal during jhana than during
both rest and AC meditation. The last rows of Table 1 show
the test of an alternative hypothesis (H6) that the ecstatic
joy in jhanas may be caused by subtle rhythmic movements,
resulting in higher BOLD signal during jhana in the primary
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Table 1: Mean percent BOLD signal change in a priori defined ROIs related to 6 hypotheses on jhana activity contrasted with rest and AC
meditation, followed by its two-sided 𝑡 test (corrected for multiple comparisons). Contrasts labeled simply “jhana” refer to the pooled activity
over all recorded jhanas 2–5. All 22 planned contrasts are in the predicted direction.

Subjective report during
jhanas

A priori ROI (MNI coordinates
of centroid of ROI)

Predicted sign of
contrast (jhana-rest)

BOLD contrast
(jhana-rest)

BOLD contrast
(jhana-AC)

(1) “External awareness dims”
Visual: BA 17, 19
(±30 −80 6) (−) −.81 𝑡 = −4.3∗∗ −.73 𝑡 = −4.0∗∗

Auditory: BA 41, 42
(±55 −26 12) (−) −.63 𝑡 = −2.5∗ −.25 𝑡 = −1.0

(2) “Internal verbalization
fades”

Broca: BA 44, 45
(±54 18 12) (−) −.84 𝑡 = −4.6∗∗ −.85 𝑡 = −4.8∗∗

Wernicke: BA 39, 40
(±51 −51 34) (−) −.76 𝑡 = −3.7∗∗ −.70 𝑡 = −3.5∗∗

(3) “Altered sense of personal
boundaries”

Orientation: BA 5, 7
(±17 −59 52) (−) −1.8 𝑡 = −6.9∗∗ −1.4 𝑡 = −5.6∗∗

(4) “Attention is highly
focused”

ACC: BA 32, 33
(±8 36 14) (+) .62 𝑡 = 2.86∗ .10 𝑡 = .44

(5) “Ecstatic joy experienced”
N Ac

(±10 9 −4) (+) .88 𝑡 = 3.5∗∗ .94 𝑡 = 3.8∗∗

Med OFC
(±8 50 −9) (+) 1.44 𝑡 = 7.2∗∗ .49 𝑡 = 2.6∗

(6) Less rhythmic movement

Somatosens: BA 1, 2, 3
(±39 −28 53) (−) −1.50 𝑡 = −7.3∗∗ −1.38 𝑡 = −6.9∗∗

Prim Motor: BA 4 (±35 −23 53) (−) −1.47 𝑡 = −5.8∗∗ −1.38 𝑡 = −5.6∗∗

Cerebellum (±0 −61 −34) (−) −.77 𝑡 = 4.3∗∗ −.62 𝑡 = −3.6∗∗
∗∗

𝑃 < .001.
∗

𝑃 < .05.
BA: Brodmann’s area, NAc: nucleus accumbens, Med OFC: medial orbitofrontal cortex, and ACC: anterior cingulate cortex.

somatosensory cortex, the primary motor cortex, and the
cerebellum. This alternative hypothesis was strongly rejected
in all 3 areas.

In addition to testing the six a priori hypotheses, standard
SPM5 statistical tests using post hoc analysis were computed
for all brain tissue. Figure 2 displays all cortical surfaces with
post hoc 𝑡 values greater than +3 (in red and yellow) or
−3 (in blue and green) in the contrast (jhana-rest). It shows
very extensive but “patchy” areas of activation, with 63 clus-
ters significantly positive, and 27 clusters were significantly
negative, suggesting an overall pattern of diffuse activation
during jhana. Perhaps the most evident results in Figure 2
are that transition to jhana is associated with selective
decreases in BOLD signal in the parietal and posterior frontal
lobes (confirmed by a priori tests above) and with selective
increases in the right temporal region.

Given that the data support the six hypotheses, we then
disaggregated the results to explore whether the different
jhana meditation states produced different brain activation
patterns. Figure 3(a) plots the BOLD signal of each state
contrasted with J2, with a separate line for each of the ROIs
from H1 to H3. For example, the line labeled “orientation”
plots the BOLD signal (relative to J2) on the 𝑦-axis as a
function of meditation state on the 𝑥-axis, progressing from
rest to AC to J2 and on through J5. It shows a steep decline
from rest and AC to J2, and another steep decline to J3, then
reaches a global maximum at J4, followed by a return to
the low levels of J3. Interestingly, the remaining four lines

Posterior AnteriorL R

PosteriorAnterior

Figure 2: Cortical surfaces with post hoc 𝑡 values greater than +3
(in red and yellow) or −3 (in blue and green) as calculated by SPM5
using theBOLDcontrast (jhana-rest).Note that transition to jhana is
associated with selective increases in BOLD signal in right temporal
region and with decreases in parietal lobe and posterior frontal lobe.

in Figure 3(a) are highly correlated with the “orientation”
line, showing similar patterns of decline, steep increases at
J4, and return to low values at J5. The correlation suggests
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Figure 3: Average BOLD signal of each meditation state contrasted with J2 is shown on the 𝑦-axis, with a separate line for each ROI. The
𝑥-axis denotes each state from rest to AC to J2–J5. The mean SE of the signal contrasts averaged over the ROIs and states was ± .3. Note the
high correlation between the lines in (a) and the steep increase in “NAc” at J2 in (b) (J1 was not recorded due to head movement artifacts).

an association between the ROIs, the most likely being that
reduced activation of vision and audition will “deafferent” the
orientation area from its normal inputs, causing an altered
sense of orientation.

Figure 3(a) also gives a more nuanced view of individual
jhanas than the pooled results in Table 1. While the average
jhana shows lower activation than rest and AC (as predicted
by H1–H3), the individual jhanas show great variability, with
lower activation in J2, J3, and J5, (as predicted by traditional
reports in Figure 1), but J4 shows activation equal to or higher
than rest. We caution that this figure plots single meditation
states of an individual, so that a single distractor event could
greatly alter the activation pattern during ameditation. In this
case, a distractor event may have occurred during J4, causing
increased activity in visual, auditory, and orientation area
(however, the subject did not report any distractions during
debriefing). A final deviation from predictions is that no
decline in activation occurs after J2, whereas Figure 1 would
predict that activity will decline with each successive jhana in
areas associated with sensing external stimuli.

Figure 3(b) plots the BOLD contrast (relative to J2) of the
remaining ROIs as a function of meditation state on the 𝑥-
axis, progressing from rest through J5. The line denoted as
“NAc,” shows a very steep increase in activation from rest and
AC to J2, consistent with Figure 1. But activity in the NAc
declines during J3 to near that of rest and AC and declines
even further in J5, consistent with a dopamine depletion
hypothesis in later jhanas. The line for Med OFC shows
moderate decline during J3 and reaches its maximum at J4.
This pattern contrasts with the predictions of Figure 1 where
J4 is reported as less joyful than J2 and J3. Finally, the line
labeled “ACC” shows increased monitoring from rest to J2,
declining to lower monitoring at J3 and J5, but spiking at J4.
Since Figure 3(b) shows that J2 was the only jhana to activate

the complete dopamine pathway, tests of the alternative
hypothesis were conducted on J2 alone. Consistent with the
pooled results in Table 1, the alternative hypothesis (H6) that
subtle rhythmic movements triggered joy in J2 was rejected,
with significantly lower activity in areas associated with
movement during J2 compared to rest in BA 1,2,3 (𝑡 = −4.7,
𝑃 < .001), BA 4 (𝑡 = −4.5, 𝑃 < .001), and in the cerebellum
(𝑡 = −1.75 n.s.). All signs were in the opposite direction from
that predicted by the alternative hypothesis.

Figure 4 shows more detailed dynamics of the state
transitions, with the time course of the BOLD signal averaged
over all voxels in three a priori specified ROIs during the 417
fMRI scans. Figure 4(a) shows average BOLD signal for the
orientation area BA 5 and 7, with the blue line representing
the right side and the red line representing the left. The black
spikes extending from the 𝑥-axis represent events where the
meditator signaled a transition to a higher state with a mouse
click. Note the steep drop during the transitions from AC to
J2 and J2 to J3. These drops are not caused by the clicking
action because they do not appear during transition from rest
toAC.Thedrops occurred promptly after the subject signaled
that he was starting to transition, beginning within 2 scans
(5 sec) and reaching minimumwithin 8 scans (20 sec) during
the AC to J2 transition, with similarly prompt transitions
from J2 to J3. Figure 4(b) shows the BOLD signal in the
right and left ACC regions, with similar steep and prompt
drops during the transitions from AC to J2, J2 to J3, and
J4 to J5. Finally, Figure 4(c) shows the BOLD signal in the
right and left medial OFC, with even steeper drops during
the transitions from AC to J2, J2 to J3, J3 to J4, and J4 to J5.

3.2. EEG Results. The EEG data were first examined for
outliers and missing data. There were no bad channels, so
spatial interpolation was not required. Though no missing
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Figure 4: Time course (in fMRI scans) of BOLD signal for three a priori defined ROIs (blue line shows right side of ROI, and red line shows
right side) graphing transitions between rest, access concentration, and jhanas. Figure 4(a) shows BOLD signal averaged for all voxels in BA
5 and 7 (orientation area), Figure 4(b) shows average BOLD in ACC, and Figure 4(c) shows average BOLD in medial OFC. Note the prompt
drop in signal during transition events, including the decline in BA 5,7 activity during jhanas and the increase in OFC signal during jhanas
(J1 was not recorded due to head movement artifacts).

data was found, all of the data for J1 are outliers, with putative
gamma power at least 10 times the gamma power of other
jhanas and rest. It is likely that much of the gamma was due
to muscle tension because of head movements. Hence J1 is
excluded from analysis because it was more than 4 standard
deviations away from any other state. All data for remaining
states were approximately normally distributed.

Statistical tests for the planned comparisons that test H1–
H6 are presented in Table 2. Similar to Table 1, column 1
shows the subjective experience, column 2 shows the ROIs
and the scalp electrode locations (from [44]) associated with
that experience, and column 3 shows the predicted direction
of contrasts between jhana and rest. Column 4 shows the
actual gamma power (25–42Hz) measured at that scalp
location. In the case of the first row, the gamma power at

O1 (overlying the primary and associative visual cortex BA17,
19) showed no significant difference between jhana and rest.
Examining all rows of column 4 shows that gamma power
increased significantly only in the electrode locations overly-
ing the ACC and the Med OFC, consistent with H4 and H5.
However, in locations overlying regions expected to decrease
activation (H1, H2, H3, and H6), all showed nonsignificant
contrasts in the gamma range (with the exception of C4,
which was in the predicted direction). We also examined
contrasts in the alpha1 range (not shown), which Laufs et
al. [45] demonstrated are negatively correlated with fMRI
activation. Twelve of the 14 contrasts testing H1, H2, H3,
and H6 showed significant increases in the alpha1 range,
consistent with the hypotheses. We integrated the power
information from many bands in column 5, which calculates
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Table 2: Contrasts in the spectral power of the EEG signal in selected bands at a priori defined scalp locations related to 6 hypotheses on jhana
activity compared with rest, followed by its 𝐹-test on the null hypothesis that jhana activity is equal to rest activity. All 𝐹 statistics are with
degrees of freedom of (1,502). Contrasts labeled simply “jhana” refer to the pooled activity over all recorded jhanas 2–5. In the last (summary)
column, all significant differences are in the direction predicted by the 6 hypotheses.

Subjective report during
jhanas

A priori ROI (scalp
electrode locations)

Predicted sign of
contrast (jhana-rest)

Contrast of power in
gamma range
(jhana-rest)

Contrast in power of
(gamma + beta) −
(alpha1 + theta)

(1) “External awareness
dims”

Visual: BA 17, 19
(O1) (−) Ns −.08 𝐹 = 5.6∗

(O2) Ns −.11 𝐹 = 8.3∗

Auditory: BA 41, 42
(T3) (−) Ns Ns
(T4) Ns −.10 𝐹 = 15∗∗

(2) “Internal verbalization
fades”

Broca: BA 44, 45
(FC5) (−) Ns −.07 𝐹 = 9.3∗

Wernicke: BA 39, 40
(Tp7) (−) Ns Ns

(3) “Altered sense of
personal boundaries”

Orientation: BA 5, 7
(P1) (−) Ns −.08 𝐹 = 6.6∗

(P2) Ns −.12 𝐹 = 13∗∗

(P3) Ns −.06 𝐹 = 5.0∗

(P4) Ns −.11 𝐹 = 16∗∗

(4) “Attention is highly
focused”

ACC: BA 32, 33
(AFz) (+) +.030 𝐹 = 21∗∗ +.12 𝐹 = 27∗∗

(Fz) +.014 𝐹 = 8.0∗ +.07 𝐹 = 7.8∗

(FCz) −.015 𝐹 = 5.1∗ Ns

(5) “Ecstatic joy
experienced”

N Ac (+) (unobservable) (unobservable)
Med OFC
(Fp1) (+) +.104 𝐹 = 57∗∗ +.42 𝐹 = 149∗∗

(Fp2) +.092 𝐹 = 38∗∗ +.35 𝐹 = 75∗∗

(6) Less rhythmic
movement

Somatosens: BA 1, 2, 3
(C3) (−) Ns −.07 𝐹 = 8.7∗

(C4) −.013 𝐹 = 4.6∗ −.11 𝐹 = 15∗∗

Prim motor: BA 4
(FC3) (−) Ns Ns
(FC4) Ns Ns

Cerebellum (−) (unobservable) (unobservable)
∗

𝑃 < .05.
∗∗

𝑃 < .001.
BA: Brodmann’s area, NAc: nucleus accumbens, Med OFC: medial orbitofrontal cortex, and ACC: Anterior cingulate cortex.

the difference in power between the high frequencies (gamma
+ beta) minus the power in the lower frequencies (alpha1 +
theta) for jhana compared to rest. Consistent with column 4,
the largest increases in activation during jhana are observed
near the Med OFC (H5), accompanied by smaller but very
significant increases in ACC (H4). Significant declines in
activity during jhana are observed near BA 17,19, BA 41,42, BA
44,45, BA 5,7, and BA 1,2,3, consistent with those hypotheses
(H1, H2, H3, and H6).

4. Discussion

The fMRI and EEG recordings provide mutually consistent
evidence on the neural correlates of ecstatic meditations
called jhanas. In the cortical regions associated with external
awareness, verbalization, and orientation (H1, H2, and H3),
Table 1 shows a lower fMRI BOLD signal during jhana
contrasted with rest. In addition, Table 2 shows that the
EEG signal shifted to the lower-power bands of theta and
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alpha1, although it is acknowledged that spatial localization of
cortical function with scalp EEG has some limitations. In the
region associated with executive control (H4) and the region
associatedwith subjective happiness (H5), the fMRI in Table 1
showed higher BOLD signal during jhana contrasted with
rest, while the EEG in Table 2 showed a shift to higher power
in the beta and gamma bands. In addition, the subcortical
imaging from the fMRI was able to distinguish whether the
subjective happiness (H5) was associated with activation of
the dopamine/opioid reward system or due to purely cortical
expectation effects. Table 1 (in the rowH5) shows very strong
activation of the NAc in the ventral striatum indicating
that the full pathway was activated in at least one of the
jhanas.

Examining individual jhanas revealed several deviations
from the predictions derived from subjective reports in
Figure 1. First, activity in orientation and visual areas does
decline below rest and AC but does not decline further
after J3, contrary to reports that each succeeding jhana goes
deeper. Second, activity in the NAc peaks during J2 and then
drops quickly, contrary to reports that J3 is equally joyful. We
conclude that full activation of the dopamine reward system
occurred only in J2, while J3 activated only the Med OFC
portion of the reward system.

Previous imaging of the dopamine/opioid reward system
has always used external stimuli to activate it (e.g., actual food
or drink was consumed or photos of loved ones cued a short
period of attachment). In contrast, jhana meditators claim
that they can voluntarily generate increased happiness purely
by volitional mental processes and for extended periods. We
tested this claim in several ways. First, we examined ROIs
associated with somatosensory and motor coordination,
which would be active if the subject wasmaking subtle rhyth-
mic movements known to trigger ecstatic ASCs [3]. These
areas were not found to show increases but instead showed
significant decreases in activity during J2, consistent with the
claim that the reward system is triggered without physical
cues or imaginedmovements. Another alternative hypothesis
is that the subject was using indirect mental processes to
stimulate the reward system such as evoking a visual or
auditory memory of a happy time, which in turn would
trigger the reward system. However, our evidence in Tables
1 and 2 (row H1) showed that the cortical ROIs associated
with vision and hearing declined significantly in activity
during jhana (and Figure 3(a) confirms this specifically for
J2), contrary to this alternate hypothesis. Finally, evidence on
lateralized brain activation such as those related to H2 and
Wernicke’s areamust be interpreted with some caution, as the
subject examined in the current study was left handed. Left
handedness can be associated with structural and functional
changes in brain symmetry, as compared to the majority of
human subjects, who are strongly right handed [46, 47], and
this fact might have influenced some results in Figures 3 and
4.

4.1. Mechanisms of Action. Our data would reject four possi-
ble cortical mechanisms (expectations, rhythmic movement,
visual memories, and auditory memories) by which the
subject might have self-stimulated his own reward system

during J2. Several other pathways are possible that our
experiment did not test. First, it is known that reciprocal
connections exist between the NAc and the medial OFC, so
that it might be possible to activate a feedback loop between
the two. Under normal conditions, the feedback loop would
be quickly interrupted by shifting attention to everchanging
input from visual, auditory, or somatic senses, but these
cortical areas have been downregulated, and attention may
be tightly focused on reinforcing the feedback loop.The loop
might be realized by creating a series of very short tasks that
can each be completed successfully, allowing a new goal to
be achieved and reward attained with each newmoment.The
classicmeditation instructions for breathingwould constitute
such a task, wherein the student is instructed: “When that
in-breath finishes, you know that moment. You see in your
mind that last moment of the in-breath. You then see the next
moment as a pause between breaths, and then many more
moments of pause until the out-breath begins. . .Weare aware
only of the beautiful breath, without effort and for a very long
time.” ([9] p.16).

Other possiblemechanisms of action could comprise sub-
cortical activations that might have reward characteristics.
For example, shifting control of breathing from the voluntary
motor cortex to the involuntary medullary rhythmicity area
in the brain stem might be perceived as relaxing, as well
as giving rise to a common altered experience of “feeling
like I am being breathed, not in control.” Also, rhythmic
movements might be maintained below the level of cortical
control, since spinal reflexes are now known to mediate
rhythmic movements as complex as coordinating leg move-
ments related to walking.

Our results also shed light on the magnitude of the
activation of the dopamine reward system. Subjective reports
from the subject indicated extremely high magnitude of
reward, comparing J1 (which was not recorded due to head
movement) to continuous multiple orgasms, J2 to “opening
a birthday gift and getting exactly what you most wished
for,” and J3 to postcoital bliss. Yet the objective activation
of the reward system in J2 was not extreme. The apparent
mismatch between extreme subjective reports and moderate
objective activation can be explained by the signal-to-noise
ratio of the circuits. When most other cortical activity is
reduced, as in this subject, a much smaller reward signal
can be detected and will be perceived as more intense than
when cortical “noise” from other sources is high, as in
normal awareness. Indeed, during normal awareness it takes
drug-induced hyperstimulation of the dopamine pathways to
generate such extreme subjective reports. If this signal-to-
noise view is correct, then jhana’s reduced sense awareness
is not incidental to achieving extreme pleasure but is a
contributing condition.

Despite the moderate level of activation, caution is advis-
able with any voluntary stimulation of the reward systems.
Drugs of abuse can generate short-term bliss but can quickly
increase tolerance, requiring ever greater doses of the drug
to create the same level of pleasure. They can also create
withdrawal symptoms during abstinence [33]. In contrast
to the drugs, jhana meditators report negative tolerance
because they can achieve the same state more quickly with
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less effort over time, and no withdrawal symptoms have
been reported when meditation is stopped. Nevertheless,
Figure 3 shows that NAc activity dropped below normal
resting consciousness in J5, whichmay be a sign of short-term
tolerance and neurotransmitter depletion.

4.2. Implications. Our experiment is to our knowledge the
first that compares brain states in five different meditations
(AC and J2–J5), finding strong differences between ACmed-
itation and jhana, and smaller but still significant differences
between jhana states. These in turn differ from the Tibetan
Buddhist compassion meditation reported by Lutz et al. [42]
where EEG gamma frequencies were dominant and from the
alpha dominance of Transcendental Meditation [48]. Taken
together, the multiplicity of brain states suggests that there
may be a vast array of ASCs available through meditation,
depending on which brain regions are given awareness and
which are inhibited from awareness [49]. If there are a large
number of possible ASCs, it is likely that only some would
have survival value. For example, the state of mystical union
with all beings might be helpful in encouraging cooperation
with all people in the tribe, so that evolution may have
selected certain of these ASCs to be more easily learned and
retained.

However, the same reasoning would suggest that the
ability to self-stimulate the brain’s reward system would be
dysfunctional in the struggle for survival and procreation
because it could short-circuit the system that motivates
survival actions. Organisms that are adept at self-stimulation
would quickly die out if they fail to respond to environmental
demands or to pass on their genes. This reasoning sug-
gests caution in making autonomous self-stimulation more
available, but we point out that the modern environment
already allows unprecedented stimulation of the dopamine
reward system with plentiful food and drugs of abuse. A
meditation that stimulates the reward system without the
harmful effects of obesity and environmental damage could
be beneficial in themodern environment. On the other hand,
a meditation that short-circuits the desire to get an education
and work for long-term goals could become dysfunctional.
Rather than simply stimulating the reward system in response
to traditional goals of food and sex, it would be beneficial to
regulate the system and focus it on long-term goals that are
more adaptive.

This case study provides guidelines for larger studies on
jhana meditation in several areas. First, it demonstrates that
jhana is not so fragile that it can be destroyed by the presence
of curious experimenters or by intrusive sounds of MRI
scanners. Hence, it can be scientifically investigated. Second,
the transition time to move from one jhana to another in a
practiced subject is much shorter (between 5 and 20 seconds)
than we expected, in line with other meditations that do not
produce such extremeASCs [42].With short transition times,
it might be feasible to use better randomized designs that
alternate control states with meditations (however, the short
transition times here may be due to the subject’s internal
knowledge of readiness to transition, and he may not be
able to transit “on demand”). Third, the experiment could be
shortened if interest is focused only on the reward system

because only J2 shows strong self-activation of the NAc.
Fourth, the simple “resting” condition used here could be
replaced with better controls that have been demonstrated to
increase happiness, such as “remembering a happy event in
your life” or visualizing a loved one.

More potential subjects will become available as more
English-speaking students are being trained in jhana medita-
tion [9, 50]. How thesemeditators achieve periods of extreme
joy without common negative side effects could contribute
to the scientific “pursuit of happiness” and could pave the
way for novel paradigms for rehabilitation and recovery from
nervous system injury.
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A growing body of evidence suggests that psychological stress is a major risk factor for psychiatric disorders.The basic mechanisms
are still under investigation but involve changes in neuroendocrine-immune interactions, ultimately affecting brain plasticity. In this
study we characterized central and peripheral effects of different stressors, applied for different time lengths, in adult male C57BL/6J
mice. We compared the effects of repeated (7 versus 21 days) restraint stress (RS) and chronic disruption of social hierarchy (SS)
on neuroendocrine (corticosterone) and immune function (cytokines and splenic apoptosis) and on a marker of brain plasticity
(brain-derived neurotrophic factor, BDNF ). Neuroendocrine activation did not differ between SS and control subjects; by contrast,
the RS group showed a strong neuroendocrine response characterized by a specific time-dependent profile. Immune function
and hippocampal BDNF levels were inversely related to hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activation. These data show a fine
modulation of the crosstalk between central and peripheral pathways of adaptation and plasticity and suggest that the length of
stress exposure is crucial to determine its final outcome on health or disease.

1. Introduction

Stressful events are well-known risk factors that can promote
neurochemical changes ultimately involved in the pathophys-
iology of psychiatric disorders such asmajor depression [1–3].
Any change of the internal or external milieu may represent
a source of stress triggering a complex and coordinated set
of physiological responses involving (among others) the acti-
vation of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis [4–
6]. Although adaptive on the short run, prolonged exposure
to glucocorticoids hormones (GC), secreted following stress,
may exhaust the capacity of an organism to cope with further
stressors and, given the catabolic nature of these adrenal
glucocorticoids, lead to an impairment in brain plasticity
[5, 7, 8].

Stress begins in the brain with the perception and inter-
pretation of the stressful event and affects the brain itself as

well as the rest of the body through plastic changes, leading to
adaptation. The connection between central stress response
pathways and peripheral targets involves the alteration of a
number of neurochemical and/or inflammatory factors that
ultimately affect neuronal functioning and/or survival [8, 9].
One of the most representative players implicated in these
events is the neurotrophin brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF), which is involved in synaptic and morphological
plasticity of the brain both during development (with max-
imal levels during times of neuronal growth, differentiation
and synaptogenesis) as well as at adulthood [10–13]. High
levels of this neurotrophin are found in the hippocampus,
a brain region expressing also high levels of receptors for
GC (GR) and playing a main role in the negative feedback
regulation of the HPA axis, a pathway often disinhibited
in depressed subjects [14]. A growing body of evidence
shows that chronic stress decreases the expression of BDNF
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contributing to neuronal atrophy in the hippocampus and
that antidepressant treatment reverses or blocks these effects,
restoring brain plasticity [8, 9, 15, 16].

By being able to directly affect HPA axis activity [9,
17] and being produced by cells outside the nervous sys-
tem (including immune cells, adipocytes, endocrine, and
endothelial cells), BDNF has a key position in integrating
neural, immune, and endocrine responses to stress [8, 18, 19].
Indeed, the central nervous system and the immune system
are known to be engaged in an intense bidirectional crosstalk
which can be affected by stress and which involves multiple
mediators, including cytokines and growth factors [20]. As
an example, the immune signaling cytokines, particularly the
proinflammatory ones such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) or tumor
necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-𝛼), are elevated following stress
exposure and can thwart brain plasticity eliciting depressive
symptoms, which are amenable to antidepressant treatment
[20]. However, the directionality of the effects of stress is still
a matter of intense investigation: for instance, GC released
in response to stress can act both enhancing and inhibiting
immune responses and by decreasing or increasing levels of
neurotrophins [21–24]. Such opposite effects might coexist
in light of the fact that during stress, multiple interacting
mediators are activated in a nonlinear network influencing
different systems and functions [25]. Factors such as the
duration (acute versus chronic) of stress as well as the time
of exposure to GC, relative to the activation and time course
of the immune response, might differently impact health
outcome [21]. Progress in understanding the pathophysiology
of stress would greatly benefit from further preclinical studies
incorporating both the permissive as well as the inhibitory
role of GC in immune-endocrine interactions and mimic
conditions experienced in everyday life [26].

Restraint stress (RS) and the chronic disruption of the
social hierarchy (SS) are two of the most widely used
experimental paradigms that can induce stress in mice. The
first relies on a combination of psychological and physical
stimuli and is considered a reliable model of severe stress in
humans [27, 28]; the latter represents a comprehensive and
ethologically relevant paradigm inducing chronic stress and
leading to anxiety and/or depressive-like symptoms as often
reported in stress-precipitated major depression [29–31].
Thus, the main aim of the present study was to characterize
central and peripheral effects of different stressors, applied
for different time lengths on neuroendocrine and immune
responses in adult male C57BL/6J mice. Specifically, we
compared the effects of repeated (7 versus 21 days) RS and SS
on neuroendocrine (circulating corticosterone) and immune
(circulating cytokines and splenic apoptosis) function and on
a marker of brain plasticity (hippocampal BDNF) in order
to identify a specific neuroendocrine profile in response to
a selective type of stress.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Animals. Experimental subjects were adult male
C57BL/6J mice purchased from a commercial breeder
(Charles River, Calco, Italy). Upon arrival, all animals
were group-housed in the same room provided by air

conditioning (temperature 21 ± 1∘C, relative humidity
60 ± 10%), in transparent Plexiglas cages (29 cm × 12 cm ×
14 cm), under a reversed 12/12 h light/dark cycle with lights
off from 0800 to 2000 h. Pellet food (standard diet Altromin-
R, Rieper, Italy) and tap water were continuously available.
All stressors were administered randomly throughout
the active phase of the day. A Social Interaction Test was
used as a challenge to assess HPA axis response following
the social stress procedure and took place between 1700–
2000 h, that is, during the corticosterone (CORT) circadian
trough. All subjects were sacrificed at the end of the stress
procedure. Animal handling and experimental procedures
were performed in accordance with the EC guidelines
(EC Council Directive 86/609 1987) and with the Italian
legislation on animal experimentation (Decreto L.vo 116/92).

2.2. Experimental Procedures

2.2.1. Experiment I: Effects of Restraint Stress on Neuroen-
docrine and Immune Responses. Experimental subjects were
15 mice divided into three groups: 7 days restraint stress (RS7,
𝑛 = 5), 21 days restraint stress (RS21, 𝑛 = 5), and unhandled
controls (CTRL, 5 subjects left undisturbed in their home
cage). All subjects undergoing the same treatment condition
were group-housed. The restraint procedure consisted in
removing subjects from their home cage and putting each
of them in a conical 50mL falcon tube, provided with holes
for breathing, on a laboratory bench under dim light for
3 consecutive hrs/day. The stress was administered each
day at random times in order to prevent habituation to
the procedure. Animals from the RS21 were used to assess
stress-related changes in CORT levels so to have repeated
measures for each subject during days 1, 7, and 21. On
these days the procedure was administered at a fixed times
in order to take into account circadian rhythm, that is,
from 1700 to 2000. Blood samples were collected by tail
nick at 0 (basal) and 180min from the onset of stress (i.e.,
at 2000). At the end of stress all mice (CTRL, RS7, and
RS21) were sacrificed, trunk blood was collected to assess
levels of the proinflammatory cytokines interleukin 6 (IL-6)
and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-𝛼), and of the anti-
inflammatory cytokine Interleukin 10 (IL-10), [32, 33]. Brain
and spleen were dissected out in order to assess, respectively,
hippocampal BDNF levels and lymphocyte apoptosis.

2.2.2. Experiment II: Effects of Social Stress on Neuroendocrine
and Immune Responses. Experimental subjects were 48 adult
male mice divided into three groups: 7 days social stress (SS7,
𝑛 = 16), 21 days social stress (SS21, 𝑛 = 16), and controls
(CTRL, 16 subjects group-housed). All mice undergoing the
SS procedure were ear-marked and housed into 4 cages (4
mice/cage) and social structure was disrupted twice a week
for one or three weeks by replacing one mouse with a novel
unfamiliar selected randomly from another cage [34, 35].
Sawdust was replaced at the same time in all cages. Control
mice were also ear-marked and housed in stable groups of
4 mice/cage. Cages were cleaned and sawdust replaced twice
a week mimicking the handling procedure of the SS groups
[31].
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The activity of the HPA axis was assessed in response
to a 20-minute acute stress (Social Interaction Test) and
blood samples for CORT evaluation were collected from 8
subjects per group (CTRL, SS7, SS21) right before (basal) and
30min following the end of stress. Briefly, the night before the
Social Interaction Test, all subjects were individually housed
to stimulate social interactions [36–38]. On the day of test,
micewere placed in a novel cage, identical to the holding cage,
ideally subdivided in three equal parts, with an unfamiliar
conspecific of the same strain, weight, and sex that had been
previously isolated (standard opponent). Standard opponents
were marked with a yellow, scentless, and nontoxic paint [31].

At the end of the test mice that did not undergo the
Social Interaction test (5 mice for each group, randomly
chosen) were sacrificed, and trunk blood was collected to
assess also levels of IL-6, TNF-𝛼, and IL-10 [32, 33]. Brains
and spleen were dissected out, in order to assess, respectively,
hippocampal BDNF levels and lymphocyte apoptosis.

2.3. Radioimmunoassay for Corticosterone Determination-
RIA. Blood samples (100 𝜇L, approximate volume) were col-
lected individually in potassium EDTA coated tubes (1.6mg
EDTA/mL blood, Sarstedt, Germany). All samples were
kept on ice and later centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15min
at +4∘C. Blood plasma was transferred to Eppendorf tubes
for CORT determination and stored at −20∘C until further
analysis. CORTwasmeasured using a commercially available
radioimmunoassay (RIA) kit containing 125Iodine-labeled
CORT; 5 𝜇L of plasma was sufficient to carry out CORT
measurement. Sensitivity of the assay was 0.125mg/dL, inter-
and intra-assay variationwas less than 10 and 5%, respectively
(MP Biomedicals Inc., CA, USA). Vials were counted for
2min in a gamma-scintillation counter (Packard Minaxi
Gamma counter, Series 5000).

2.4. BDNF Measurement. BDNF evaluation was carried out
with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit (BDNF
Emax ImmunoAssay System numberG7610, Promega,Madi-
son, Wisconsin, USA) following the instructions provided
by the manufacturer. Following sacrifice brains were quickly
removed and the hippocampus was dissected out and
immediately stored at −80∘C until used. Brain tissues were
homogenized in a lysis buffer and centrifuged at 14000 rpm,
and the supernatant was used for BDNF analyses. Briefly,
BDNF standard and brain samples were distributed in 96-
well immunoplates precoated with monoclonal anti-mouse
BDNF antibody (100mL/well) and incubated for 2 h at room
temperature. After washing, plates were incubated with an
anti-human BDNF antibody for 2 h at room temperature.The
plates werewashed again and then incubatedwith an anti-IgY
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) for 1 h at room temperature.
Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)/peroxidase substrate solution
was added to the wells to produce colorimetric reaction
measured at 450 nm with a microplate reader (Dynatech MR
5000, Dynatech Laboratories, Chantilly, VA, USA). BDNF
concentrations were determined from the regression line for
the BDNF standard incubated under similar conditions in
each assay. The sensitivity of the assay was about 15 pg/mg

of BDNF, and the cross-reactivity with other related neu-
rotrophic factors (NGF, NT-3, and NT-4) is considered nil
[39].

2.5. Cytokines Determination. Quantitative evaluation of
TNF-𝛼, IL-6, and IL-10 in sera from trunk blood of stressed
and control mice was determined by ELISA kits (R&D
Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, USA) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. Briefly, standards, controls, and sera
were placed into the wells and incubated 2 h at room temper-
ature. After washing 5 times, the enzyme-linked polyclonal
antibody specific for mouse cytokines was added to the wells
and then, afterwashing, the substrate solutionwas added.The
enzyme reaction was read at 450 nm (correction wavelength
set at 570 nm). The samples values were read off the standard
value.

2.6. Splenocytes Apoptosis. Spleens were gently removed and
suspended in ice-cold culture RPMI-1640 medium (GIBCO
BRL, Grand Island, NY). Splenocytes were isolated frommice
spleen by flushing 5mL of RPMI-1640medium into spleen by
needle and syringe. Cells were then centrifugated at 1200 rpm
in order to remove cellular debris. Cells were resuspended in
supplemented RPMI 1640 and counted on a hemocytometer
in trypan blue to ensure viability. Average viability was >90%.
Splenocytes were then cultured in RPMI-1640 medium with
10% FBS (Euroclone, Pero, Italy), 2mM glutamine (Sigma, St
Louis, MO), and 50𝜇g/mL gentamycin (Sigma). Apoptosis
was measured after 1 h of culture. Apoptosis was quantified
using FITC-conjugated annexin V (AV) and propidium
iodide (PI) apoptosis detection kit (Marine Biological Lab-
oratory, Woods Hole, MA) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Reported data are referred to AV-positive apoptotic
cells. AV binds to phosphatidylserine which is exposed at
the outer surface of the cell membrane already at early
stages of apoptosis and remains so during the subsequent
process of apoptosis. By defining apoptotic cells as those cells
staining with AV, irrespective of PI staining, we were able to
detect early (AV+/PI− cells) as well as late (AV+/PI+ cells)
apoptotic cells. In this study, we analyzed specifically “early
apoptosis” in which the nuclear changes are observed first, in
contrast to the changes seen in the later stages of apoptosis
and then in the necrosis, which usually begin with cell
membrane damage [40, 41]. Acquisition was performed on
a FACSCalibur cytometer (BD Immunocytometry Systems)
and 50.000 events per sample were run. Data were analyzed
using the Cell Quest Pro (BD Immunocytometry Systems)
software.

2.7. Statistical Analysis. Data were analyzed using parametric
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with “condition” (control
and stress) as between-subjects factor (BDNF, cytokines,
apoptosis, CORT) and “day” (1, 7, 21) and “time” (0 and 180)
as within-subject repeated measures (CORT assessment only
for the restraint stress).Post hoc comparisonswere performed
using theTukey’s test. Statistical analysiswas performedusing
Statview II (Abacus Concepts, CA, USA). Data are expressed
as mean + SEM. A significance level of 0.05 was chosen.
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Figure 1: Effect of restraint stress on CORT secretion in mice. All subjects undergoing RS showed a reduced response of the HPA axis on
day 7 (a). Effect of social stress on CORT secretion in mice. The response to an acute challenge (represented by the Social Interaction Test)
was effective in inducing an increase in CORT secretion in all groups, with no differences in relation to social stress exposure (b). Results are
presented as mean + S.E.M. ∗𝑃 < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Experiment I: Restraint Stress

3.1.1. Corticosterone. Restraint stress was effective in chal-
lenging the HPA axis. In fact, RS subjects showed overall
higher CORT levels (main effect of condition: F(1,8) = 17.917,
𝑃 = 0.0029) compared to controls, particularly 180 minutes
from the onset of stress (interaction between condition and
time: F(1,8) = 12.022, 𝑃 = 0.0085). Moreover, a blunted HPA
axis response characterized RS subjects on day 7 (main effect
of days F(1,8) = 3.618 𝑃 = 0.0505; see Figure 1(a)).

3.1.2. BDNF. BDNF evaluation was performed on 4 mice in
each group since values from some subjects (1 subject for each
group)were found to be outliers andwere therefore discarded
from the analysis (Grubbs’ test performed by GraphPad
Software).

A time-dependent effect of RS was found for hippocam-
pal BDNF levels (see Figure 2). In particular, post hoc
comparisons show a decrease in BDNF levels following 21
days of RS compared to RS7 (main effect of condition F(2,9) =
4.164, 𝑃 = 0.0500). The latter group did not differ from the
CTRL subjects. However, it is worth noticing that the lack
of difference between these two groups might be related to
a reduced power of the statistical test (0.574) suggesting that
this result suffers from a low number of experimental subjects
(only 4 animals per experimental group) possibly masking
other significant trends (RS7 versus CTRL).

3.1.3. Cytokine Production. Following 7 days of restraint
stress a tendency to increase was observed for levels of IL-
6 (F(2,12) = 3.480; 𝑃 = 0.0643, Figure 3(a)). This trend
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Figure 2: Effects of restraint stress on hippocampal BDNF levels.
BDNF levels were decreased following a chronic 21 days restraint
procedure compared to 7 days of repeated restraint. Data shown are
mean + S.E.M. ∗𝑃 < 0.05.

reached statistical significance when assessing TNF-𝛼 (main
effect of condition: F(2,12) = 5.558; 𝑃 = 0.0196, Figure 3(b))
that returned to basal levels after 21 days. By contrast, IL-
10 increased only after 21 days of restraint (main effect of
treatment: F(2,12) = 5.345; 𝑃 = 0.0219, Figure 3(c)).

3.1.4. Splenocytes Apoptosis. Splenocytes apoptosis slightly
decreased after 21 days of restraint (main effect of condition:
F(2,12) = 8.597; 𝑃 = 0.0048, post hoc RS7 days versus RS21
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Figure 3: Effect of RS and SS on the immune system response. Restraint stress procedure. Following 7 days of restraint stress the
proinflammatory cytokine TNF-𝛼 increases, (b) while the increase in IL-6 during days 7 and 21 just missed statistical significance (a); by
contrast the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 increased following 21 days (c). The percentage of apoptotic splenocytes was found to be
decreased following 21 days of stress (d). Social stress procedure. Levels of IL-10 were increased already after 7 days of the SS procedure (f).
Splenocytes apoptosis was increased after 7 days of SS and decreased following 21 days (g). No difference is evident as for levels of IL-6 (e).
Results are presented as mean + S.E.M. ∗∗𝑃 < 0.01, ∗𝑃 < 0.05.

days 𝑃 < 0.01; see Figure 3(d)). No difference was found
between CTRL and RS7.

3.2. Experiment II—Social Stress

3.2.1. Corticosterone. TheSocial Interaction Test was effective
in inducing the activation of the HPA axis in all groups,

regardless of their stress history (effect of social challenge:
F(1,29) = 153,515; 𝑃 < 0.0001, Figure 1(b)).

3.2.2. BDNF. Social stress, per se, did not affect hippocampal
BDNF levels (no main effect of condition: F(2,12) = 2.015 𝑃 =
0.1759, data not shown).
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3.2.3. Cytokine Production. Social condition did not affect
significantly the production of IL-6, even if a slight increase
after 7 days of social stress was observed, (effect of condition:
F(2,12) = 3.075 𝑃 = 0.0835, see Figure 3(e)). By contrast,
serum levels of IL-10 increased after 7 days of the social
stress procedure (main effect of condition: F(2,12) = 13.217
𝑃 = 0.0009, see Figure 3(f)). Differences in serum TNF
levels between control and social stressed mice appeared
undetectable (data not shown).

3.2.4. Splenocytes Apoptosis. Splenocytes apoptosis increased
after 7 days of social stress and decreased following 21 days
(main effect of treatment: F(2,12) = 47.932; 𝑃 < 0.0001, see
Figure 3(g)).

4. Discussion

Data from this study show that chronic RS is a powerful stres-
sor eliciting strong neuroendocrine, and immune responses
and that brief versus prolonged exposure to this stress results
in a differential activation of these systems in mice. In
addition, we were able to identify a specific neuroendocrine-
immune profile associated to specific changes in hippocam-
pal BDNF levels. Results suggest a fine modulation of the
crosstalk between central and peripheral pathways of adap-
tation and plasticity and that the length of stress exposure
is crucial to determine its final outcome on health or
disease.

Allostasis—or “stability through change”—is defined as
any neural, neuroendocrine and immune activation leading
to adaptation in the face of stressful challenges [4]. While
in the short run, activation of these systems is essential to
the maintenance of homeostasis and survival yet, over longer
time intervals, it imposes a cost-allostatic load—that can
accelerate disease processes or participate to pathological
changes associated, among others, to immunosuppression
[4]. When we studied the characteristics of the diverse
stressors applied for different lengths of times, we found that
upon prolonged exposure to RS (21 days), an increase in the
immunogenic/allostatic load was observed, mirrored by a
peak in CORT levels comparable to that observed on day 1.
This was associated to a suppression of the immune system
with decreased levels of the proinflammatory cytokine TNF-
𝛼 and increased levels of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-
10. In addition, a decrease in hippocampal BDNF levels was
found, suggesting a reduction in the ability to cope with
prolonged stress (brain plasticity).

Analyzing more in detail the effects of RS, we found
that, following 7 days of this procedure, CORT elevation
was significantly lower than on the first stimulation (day
1), suggesting an habituation of the system to the chronic
procedure, as previously shown [42]. This effect, which
appears to be mediated by limbic regions [8], is likely to
have consequences for the functioning of a number of GC-
sensitive systems, including the immune system. Indeed,
reduced CORT levels could disinhibit immune function,
leading to a proinflammatory response, as suggested by the
increase in the levels of TNF-𝛼.

A number of evidence support the hypothesis that a
moderate increase in the levels of proinflammatory cytokines,
such as TNF-𝛼, might result in an overall “priming effect”
on the immune system, leading to better abilities to cope
with further physiologic/stressful stimuli [21, 43–46]. Worth
noticing, the response to stress observed does not only
involve peripheral targets, but also extends to central medi-
ators. In fact, after 7 days of RS, hippocampal BDNF protein
levels showed a trend towards an increase, possibly reflecting
a neuroprotective mechanism. By contrast, after 21 days of
RS, BDNF levels were found to be decreased and this was
associated to an augmented anti-inflammatory response by
the immune systemwith increased IL-10 levels and a return of
TNF-𝛼 to basal levels. It must be emphasized that while acute
changes in BDNF levels might represent a coping response
to stressful events, and thus being beneficial, prolonged
exposure to stressors and increased allostatic load would lead
to detrimental effects as reduced BDNF signaling in the adult
brain may be involved in the pathophysiology of psychiatric
disorders [47–49].

A fine regulation of apoptosis might positively affect
optimal immune function. This is achieved by maintaining
lymphocyte homeostasis by a continuous removal of cells that
have been activated once they have served their function.
Therefore, inappropriate induction of such a mechanism
could result in a variety of pathological effects such as
autoimmune diseases, while the maintenance of physio-
logically regulated levels of apoptosis might exert a ben-
eficial/protective effect [50]. In this context, the observed
decrease in apoptosis levels following 21 days of RS, suggests
a long-term impairment of the immune system response.

Compared to RS, SS resulted in an overall lower response
of the HPA axis as well as of the immune system. Differ-
ences were both quantitative and qualitative. In particular,
no change in TNF-𝛼 could be detected, while an earlier
increase in IL-10 was observed compared to RS, suggesting
an anticipated anti-inflammatory reaction in response to this
specific stressor. Differently from RS data, splenic apoptosis
increased after 7 days of SS, suggesting that it might represent
a reliable early stress-sensitive physiological marker.

Taken together, data from this study clearly indicate a
differential role of psychophysical versus social and of brief
versus prolonged stress on neuroendocrine and immune
function suggesting that the quality and the extent of
the stress period are crucial in determining individual
neuroendocrine-immune responses to external challenges.
In addition, and more intriguingly, all these peripheral
responses were associated to specific changes in hippocampal
BDNF levels. We hypothesize that this neurotrophin might
represent a key modulator of neuro-immunoendocrine path-
ways, playing a pivotal role in the orchestration/maintenance
of the brain and peripheral plasticity leading to optimal
coping strategies to stressful events [8]. Future studies should
employ pharmacological challenges aimed at investigating
such interactions.

While this is a first attempt to mimic some of the
qualitative and temporal features of “stress,” studies are
ongoing to extend the range of mediators analyzed and
the peripheral targets, to evaluate more extensively the role
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of acute versus chronic stressors on neuroendocrine and
immune function. In addition a thorough characterization
of the specific changes occurring in brain plasticity in other
regions involved in neuroendocrine-immune integration will
help elucidating the mechanisms underlying the benefi-
cial/pathological effects of stress increasing the translational
value of these studies.
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